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ITS ALL IN THE NAME.
Zimbabwe,
is

a

strategically placed African (ountry,

enjoying a healthy economic growth rate and its superb

infrastructure provides

ideal base for continued

an

development.
Zimbabwe

enjoys

enviable reputation for

an

honouring its international commitments and has
consistently serviced and repaid its external debt.
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The bank which has

played

a

major role in the

country’s growth is Zimbabwe’s own
banking group, Zimbank, The bank
I

that takes its

name

from the country.

Zimbank, young and dynamic, owes
its

’

success to an

un-matched know-

*

ledge of Zimbabwe, its people and all
sectors

of economic

Those interested in

activity.

executing a business

strategy in Zimbabwe need look no further
than Zimbank.
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EDITORIAL

Vol. 4, Nos. 3 & 4

i

On the

Monarchy and Civil Society

!,
\
1

i
BOTH the recent constitutional crisis in Lesotho and the
unrest which led to the death of a number of

university
prompted SAPEM to turn its
attention to these two kingdoms. But such an analysis of these
two societies is long overdue; for there might have developed
the impression that these countries are less important than
those that SAPEM has already dealt with in previous issues.
As is evidenced by the quick and positive response by the
scholars in these countries (particularly Lesotho), here is a
great resource base and potential for analytic and committed
scholarship. It is a very central objective of SAPEM to seek
to ensure that indigenous scholarship is flaunted in a
sub-region which has been a major feeding ground for the

students in Swaziland have

African Studies indastries of the northern hemisphere.
The bold analyses herein are testimony to the commitment

o^ the Lesotho colleagues; and to the extent that they are able

project such issues in an open and discussant style is,
perhaps, an indication of either the level of tolerance on the
part of the Lesotho State or the extent of the latter’s lack of
both legitimacy and capacity with which to defend itself. On
the other hand, it is a sad indictment on the other kingdom
that scholars in Swaziland felt so constrained, by the harsh
and anti-democratic atmosphere, from openly raising issues
that are so pertinent to their society. This is a great pity
because, given the dynamism of our societies, it is always
better to get on-the-spot analyses, in addition to such
to

contributions

as come

from nationals based abroad.

The concept of monarchy

itself raises important issues that
question of democracy and the
National Question. To begin with, the possible
incompatibility between, on the one hand, a monarchical
tradition based on a pre-colonial feudal tradition and, on the
other, a society largely transformed politically and
socio-economically by both colonialism and the new demands
of the post-colonial situation. It is not always that a
monarchical system is essentially inimical to a democratic
process. For, in other countries, the monarchy has been a
great resource base for the development of a nation-state and
a sense of national identity; with the monarch merely a
figurehead, essentially above and removed from the political
process itself. To that extent, the monarchy might assist in
reinforcing a democratic tradition in the society.
As is inferred in some of the analyses herein, the position
cannot be unrelated to the

and role of the monarch in both Lesotho and Swaziland has
been
the

so

ill-defined that it has contributed to tbe confusion in

political

process.

Of great

concern

extent to which the monarchical

2

preclude the development of a viable and vibrant c/v//sone/y.
This in part accounts for the vicious response that has
confronted any attempt at establishing even the ba.ses of
democratic intercowse. That is the real danger when a
monarchy assumes unto itself the divine authority and
wisdom of the eighteenth century within a twentieth century
environment.
The Lesotho situation is

slightly more complicated. The
allegation by some of our analysts herein is that the King
willy-nilly allowed himself into a "military/monarchy
dictatorship" alliance, supported by the British and the U..S.
As Makoa argues strongly, there was an attempt to justify a
"No-Party state" on the basis that this accorded with King
Moshoeshoe I’s pre-colonial (traditional) rule. As in the case
of Swaziland, this anti-democratic system constrains and
restrains the well-informed middle classe.s, who, as we have

argued elsewhere, constitute the

core of the civil society. In
however, the "military/monarchy" alliance
would break apart, leaving the King w ithout a real base in a
civil society tl-i. nas become alienated from him. And .so w ith
his dethronement on 6 November 1990, there have been no
repercussions worth mention; and the military reigns

due course,

anti-democratic as any military regime will
always be. The question, however, Ls w hether such a military
regime, brought to power as it was by the helping hand of the
apartheid state, can sustain itself against the background of
a declining South African State and the democratisation
process that is today ventilating the entire Southern African
sub-region.
Indeed, it is impossible to consider the future of our two
kingdoms without reference to Southern Africa. For these
two countries in particular have survived in the shadow of
giant South Africa, bereft of the bases of a national economy
and completely dependent on that country. Can Swaziland
and Lesotho survive as the embryonic nation-states that they
purport to be after the demise of apartheid and the
emergence of an independent South Africa? This is the
question that the SAFES network is currently considering in
one of its main research programmes. But without wishing
to preclude a more serious and concentrated analysis of the
issues involved, there would appear already to be a strong
justification for a Federation of Southern Africa in which
supreme, as

even

such

find

a

embryonic nation-states as our two kingdoms w ill

place within
economic whole.D

a

larger loosely-based political and

in Swaziland is the

system has sought to
Sapem Decemhuk/January, 1990/91

SOUTH AFRICA FILE

Lesotho’s

Military Kingdom

An Undemocratic Political

Experiment

Francis K. Makoa

s

OQN after the February 19, 1990
second

military coup which
stripped the king of the legislative
and executive powers acquired after the
overthrow of Chief Leabua Jonathan in

January, 1986, the Chairman of the
ruling Military Council, Major General
Justin M. Lekhanya, promised, among
other things, to steer the nation back to
democracy by 1992. However, the words
democracy and civilian rule had always

heroic step taken by the Lesotho military
authorities to normalise the politieal
process.

South Africa and its imperialist

backers, the United States and Britain, were

the first to congratulate the Lekhanya regime. The British High Commis-

among

sioner to Lesotho is understood to have

ac-

tively persuaded the leaders of the main

dominated the

political parties in Lesotho — the
Basutoland Congress Party (BCP) and
Basotho National Party (BNP) — to join
the assembly. Thus, the presence of Ntsu

the

Mokhehle, Basutoland Congress Party

political vocabulary of
military regime. Thus, the

democratisation rhetoric is

as

old

as

the

formal

partnership forged between the
monarchy and the military rulers after
1986. Admittedly then, the rhetoric was
King Moshoeshoe I whose rule guarantee!d democracy and free expression of
personal opinions while at the same time
encouraging a collaborative approach to
development. What is significant about
the rhetoric is, therefore, the announcement of the implementation date
and the army’s declaration of its intent
to return to

the barracks in 1992.

Irretrievable

However, the intensification of the

democracy propaganda and the creation of
a constituency assembly of appointees to'
advise the military rulers on the new constitution for Lesotho has not allayed fear
that the country might have irretrievably
sunk into a dictatorship. Indped, the
February 1990 changes are largely seen as
an attempt to salvage an otherwise collapsing system while the constituent assembly
is nothing other than the army’s tool of
political manipulation.
Notwithstanding its transparency, this
rcium-to-civilian constituent assembly of
appointees has received much acclaim
from some quarters and is regarded as a
Sapem December/January, 1990/91

leader in the constituent
sents a

assembly reprevictory for the British-High Com-

missioner. The United States, on the other

hand, has variously extolled the military
regime for what it calls its good human
rights record and commitment to
democracy.
This article attempts at a critical appraisal of the Lesotho Government’s

Exiled and

deposed: Moshoe.shoe II

democracy in Lesotho, even though they
conceded that the army’s function was only
to maintain peace and stability. Not surpri.singly, therefore, all democratic formations
were demobilised through the ban on political activity. Political parties were accused
of fanning
The

divisions and turmoil.
King who had Just been given ex-

ecutive and legislative powers on the ad-

the "retum-to-

vice of the Military Council, was initially

civijian rule" slogan. The appraisal

cautious stating that the coup only signalled
the beginning of better things to come —
the facilitation of what he terms a constitution that would accord with the nation’s
aspirations. His later approval of a decree
banning all political activity and apparent
endorsing of detentions of the critics of his
pronouncements confirmed that he shared
the views of the army,

democratisation rhetoric

or

First,
implemented by undemocratic die-

presents a two-pronged argument.
that

tatorial

the rhetoric

only evoke
popular hostility and resentment, thus adding to the present constitutional impasse,
Second, that the military-appointed constituent assembly cannot be a vehicle for
democracy but rather a tool of political
manipulation to perpetuate the present
means

can

order.

Background
The BNP Government’s election fiasco

of August 1985 snuffed all hopes for
democratic rule in Lesotho under Jonathan.

Thus, after the coup, the military
authorities apparently sought to capitalise
on. this undemocratic legacy. The Military
Council showed
had

It

soon

became clear, however, that

at

the outset that the coup

nothing to do with the restoration of

little

existed within the

ruling
Military Council regarding Lesotho’s con-

consensus

stitutional future. At the various press con-

ferences, the Chairman of the Military
Council

expressed the view that the army
only intervened to restore peace and
stability, implying that the armed forces
had
had

no

political ambitions. This view

was,

however, vehemently opposed by some of
his

colleagues. Colonel Sekhobe Lctsic,

a

strong supporter of the monarchy and op3

Å

/

ponent of party system, believed that the
army and the king should run the country.

Thus, the replacement of the independence

flag, regarded as "too symbolic of the
Basotho National Party of former premier.
Chief Leabua Jonathan", should be seen as
a

victory for the anti-party forces.
Pressure

However, political pressure from a wide

of forces within and outside Lesotho
made it difficult for the military rulers to
sustain their position favouring a crude
military/monarchy dictatorship. While arguing that the Military Council was not
prepared to relinquish power to the
politicians, Sekhobe Letsie alluded to the
creation of a system that would allow
range

civilian

participation. The

cates

democracy. They think democracy has
something to do with party politics and
want people to follow their misleading interpretation". At Thaba Bosiu on March 11,
1989, King Moshoeshoe II openly endorsed the Military Council’s political formula based

a structure

of

was confirmed on June 16, 1988,
when Sekhobe Letsie, addressing a rally at
to power

Mpharane-Pontseng in the Mohale’s Hoek
district, argued that "it was the duty of the
Military Council to advise His Majesty on
all the matters pertaining to the running of
the affairs of this country while the cabinet
was entrusted with the supervision and implementation of the day-to-day duties and
government policies". All the executive
and legislative powers would be in the
hands of the Head of State, according to
Sekhobe.

By 1988, the military regime was thus
democracy was un-

convinced that popular

the council system, em-

A

soon

after the coup.

group

however, necessary to placate the increasingly disenchanted foreign
donors. The council system was to be set
up, among other reasons, because it was
seen as a tool for achieving the regime’s
development objectives. Thus, the antidemocracy campaign assumed a new
character
development and reconciliation through village, ward, district and
tutelage

were,

—

town

councils. The Chairman of the

Military Council argued that this would accord with Kong Moshoeshoe I’s system of
rule which guaranteed "peace, unity and
participation in the development activities
based on true democracy". Addressing a
rally at Hloahloeng in the Mohale’s Hoek
district in April 1989, he branded the advo-

with the structure of the Councils set up

Parliament cannot have

arbiter in all constitutional matters. Thus,

from
what

Neither had it

fully considered its wider
legal, social and political repercussions.
This task was done by the "Ad-hoc Committee of Ministers for a Review of Certain

Constitutional Issues" under the chairman-

ship of the then Minister of Interior, Chief
Mathealira Seeiso. Meeting on April 6,
1989, in the office of the Minister of Interior and Chieftainship Affairs, the committee unanimously agreed on the following
broad issues:
•

•

described.
The final recommendations by this Committee

(whose presence has remained a
closely guarded secret to date) were in line
with this broad view of the future Lesotho.

They included:
•

facade democracy.

Its
concern was clearly political control rather
than democracy for it sought to subordinate
through the army the populace to the
Monarchy. Indeed, campaigns by the state
to discredit democracy showed that even a
a

that the present type of government
the best suited for Lesotho;

be described as a
monarchy in which the military plays a
part in Government through the Military
the government can

that the structure of Government should

remain

as

it is;

•

that the top-most National Council shall
be understood to be a Parliament; and

•

nobody shall have veto over Parliament.
Precondition

Regarding participation in this political
process, the ad hoc committee of ministers
noted that reconciliation was a pre-condi-

tion for the

success

of the scheme. Hence

"all Basotho shall be free to

participate...
including former dissidents and office
bearers in the last immediate Government".
This would obviate the need for various

^oups to

seek their rights outside the

machinery of Government. But the former
dissidents and office holders of the past immediate government
sitised to the question

should not be senof participation, but

"should be left to determine for themselves
whether

is

unquenchable desire of

throughout the history of the Basotho, as
Kingdom was once

democracy and a device for destroying the existing political parties. With the

Finer has termed

kept in mind that political

Moshoeshoe’

mass

parties, the monarchy,

powers;

the people to have a say on how they are
to be ruled is a persistent threat

The council system was seen both as a
convenient alternative to a party-based

the system of government resulting
this arrangement would be close to

it shall be

freedom and the

by the army, would remain the sole

more

and

System?

backed

Parliament. It

proposed, there shall be no need for
powers over Parliament, as Parliament is the embodiment of the people
and any one person’s will or the collective will of any other body less than the

•

called democratisation programme.

willing

•

No-Party State Participatory

absence of political

as a

genuine legislative body

whose bills shall be reserved for His

disbandment of the BNP-dominated vil-

lage committees

a

Majesty’s signification to become law;

structures should take place in an atmosphere of peace and freedom". At the village
level, this brand of participation had already been set up following the regime’s

of subjects

a

should be

veto

operate under the military/monarch

of Councils to

shall be established

what he termed these "new democratic

limited government was not envisaged.
Until April 1989, however, the government
had not fully spelt out the details of its so-

desirable. Political concessions in the form

•

as

village, ward and district

councils". That the Military wanted to cling

to

on

•

Council and in which the King has an appointed Council of Ministers;
national participation in government is
through Development Councils;
the top most body, the National Council,

phasising that the electioneering regarding

new system
would create "a National Council at the top
of

of constitutionalism the "enemies of

peace, who criticise the government’s
council system because they do not know

or

they will be allowed participation

importantly, should any disholder of office in the former

not". More

sident

or

government be
should

appointed "to

any

council,

immediately be put under sur-

veillance for any activities contrary to the
commitment of the current Government".

Sapem December/January.
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Broadly speaking, the above have
remained the
i

guiding principles for

In the

developments have not altered this
agenda as mapped out by this ad hoc Committee of Ministers in 1989.

politicians are to be invited while
Order No. 4 is still in force, thumping

of this programme, the
prohibition of political activity has been extended to all gatherings and rallies —
workers’ meetings, demonstrations and
In pursuance

I

I

from the Southern Star:

Lesotho’s Military Kingdom. The February
1990

i

ment

prompted the following com-

This

merit.

commemoration services which have a

political tinge. Paradoxically, however, is
the fact that the regime has found itself
forced to work closely with the office
holders in the "last immediate regime".
These include the present Minister of Planning. Finance and Manpower Development
who is believed to be one of the key
strategists of the present programme. Not
only does he claim to still be the chairman
of the BNP, but was a Cabinet Minister in
the Jonathan Government from 1972 and
survived the 1986 and the
The Feb 1990

1990 coup.

though he went out of his way to express the government's intention not
to dominate or prescribe to the Constituent Assembly, no reliable

been proposed to
safeguard this. It is simply a question
of "Trust Me".
Lack of clarity and guarantees notwithstanding, Major General Lekhanya
warned at the beginning of April 1990 that
no party politics would be allowed until
guarantees have

after 1992. Neither would the government

under any
repeal Order No. 4

reinstate the 1966 constitution
circumstances nor
which

prohibits free and open political
or gatherings. More importantly,

the government would

February coup merely confirmed
that the ruling coalition had been in disarThe

it

ray. Clear evidence of this is the fact that
took two days for Major General Lekhanya

who emerged as the strongest man after the
collapse of the mililary/monarchy alliance
to explain the changes. In another sense, the
delay in announcing the change of government shows that the new military regime

When
the changes were finally announced on
February 21, Major General Lekhanya told
the nation that the military intended to hand
over power to civilians in June 1992
without stating how this objective was to be
achieved. The appointment of a task force
later to explore ways of achieving this goal
also left this question largely unanswered.

did not have a clear political agenda.

only the formation of a 109-member constituent assembly whose mandate was to draft a new
constitution which would clearly spell out
the role of the monarch and the armed for-

This task force recommended

surprisingly, the constituent assembly (which began its work in June
1990) includes members of the army"and
the police. With the exception of a few who
are said to have been elected by the
ces.

political activity. Al-

down party

debates

Coup

limelight is the fact that

Not

development councils, all the members of
this assembly have been appointed on an
individual basis by the military govern-

not be bound by the

decisions and recommendations

1990/91

Mokone, a representative of the Military

Order No. 4 is central to the constitution-

al debates not only
and open

because it prohibits free

political rallies. It is dis-

criminatory because it assumes that only
tlie government has political rights. In
terms of this order, only the government—
the Military Council and its appointed Ministers
can hold political rallies. The
—

ways

Military Council has alshown deep distrust and even con-

tempt

for politicians. He has consistently

Chairman of the

argued that his

"administration would fail

politicking is stopped". Order
No. 4 has been attacked with renewed
vigour since the change of government in
February 1990 by a wide array of
unless the

democratic forces hostile to the national as-

parties" in contravention of Order No. 4 of
1986. While highlighting the political crisis
that faces the nation, the

government’s position has gained full approval of the assembly of nominees. The
assembly argues that Order No. 4 should
not be repealed. Thus, through patronage
and the incorporation of a few unelected individuals, the Military Council has, after
falling out with the monarchy, secured for
itself a new, but more malleable partner.
However, there are no signs that this will
ease pressure from below on the regime to
allow free party political activity. Indeed,
the dethroned King Moshocshoe IPs argument that "no unelected minority can
decide on important national affairs"
echoes the prevailing political sentiments
in Lesotho.

welcoming Lekhanya’s declaratowards democratisation, Matete

While

Majara, interim BNP leader, warned that
political parties must be involved in the
process of democratisation to avoid
jiroblems. This warning has not been
heeded of course. The government is determined that democratisation

achieved

Vague

Lekhanya’s democratisation process is
largely vague, uncertain and unclear, perhaps deliberately left ambiguous because it
is the most controversial political
programme ever introduced by any
Lesotho since independence. The

ruler of

regime
possible to democratise
without mobilising people for democracy.
Hence its determination to smash popular
and democratic organisations. Paradoxically, the smashing of political parties destroys

believes that it is

the basis for democracy.

While the

government’s "democratisathe

tion" rhetoric has reached a crescendo,

advocates of true representative democracy
are

still branded as the enemies

tide suggests

Declarations

tions

Military

of peace.

This and other evidence provided in

sembly of appointees.

should be

through undemocratic means.
of the Constituent As-

Even the members

in

Assembly when he announced in the
same assembly that members "will no
longer be allowed to address rallies because
they use these to canvas for their political

the

Constituent Assembly.

sembly are barred from holding
Sapem December/January.

of the

dressing public rallies. This was underscored in October 1990 by Lt Colonel

this ar-

that the Military Council’s

programme is a smokescreen behind which
lies the "no-party" model announced at
Thaba-Bosiu on March 11, 1989 and

prepared for implementation
by the 5-men ad hoc committee of ministers in April, 1989. The current national
advisory assembly of appointees with no
agenda or powers of its own and whose appointment depended on its members
renouncing their political status and party
activism, closely corresponds to this model

refined and

and ad¬
5

and cannot be a harbinger of

chariot for the
other hand, the
a

new

democracy but
"no-party" system. On the
regime’s demand that the

constitution should

ensure a

very serious questions. Who will have the
control of the state and will an

independent

army be

role for

ment

the army ii\ the governing process and that
the armed fcxces should no
longer be under

willing to protect such a governagainst external or internal threat?

Our view is that without control of the

there

be

army

effective government One
would argue that legitimisation and in-

the control of a civilian government raises

The Politics of

can

stitutionalisation of praetcxianism cannot
democratic government. This
would, in fact be a catalyst for chronic instability and endless military coups.n
ensure a

no
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February 19, 1990, officers

and

men

of the

Royal Lesotho
Defence Force staged their
second coup within four
years. The
major casualty of the struggle was the
monarchy which had come to the fore of
the political fray from the
early days of
the 1986 coup. The coup was
obviously a
result of a long power struggle between
those officers who had been instrumental in the staging of the 1986
coup, who

aligned themselves with the King, and
those who had aligned themselves with
their commander. Major General Lekhanya.
Basis

This coup
for the

ultimately provided the basis
deposing of King Moshoeshoe II •

who, for over 20 years, had in one way or
another been at the helm of the politics of
Lesotho. During all these years, the successive

regimes which have ruled the country
regard for the rights of the people,
were not accountable to
anybody and largely relied on the military to enforce their
will on the people. Indeed, the
on-going
trial of the former member of the
Military
Council, Sekhobe Letsie, on the brutal murhad

no

der of two former ministers under Jonathan,
has gone a long way to
confirming the
widely held view that most of the murders
in the country have been officially commissioned by the military.
Unlike the 1986 coup, which
brought
about spontaneous celebrations throughout
the country, the 1990 coup, on the

contrary,

largely ignored. The main reason is
probably that the large number of people
had by then recognised that coups
bring no
real benefits to the people they are
sup¬
was

6

posed to liberate. It did not in any way ease
the legitimacy crisis of the
present dictatorship. Not only was the regime being challenged by a broad spectrum of democratic
forces in Lesotho, but seems to have faced
similar discontent from a large number of

people from even within the forces of "law
and order" themselves. While there
may
have been other sources of dissatisfaction,
it seems that the dominant problem was
their

complaint about the integrity of some
of the people who had just been
appointed
to the Council of

Ministers.

In order to counter its

the

regime has

legitimacy crisis

begun to portray i:xL'
as a
democratising force. Indeed, listening
to the spokesmen of the
regime, an impression now being given is that the
struggle for
power within the regime was largely about
democracy. The first shots in this direction
were fired
by Lekhanya shortly after the
coup in February, when he attempted to
portray the King and those around him as
now

having frustrated attempts to move the
country towards democracy. The King, in
his response in a letter to Lekhanya
shortly

after the latter’s statement, reminded Lek-

another

similarly proclaimed "City
Suspended". It should have gone
one

Council

on to perhaps inform us that "Court of
Appeal Judges Resign". Writing on the

African crisis of the mid-70s, Basil Davidused words which summarise the nahire of the crisis:
son

The crisis which thus arises is, there-

fore,

one

of institutions. Those of the

past have lost their containing power.

Those of the present

Offer little save
confusion. Those of the future have
yet to appear.
Not

only have traditional institutions of

controlling the people collapsed, but the
pressures for change are now overwhelming. Paradoxically, it is those’very institutions of control, the chieftainship, the
monarchy and the military which have selfdestructed. This is in essence the legacy of
their coup of 1986.
The
Fot

a

Legacy of the 1986 Coup

lot of

people, the overthrow of

Prime Minister Leabua Jonathan’s regime
in 1986, brought about hope that at
long last

hanya that his attempts to democratise were

democracy and good

always shelved by the military under the
pretext that die army is still being con-

around the comer. For one
thing, it was
well-known that the army which overthrew

suited.

Exchanged
The Lesotho political crisis has
gone
beyond the statements which have been exchanged in the press. Almost all institutions
are in turmoil. This was
rudely revealed by
the headlines in a
normally dull government weekly. One such headline
proclaimed "King Dethroned": another one
declared "Sekhobe Testifies"; while

government were

Jonathan lacked the skills

to

rule the

country. With that in mind, a number of
people called that coup a revolt rather than
a coup in the sense in which the
military
rules in its

own

knowledge that the
then

right. Moreover, the
very people who were

calling themselves liberators, had for

the duration of Jonathan’s dictatorial rule,
been responsible for the

repression and
murders, made people believe that they
could not rule in their

own name.

The
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military in Lesotho, therefore, never had
the credibility to act as arbiters. They had
long "burned their bridges".
It was consequently not surprising when
they enlisted the support of the King in the
early days of the coup. His role was key, at
the time, in that he would bridge both the
credibility and skills gap mentioned above.
International credibility was
crucial for the survival of the

particularly
new

regime

because of the circumstances under which

took place — a blockage of the
country by South Africa and a declaration
by the South African government that
Jonathan was "the single most destabilising
force in the region".
the coup

cerity whenever called upon to do so.
since it is known that, over the years, he had

developed strong bonds with the South
African business and

security services in
his capacity as the commander of the then
paramilitary force, the predecessor of the
present Royal Lesotho Defence Force.
Thus, from the beginning, there was no
clear consensus between the monarchy and
the military on how to relate with South
Africa. This was to be a major source of
friction between the two forces.
Banded

The

King, like the military, had grievancome to a

head in

1967. It will be recalled that at the time, the

Though the King later fully embraced
military, referring to the coup as a
"second miracle (to the founding of the nation)", he initially was more cautious about
the "project". But whatever reservations he
may have had about the whole programme,

King had banded together with some
politicians, mainly the opposition
Basutoland Congress Party (BCP),
demanding that his constitutional limitations, as a reigning rather than governing
monarch, be removed. This culminated in

it is clear that his lust for power ultimately
overcame other considerations. Thus,

Jonathan’s Police Mobile Unit crushed the

while

Royalist forces. Fred Roach, who later be-

the

embracing the military, he attempted
from the beginning to distance himself
from the pro-South African stance of his
government. During the swearing in
ceremony of the Council of Ministers, the
King argued:
Lesotho should strive to

develop nor-

mal, peaceful and good neighbourly
relations with all her

neighbours, on
of mutual respect and
quality; and on the basis of respect
for each other’ sovereignty and independence, and on the principle of
non-interference in each other's internal and external affairs, without
the basis

raids

across

our

borders and

economic blockades.
This

was

the opposite of what Lekhanya,

Military Council,
seemed to have implied in his earlier statement. He had emphasised the imperatives
the Chairman of the

of cooperation

with South Africa:

commitment to normalise relations

and we shall do all
that is humanly possible to achieve
this objective. We espouse the noble
principles of peaceful co-existence
and good neighbourliness and we are
prepared to demonstrate our sinwith South Africa

Sapem December/January. 1990/91

the ill-fated Thaba-Bosiu fiasco where

came
on

Commissioner of Police, reminisces
as follows:

the incident
When the

King's red-blanketed sup-

porters attacked and teargasfailed to

disperse them, I instructed my men to

People died, the meeting
dispersed and the march
prevented. The government decided
to place the King under house arrest
open fire.
was

and I

was sent to

do the job.

King were to gain the power that
he fought for at the time, he had to embrace
the military. Thus both forces needed each
If the

other for different reasons.

into being with those
considerations in mind. Symbolically, both
This alliance

had finally forged a lasting alliance
with the forces of "law and order". Regard-

areas,

less of the
ness

increasingly apparent hollow-

of this alliance, it seems that those who

forged it believed that it was a lasting
Thus, in his well-publicised speech on
March 11,1989, at Thaba-Bosiu, the King,
speaking in parables, argued that nothing
ever separated Moshoeshoe I with his
legendary warrior, Makoanyane. Whether
Makoanyane in this case was Lekhanya or
had

one.

Sikhobe Letsie, who seemed much closer
to the

King, is a matter of speculation. But,
increasingly became clear that the King
and the military seemed to believe that they
had a common fate. It is now history that
there has been a rupture in that alliance,
with the King finally being dethroned by
the same military establishment he had
worked so closely with for four years. But
it

Together

of his own which had

ces

Embraced

Lekhanya, this was not surprising

For

came

paramilitary force and the police force
renamed the Royal Lesotho Defence
Force and the Royal Lesotho Mounted
Police respectively. This symbolised two
things. First, the victory at the time of the
monarchy over other social forces within
the

were

what is behind all this confusion?
The Authoritarian

Agenda

That the afore-mentioned alliance dis-

persed after a long power struggle is well
known. What has not been immediately obvious have been the

reasons

behind its fall.

From the

beginning, it should be emphasised that the central focus of the two
traditional containing forces was essentially how to strengthen their hold on to power
rather than how to democratise. They thus
began to look for the appropriate
mechanisms for controlling the populace.
The first measure which they put in motion
was to formalise their alliance through the
promulgation of the law redefining their
respective roles. Order No. 2 of 1986 was

promulgated. Its purpose was to give the
King executive and legislative powers with
the advice of the Military Council. This was
later to prove the undoing of this alliance.
The second

measure

which

was

taken by

the junta was to proscribe political parties.
This was done through the promulgation of
another order

—

Order No. 4 of 1986. Its

purpose was:
To

suspend all party political

tivities until such time

as

the

ac-

goal of

national reconciliation shall have

the country.
The symbolic

been achieved and a new constitution

"law and order" into

nected purposes.

renaming of the forces of
Royal forces could
also have signified that at long last the
struggle over their control was over. The
monarchy with its traditional hold on a
number of Basotho, particularly in the rural

shall have been

The official

agreed upon for con-

reason

behind this move was

provided by Lekhanya, who argued that
political parties are divisive:
7

regime that such a move would be strongly resisted.
Despite the pretences of both factions
now that they were genuinely
pursuing the
democratic path, were it not for the obstruction of the other, it is clear that they may
have fought about everything else but
democracy. On the contrary, suppression of

For a

long time, this nation has been
plunged into a political quagmire by
politicians whose actions did not

necessarily align themselves with the
national interests. This situation
resulted in unnecessary loss of life
and extensive destruction of proper-

ty when Mosotho turned against

alternative views about the future of

Mosotho, brother against sister, wife

Lesotho

against husband.

of those who

The third

measure

which

was

devised

to

consolidate power in their hands was the
establishment of Development Councils at

village, ward and district levels. This was
formalised by Order No. 9 of 1986.
Democratic representation of the people
then was envisaged to take place a the local
rather than national level. In this system,
the chiefs were supposed to play a leading

role. To
as an

large extent, people viewed this
attempt to try to give a new lease of
a

life to the chieftainship

which was largely a
spent force in Lesotho politics. Needless to
say, without imputing anything, the approach was remarkably similar to the one
which the South African regime was trying
to impose on the people there — local
authorities.

Emasculate
All these measures, it would seem, were

clearly meant to emasculate the people of
their right to elect a government of their
choice. The ploy to foist the Development
Councils on the people whose political parties were prevented from operating was
meant to disguise the whole antidemocratic p’oject of the junta in the name
of popular democracy. Indeed, this was
clearly an area where the two factions
which were vying for power were agreed
upon. Even during the time of intensified
tension between themselves, they were still
able to agree that political parties should be
banned and their assets seized. As shown in
of the papers in this edition, the mem-

one

bership of a cabinet committee looking into
this was more or less evenly balanced by
the members from each of those factions.
While the chairmanship of the committee
,

went to the Minister of

Interior, who

was

in the palace faction, the Secretary was the
Minister of Education who had already
defected to the Lekhanya group. That the
programme has so far not been implemented is a reflection of the fear of the

8

salutations and who I leave

out is

such salutations; that my

speeches
generally interpreted as hostile
towards the Republic of South Africa
compared to speeches in the previous
are

governmeru; are issues which could

have been raised

long before this

in which newspapers

recent event

If any

have publicised circumstances sur-

struggling for power
now subscribe to democracy, they can only

rounding the death of Ramone's

was a common

be described

programme.

were

as recent converts

child. They are matters that can be

into the

discussed whenever it is deemed

democratic front
The
It

Emergence of the Emperor
be

seen

not

that in the

long run,
monarchy and the
military was bound to break ^art. The
three laws which were the pillars of the systern of governance were, by their
very nature, divisive and brought about a lot of faccan now

the alliance between the

tionalism. Thus, while real power rested
with the Military Council, the King was os-

tensibly given executive and legislative
powers. But since real power lay with those
who had staged the coup, for the King to be
able

do

but they should
from this
current predicament.

necessary to

so;

divert attention away

But most important

liance

was

built

on

is the fact that the althe anti-democratic

agenda which both could not sustain. But
the most immediate spark for the coup
which broke the alliance, was the leakage
of the shooting of a student at the Lesotho
Agricultural College by Lekhanya and the
subsequent inquest. From that time onwards, it was only a matter of time before
the different factions in the military fought

influence developments, he could
only do so through one or the other of the
military men. In the circumstances, he al-

it out for supremacy.

lied himself with Sekhobe Letsie who was
the principal architect of the 1986 coup. But

in February,
Lekhanya assuming executive and
legislative powers, he promptly exiled the
King and called his enforced stay in Britain

to

this did not give him any more power. Indeed, the reality of this was demonstrated
on many occasions. One such instance is
when the King sought at one stage, that cer-

tain

anti-corruption measures recommended by one Professor Lipton, be implemented. Not only did the Military Council
ignore the whole thing, but later, those who
were at

the centre of the debate about their

corrupt practices, continued to play leading
roles in the administration and can largely
now

be

of the

regarded as the real "king makers"

regime.

But the most

revealing helplessness of
King despite his alliance with Sekhobe
Letsie was demonstrated by his failure to
remove Lekhanya from the
Military Council after the news of the killing of a student
at the Lesotho Agricultural College by the
the

latter
been

came out
a

After what

seems to

have

stormy meeting, the King wrote to

Lekhanya:
Most

of the issues discussed yesterday,for example, who in my speeches

I choose to

acknowledge in

my

Sabbatical
When the alliance broke up

with

a

sabbatical. If the intention

was to

cool

tempers, this failed

miserably, because, for
the first time in Lesotho history, there were
all kinds of accusations and counter-ac-

cusation

by the Head of State and the Head

of government. From that time, it was clear
that none of the parties was willing to com-

promise and
This

a

clear winner had to emerge.

achieved when

Lekhanya anAssembly that
a law has been promulgated under which
the King is deemed to have abdicated. The
consequences of this action are very serious
for the monarchy and the country as a
was

nounced to the Constituent

whole.
In terms of the

King’s Order 1990, the
Military Council has the
power to remove the King from office for
among other reasons dereliction of duty or
negligence. The immediate implication of
this law is that the monarchy as the Basotho
know it has been irrevocably emasculated.
By making the position of the Head of State
unstable, the regime has in essence sown
Chairman of the
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the seeds of its

own

destruction. There is

of the
King will be fair. Indeed as the Catholic
Church newspaper, Moeletsioa Basotho,
has argued, the Military Council has made
itself the judge of its own case on the
removal of kings. In terms of the existing
law, the King holds his position and can be
removed at the pleasure of the Chairman of
the Military Council whose only obligation
is to cqfisult the other members of the
Military Council. What Lekhanya has done
in essence is to destroy the Monarchy while
keeping its outer trappings. If there is any
Head of State who will hold position at the
pleasure of one man, and in this case a
military man, without the slightest degree
of accountability to the public, then that is
clearly a way of removing the respect
which the position should have. By not only
dethroning the King, but then immediately
installing another, Lekhanya has shown the
limitlessness of the power which he
abrogated to himself in the February 1990
not even a

pretence that the removal

coup.
But at the

same

time, by destroying the

monarchy, the military has at the same time
undermined its basis of legitimacy. As I argued earlier, the Lesotho military is so discredited historically, that they cannot run

the government on their own. Indeed the
revelations which are now being made by

of the former

leading lights of the
military, like Sekhobe Letsie, in the High
some

positions even after the end of military rule
by entrenching the military in the administration of Lesotho. As it is, the

ders of civilians, how

military junta is presently debating with its
hand-picked "men of substance" in the socalled Constituent Assembly the proposal

up,

that henceforth the Commander of the

and order in Lesotho.

cabinet. Thus, with or without elections, the

Court about the shameful

history of

mur-

they were covered
has further added to the crisis of
legitimacy that has beset the forces of law

The present

crisis in Lesotho has
things about the system of
governance. Key in that area is the fact that
the cliques which have run the country
since 1970, with the support of the military,
have helped in their own demise. First,

revealed many

Jonathan who had created this murderous

machine, found himself at the receiving end
in 1986. Second, the King and the chiefs,
who embraced this force, thus alienating

ordinary people, has since been

dethroned. It is, therefore, clear that the fu-

of Lesotho can only be secured by a
concerted effort to rid it of militarism jnd
lure

its attendant subversion of democracy
human

and

rights.

This calls for

been unmasked. Thus, in my view, if
Lesotho is to go the democratic way, the
role of the existing military has to be re-assessed. Can those who have not

only
ravaged the economy, but also got involved
in subverting the democratic road be
entrusted with protection of human

righU5?D

Military and Political

lecturer in the

ministrative Studies at the National

University ofLesotho.

largely assumed to be exclusive

domains of the

chieftainship is of concern.

However, the institution

having

Institutions

a

Department of Political and Ad-

areas

The

member of the

military will always be
prominent.
Despite all these, it is clear that a major
reason why militarism will face problems
in Lesotho, is the fact that the mystic about
the military has now been removed. By not
only ruling but also being involved in some
of the most serious crimes, the military has

Mafa Sejanamane is
broad

pro-democracy
front within the country which will deny
those who are hoping to cling on to their
a

a

role of the

System of Governance

the

Defence Force should be

The

a

sees

itself

as

role to play in Lesotho politics.

Experience of The Chieftainship

For the

N. Pule
STRIKING feature of the

A

cal

scene

politi-

in Lesotho is the ap-

parent seeming helplessness of

established

political institutions —
political parties and chieftainships — in
the face of machinations of military rule.
This leads one to ask the following questions:

are

chieftainship, the 20th century is
variously by the emergence
of two political organisations explicitly
critical of it; gazetting and reduction of
their number; a less than prominent role in
agitation for independence; the enforce-

characterised

the reluctant allies of the

military, interested first and foremost in
their survival rather than providing effective opposition? Or, is their helplessness a result of their having been
thoroughly disarmed by the military?
Sapem Deckmbkr/'January, 1990/91

Indeed, what has been the effect of

having to operate in

a

non-constitution-

al environment?

ment

While the claim
modem

by political parties to be

political institutions may not be
refuted, emphasis is on their obvious failure
to actively champion and articulate the intercsts of those they claim to represent.
Dealing with the chieftainship in this context presents a problem; namely, whether or
not, given its history, its claims to being a
political institution are valid. Its continuing
inability to stave off military invasions into

of constitutional monarch status

on

the

king and, most importandy, the steady
erosion of the class basis of chiefly rule.
Nevertheless, the chieftainship emerged
from the initial confusion of the 1986

military take-over having secured for itself
junior partner status in the militarybureaucratic-chieftainship alliance. Chiefs
were frequenUy exhorted by the former
king to seize the moment. The Development

Committees Order (No. 9) of 1986

9

They have since become enthasiastic
contributors to the issues discussed in that

have been fended by the Chairman as much

Development was to be spearheaded by
chiefs, in what one observer characterised

body.

is at

Military

Council to differentiate between the person

attempt to use development to resuscitate the chieftainship system.

dethroned the monarch by publishing a new

and the institution. Yet, this does not mean

also made chiefs central
ward

figures in village,
and district development structures.

as an

bers.

On November 6, 1990, the

low office of the

Notwithstanding the exhortations of the
monarch and Order No. 9, the chieftainship

vened in

could not graduate beyondits junior partner

manner

status.

Their

position within the new dis-

pensation was never commensurate with
the power and the influence they wielded
as well as the respect they enjoyed in
society. Hence they came to depend on the
military to confer upon them accolades that
had nothing to do with their real status in
society, but worthy of junior partners in the

King Order (No. 14) of

By this act, the Military had interchieftainship affairs in a decisive

1990.

—

by military decree, the person

longer King. Asked
whether the chiefs would go along with the

who

was

King

was no

Military Government’s decision to

the

chieftainship. We contend that by

dethroning the monarch, securing the co-

operation of chiefs in the process, in the absence of any social upheaval in its aftermath, the military is in a position to take
major decisions regarding the future of the
chieftainship.

individual
tion

chieftainship be-

the conflict between the chairman of

accede to

provide opposition to the Military on sociopolitical issues concerning society as a
whole and the institution itself. Indeed, its

collapsed and the king was sent on
sabbatical, despite protests by chiefs.

Senior partner

aggrieved, to
participate in
deliberations of the Advisory Council.
However, chiefs took part in the swearingin ceremony of Advisory Council mem¬
chiefs, only so recently
decline invitations to

in the coup-making

alliance: Lekhanya

February-March 1990

June 1992. At face value, one would expect

the

Military Government is now a fact beyond

Chiefs

began its work. Chiefs were expected by
the military to participate in its programme
of returning the counU^ to civilian rule by

glaring

dispute. This situation impinges considerably on the ability of the chieftaincy to

Principal

military programme.
On June 28, 1990, the Advisory Council

However, this is indicative of

Military. Their subordinancy to the

the monarch. In the first instance, talks be-

proved two things: that chiefs were junior
paruiers in tlie 1986 coup-making alliance
and that they had owed their status to the
military. Secondly, that the alliance, in its
old form, had formally terminated. Henceforth the military would cooperate and
tolerate those chiefs who comply with the

have been evaluated as a small

pay.

had the chiefs offered resistance to

Military Council and Council of Ministers
after the February coup. The conflict culminaied first in the monarch being sent on
sabbatical and second in the dethroning of

The events of

may

albeit the head of the institu-

that would have been all the more

reportedly
the changes in the

the chairman and the 22

—

securing their

Sacrificing one

the weakness of the institution; a weakness

the

after the monarch had
to

—

price to

Military Council and the monarch. This

10

to

Military attaches much importance

with their interest at heart —

evident as the alliance was shaken by

tween

that the

survival first and foremost.

The weakness of the

declined

pains to remind the members of the

By co-operating with the Military, in the
King, the chiefs acted

Weakness

was

by the chiefs themselves. The Chairman

dethronement of the

alliance.

came

as

dethrone the
successor,

the Chairman emphasised that it

legal obligation of the chiefs to do
And, indeed, the chiefs obliged and the

was
so.

King and proceed lo appoint a

new

the

King was coronated on November 12,

1990.

Survival
Events of 1990
tween

concerning relations be-

the Military and

Chiefs/Monarch

point firmly in one direction; the chieftaincy is fighting for its survival as an institution and, notwithstanding schisms within
itself, the Military Government offers some

protection. For example, calls from within
the Advisory Council for a referendum on
the choice between Kingdom and Republic

claims

to

being

a

political institution with

lasting relevance will increasingly be
evaluated
and

against their current helplessness

fight for survival which will persist

long after 1992.
The

Experience of Political Parties

The post-colonial

experience of political

parties is one characterised variously by
four years of constitutional government;
Basotho National Party (BNP) repression
of 20 years since 1970;
of the Basotho Congress Party
(BCP); co-optation of some sections of opposition parties by BNP and lastly, Pretoriasponsored armed action against the BNP.
The 1986 Military take-over resulted in
what amounted to a near banning order for
for the better part

exile of part

political parties. This is in the form
Sapem December/January,
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suspension of political activities Order (No.
4) of 1986. Hence political parties, irrespective of their position vis-a-vis the
deposed BNP government, were kept on
the fringes — they had no role to play in the
new dispensation. Politics, political ac-

order,
they said, made it impossible for them to
consult with their constituencies as politics
were effectively outlawed. The order further made it impossible for them to claim
or even to gauge their representativeness.

refusal to

addition to being the

clearest and most explicit expression

of the

speaker (political leaders

surprise to those who had, for a tong time,
followed with interest the statements by the
Big 5 to the contrary. Their reluctance to
participate (although rumours of intended
participation by one or the other were rife)
was predicated on the regimes adamant

Political
within

a

•

parlies are, therefore, operating

that makes use of the
is convenient to the
military, while ensuring that there is no link
between leaders and their constituenc ies. In
leaders when it

follow-

of BNP rule coupled
of military rule have left

Whether the years

political parties with no constituency,
aside from the one they declare. Further,
whether the constituency tliat exists
does so on the basis of common politi-

included)

terrain determined by the Military

government One

would have to do with tlie

ing:

began to express

—

politicians". This came as a

answer

emerge in the Advisory Council. Speaker

after

perhaps be why polidcal parties
willing hostages. The

have been such

with those

their gratitude to the
attempt in 1986 by the MilitaryMilitary for having intervened in 1986, and
Bureaucratic-Chieftainship alliance to ap- for having brought a spirit of peace, reconpropriate for itself the exclusive right to ciliation and unity to Lesotho. This they did
political expression and organisation, also in the Basotho ba Pholositsoe ka mohlolo
has an important impact on political partradition (the nation was miraculously
ties: the stifling of intra-party activity. This
saved by the military in 1986). Such statements not only amount to conceding an imappears to force political parties to operate
firmly in the terrain exclusively determined portant point of principle, but they also indicate a wholesale embracing of the
by the Military Government.
Hence the major grievance of political
military programme. This is because such
parties revolved around the notorious order statements conceded the following points
together with the assumptions of the to the military: that the 1986 ntilitary interregime. This was evident in the various vention had the best interests df Basotho at
statements that were issued by the Big 5 (inheart; indeed, it was to save the nation from
formal meetings of five or more leaders of
destruction. The military, therefore, is a
political parties with roots in the BNP era). stabilising force in Lesotho politics. When
time comes for the Advisory Council to
Indeed, their last statement still cited the
repeal of the order as central to their debate a motion from the armed forces to
demands. The order is repugnant to the enget themselves written into the constitution
tire nation in that it violates fundamental
as an independent force free of any politihuman rights of free speech and associacal control, but owing allegiance to the contion. It was never repugnant because it
stitution and in a position to intervene again
proscribed political leaders from saying in the political life of the counuy if condiwhat they wanted to say, when they wanted
tions similar to those of 1986 exist, one
wonders whether political leaders will be in
to say it.
a position to oppose this move as they have
On Thursday June 28, 1990, the official
government mouthpiece — Radio Lesotho already conceded points which lead the
announced with great pride and sense of
military to logically demand that special
accomplishment the swearing-in of mem- status.
bers of the Advisory Council including
No Link
"veteran

tion would

Once convened, a disturbing trend began
to

Order No. 4, in

fact, such a link would be illegal. The ques-

Disturbing

tivity and political parties were identified
as the prime cause of the country’s political
ills.

repeal Order No. 4. This

the basis of declared
allegiances of two-decades or more. Our
contention is that most of the leaders

cal objectives or on

find out, opting as
recognition from ihe
political leaders and as

today do not wish to
they do to gain

military as

Banna ba litaba,

this is
tion
•

an

on

regardless of whether

accurate reflection of the situa-

the ground or not.

rule, the
majority of opposition political parties
opted for policies that would be viewed
favourably in Pretoria. Or they opted for
direct co-operation with Pretoria. One
example was the well-known BCP
operations from South Africa against the

During the long years of BNP

then Government

of Lesotho during the

1985 alliance
of MFP, BDA, NIP and others formed
and funded by Pretoria to oppo.sc ’he

destabilisation phase. The

military take-over
pro-Pretoria Military
Government that also enjoyed Pretoria’s
confidence. This has had the effect of

BNP in the 1985

ushered in a

closing

an avenue

—

opposition parties

—

for the majority of
which had been a

feature of the post-colonial
political landscape: in time of repression
and crisis, to rally around those positions
most likely to be favoured in Pretoria.
If, as we have argued, political parties
are increasingly having to operate within a
terrain determined by the military, then the
interests of their membership cannot be
served. Increasingly, focus will be on those
alternative sources of opposition, not indebted in any way to the military.O
permanent
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Impact of IMF Structural Adjustment
Programmes on Lesotho
Khabele Matlosa
he Internationa] Monetary Fund
(IMF) and the World Bank Structural Adjustment and Stabilisation Programmes (SAPs) in sub-Saharan
Africa have been subjected to an
avalanche of critique within academic

economy as a captive labour reserve
enclave. Bardill and Cobbe capture this

discourse since the 1981 Berg Report,

thousand tonnes to 24 thousand tonnes,
wheat from 28 thousand tonnes to 23
thousand tonnes and peas from one

point succinctly:

thousand

T

These programmes, commonly referred
to as SAPs, have not only ignited political turmoil in .sub-Saharan Africa, but

have, to a large measure, undermined
development initiatives by many African
states. Thus, SAPs impact on economic
development in Africa is negative.
The standard IMF/World Bank austerity
measures include currency devaluation;
trade liberalisation; vigorous foreign investment promotion; privatisation; importsubstitution and export-led economic
growth; increased cost recovery in utilities
and social services; commodity price decontrol; and trimming down public expenditure. The negative impact of these

austerity
ment

measures on economic develop-.
in Africa manifests itself in various

ways, including marginalisation of the
‘ower social groups in society and the

entrenchment of authoritarian rule in
African states.

most

Lesotho undertook the IMF sUiictural

be defined as a national economy in the
strictest sense of the concept. This is largely due to the extent to which this economy
is integrated within the South African

could be called

been

12

to seven

thousand tonnes.

of anything that

sluggish industrial growth
declining agricultural productivity,

Lesotho is not well-endowed in natural
which could otherwise earn her
the necessary foreign exchange. The only

resources

diamond mine which was operated by the
De Beers company at Letscng-la-Tcrai was
closed down in 1982. The only abundant
natural resource which Lesotho pos.scsscs
is water. It is this natural resource w'hich
can be exploited for both industrial and

agricultural use. The establishment of
hydropower and irrigation schemes could
form some of the profitable projects on the
basis of Lesotho’s abundant

water.

On the

contrary, the military junta which usurped

in 1986 deemed it fitting to gamble

Table 1: Estimated Production and Average

Yield of Main Crops

1979/80 to 1988/90
Maiie

79/80

Lesotho’s economy is confronted with
multifarious difficulties. Suictly speaking,
Lesotho does not have what can justifiably

and the

power

properties of Lesotho’s political economy.

Properties

tonnes.

Sluggish

national economy.

a

0,7 thousand

Besides the

declining factor in economic
development particularly in the 1980s.
Table 1 clearly depicts the declining trend
ui Lesotho’s
agricultural productivity with
specific reference to the main grains and
pulses in the period 1979/80 to 1988/89. In

Year

Basic

thousand tonnes

large. Industrial growth is sluggish and
predominated by foreign, especially South
African, capital. The agricultural sector has

been extended to 1992/1993. This paper
seeks to throw some light on the basic

adoption of the IMF economic recovery
programme and what the programme holds
in store for the
country’s long-term
economic development

a

tonnes to

production increased from four

Furthermore, Lesotho imports more than
95% of vegetables from South Africa
Agricultural decline in the 1980s also increased the country’s reliance on food aid.

Its economy, therefore, is not a productive economy but a service economy by and

adjustment programme with a loan of ^DR
(Special Drawing Right) 9,6 million — an
equivalent of M30 million — fw the period
1988-1990. Currently, the programme has

We also discuss the rationale for Lesotho’s

Beans

Long functional integration into the
South African economy and the low
level of investment in both social and
physical infrastructure also resulted
in two other striking features of
I^sotho’s economy at independence.
These are the extremely small and
very distorted modern sector and the
almost total lack

this period, maize production (main staple)
plummeted from 196 thousand tonnes to 98
thousand tonnes, sorghum from 59

Produc-

Sorghum

Yield

ticn

105,6
105,7

Produc-

What

Yield

Sion
9.6

593
47,7

Production

Beans
Yield

Produc-

tion

8.5

Produc-

Yield

lion

9.8

28.2

5.2

4.6

8.0

17,0

4.8

33

3.6

43
3.4

9.7
3.6
33
83
81/82
83,0
7.3
263
5.4
14,5
4.9
6.1
82/83
76,2
7.3
30,7
6.6
14,8
5.1
1.6
83/84
79,4
6,8
33,8
6.2
17.1
5,8
13
84/85
92,4
7.8
54.8
7.3
18,4
5,1
23
85/86
86,5
7.1
333
6.4
11,0
5.8
3.8
86/87
94.9
6,7
313
4.4
18,5
6.7
33
87/88
158,6
9,2
53.1
7.0
19,2
63
7.4
88/89
98,3
7,5
243
5.6
22,9
8.4
6.8
Source: Central Bank
Lesotho 1989 Annual Report; Bureau of Statistics.
Notes (1) Production in Thousand Tonnes. (2) Average Yeld in
100kg per ha.
80/81

Peas
Yield

7.8
6,8
4.9

33
1.6
3.4

3.6
3.3

3,9
4.6
4.4

2.2
2,6

13
1.5

4.3
3.9

33
4.0

2.6
0.7

4.8
4.2
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with this abundant resource by entering
into the controversial Lesotho Highlands
Water Treaty with South Africa. Through

Table 2: Basic Statistics of Basotho Miners in South Africa 1980/89

Average

this treaty,

the Lesotho Highlands Water
Project (LHWP) was bom.
LHWP whose costs
tween

arc

estimated be-

US$2 million and US$5 million, is

considered, in government circles, a

Lesotho’s economic crisis as a
and employment avenue.
The project has two major components
namely the water transfer to South Africa
arid the generation of hydropower in
Lesotho. Independent accounts on the.
scheme cogently point to the fact that:
panacea to

revenue earner

•

Period
Remittance

pay

pay

Average No.

Maloti

Maloti

Maloti

'000

Employed

’000

'000

1980

121,000

2,037

24,000

18,000

1981

124,000

36,000

27,000

1982

118,000
115,000

77,000

51,000

104,000

74,000

124,000
142,000

83,000

1985

114,000
116,000

2,520
2,985
3,436
3,927
4,452

1986

121,000

5,136

179,000

105,000

7,160
7,598

189,000
211,000

124,000
166,000

1983
1984

1987

126,000

it amounts to the surrender of Lesotho’s

1988

124,000

political sovereignty to South Africa
thereby relegating the country to a status

1989

126,000

Source: Central Bank

Quarterly Review (Various Issues)

akin to that of a Bantustan;
•

financial

the

project by way of
royalties from South Africa are illusory
and

returns to

the loss of

are not commensurate to

about 4 000 ha of arable land and 18 700

ha of

grazing land as well as the displacement of 17 000 peasants on the affected areas. This, in essence, means that
the LHWP is likely to be more costly in
socio-economic terms than beneficial;
and
•

given the capital-intensive nature of the
LHWP, it is highly debatable as to the
which it will

really generate
significant domestic employment opportunities.
extent to

Migrant Remittances
Furthermore, LcsotJio depends heavily
on

the Southern African Customs Union

Table 3:
Country

Deferred

Wage

242,000

(S ACU) dividends and migrant remittances
from South African and

foreign aid for

economic

development. In fact, SACU
at the expense of the
BLS (Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland)
counterparts. Besides her geo-political
situation, Lesotho’s continued dependence
benefits South Africa

on

this

source

of

93,000

revenue ensures

her in-

workers

on average were retrenched every
month. The Chamber of Mines has already

dumped over 50 000 mine-workers since
the beginning of 1990. With the threat of
closure of some 18 marginal mines, another
7 800 mine-workers

are

faced with

Mine workers argues

tegration in the South African economy.
Dependence on migrant remittances is also
politically uncertain, though Table 2 shows
that deferred payment and migrant remittance increased substantially in the period

that

At the root

of the problem is the monopoUstic control of the mining industry by a few corporations only
concerned with making huge profits.

The Union, therefore,

1980 to 1989.

Presently, the South African Chamber (T
Mines is undertaking a rigorous
programme of retrenching foreign mineworkers and closing down the so-called
marginal mines. In 1990alonc, 8 000 mine-

an un-

certain future. The National Union of

rejects the

Cliambcr’s claim that these retrenchments
are

due to the low

price of gold on interna-

tional markets.

Another

striking feature of Le.sotho’s
political economy is her dependence on
foreign aid. Table 3 portrays the extent to

Summary of Bilateral Technical Assistance by Country, 198H (in thousands of US dollars)
FRG

l-loAd

2400

193

468

1 200

387

1 800

694

487

143

227

Sweden

USA

A-tria

S/Land

CoAoda

79

119

S'way

UK

0-mark

.

f '-land

France

N-lanJs

China

USSR

Total

02 General

development,
issiiex, policy & planning

03 Natural
04

resources

06

S36

3 905

733

2 875

Agriculture, forestry
and fishcari'»

05

385

Industry
Transport and
communications

8 011

684

•

147

217

381

28

12 449

118

488

1 850

7

51

1 90S

07 International trade
and

08

216

development
Population

116

09 Human settlements

980

10 IlealLh
! I

Education

12

Employment

457

700

14 Social condition.^ and equity

15 Culture
16 Science and

technology

Total

Percentage (%)
Source: UNDP Annual

796

668

963

6173

584

15
256

33

332

125

1 105

237

2 300

2 266

12

247

219

10 367

104

1 068

34

34

150

168

174

14

7 950

2 448

3 154

14 852

118

1 MS

2 051

21,3

6.6

8.5

39.9

0.3

2.8

52

138 4 095
0.4

11,0

436

118

\2

0,3

■

11

199

435

381

28

11

37 263

1.2

1,0

0,1

0.0

100,0

Report 1988: Development Cooperation, Izisoiho.
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which the country depends on bilateral
technical assistance from the developed
countries. In 1988 alone, bilateral technical
assistance to Lesotho amounted to about

US$1 billion of which the US contributed
about 40%, Sweden 21%, UK

11%, Ireland

9%, FRG 7%, Canada 6%, Switzerland 3%
and others less than 2% each. Lesotho is,
thus, one of the highest foreign aid
recipients in the world. It is the sheer magnitude of this dependence on

external sourof capital formation which renders
Lesotho’s economy easily susceptible to
external shocks. This susceptibility further
undermines political stability and
ces

sovereignty of the country to a considerable
degree. A case in point here is the 1986
military coup in Lesotho wherein South
Africa played a key role by imposing an
economic blockade on the counuy. During
this episode when South Africa imposed a
devastating blockade on Lesotho, the USA
and Britain refused to air-lift food supplies.
Plagued

located M88 million as

against Education

(M82 million). Agriculture (M31 million)
and Trade and Industry (Ml3 million). For
a

which does not face
external threat this budgetary alloca-

land-locked country

any
tion does not make economic sense. More

funds

are

diverted to military spending at

of the productive and social
interesting
rather puzzling, is the fact that

the expense

welfare sectors. What is more
and indeed

the IMF and world Bank do not seem to
have

queried this clear-cut Skewness of

Public expenditure in

favour of the military.
deep-seated

It is in the context of this

economic crisis that in 1988 Lesotho undertook an economic recovery programme

through the IMF Structural Adjustment
Facility. What are the major trends of this
programme and to what extent can it
redress the country’s economic crisis? The
next section is basically a discussion of
three vexed questions.
The IMF Economic

Lesotho’s economy is further plagued
with corruption in high echelons of

Recovery

Programme

bureaucracy and an unnecessarily high
military expenditure. Table 4 provides a

economic crisis does not accord with the

summation of budgetary

above expose. The

1990/91 financial year.

allocations for the
The Military is al¬

The IMF’s

perception of Lesotho’s

Fund’s neo-classical approach perceives this crisis, as inter alia.

the excessive

public sector deficit; mismanagement of the public sector and weaknesses in the financial system. The crux of
the matter, therefore, is the
sector

inefficient state

and financial maladministration, the

To remedy this perceived
anomaly, the Fund’s economic recovery
Fund argues.

programme recommends
vention in the economy

that state inter-

be considerably
curtailed. The government is also exhorted
to embark upon increased cost recovery on
utilities and social services. The IMF further recommends

vigorous public expendi-

ture cuts even on

essential services such

Health and Education, yet

as

the defence

budget is hardly touched.
Its external debt, which the SAP is also
redress, was estimated at M626,8
million in 1988. As compared to Zambia
meant to

(with a huge external debt of USS7,2 million) and Mozambique (USS3,3 million),
Lesotho’s external debt burden did not warrant the IMF structural adjustment
programme. Besides, the country docs not
have as serious foreign exchange problems
as the two countries mentioned above.
Neither does Lesotho experience serious

problems of servicing its relatively meagre
external debt. The most plaasible explanation for Lesotho’s resort to the IMF loan has
do with her excessive dependence on
foreign aid as depicted in Table 3 as well as
to

Table 4: Recurrent

(Revenue) Account —1990/91 Fiscal Year
Amount (in

Head
1.

Agriculture, Cooperatives and Marketing

2. Health

3. Education
4. Finance

5. Trade and Industry
6.

Planning, Economic and Manpower Development

7. Justice and Prisons
8. Interior
9.

Military Council Offices

10. Information
11. Law,

12.

Constitutional and Parliamentary Affairs

Foreign Affairs

13. Public Works

Transport and Communications
Energy and Mining
16. Employment and Social Welfare
14.

15. Water,

17. Tourism,

Sports and Culture

18. Auditor General’s Office

19. His

Majesty’s Office

20. Public Service Commission
21. Lesotho

Highlands Water and Energy Affairs

Total

Source:
14

Minisuy of Finance

M)

30.972.630
31,916,730
82,035,650
12,764,720
3,387,080
9,872,290
9,232,780
26,276,600
87.812.630

5.409.190
3.409.190
17,012,220
28,049,300
9,696,660
4,435,460
4,863,870
5,013,080
969,740
654,300
188,390
480,920
374,725,380

her dire need for loans to finance the
LHWP. Since the World Bank has vested

interests in the

project, it then subjected

Lesotho to the IMF austerity programme as

conditionality for its involvement in the
project
Austerity
a

general sense, SAP in Lesotho conproperties of the standard IMF
austerity measures. Its cenU'al tenets arc
trade liberalisation; vigorous foreign investment promotion; privatisation; export
production and import-substitution; public
expenditure cuts largely through trimming
down civil service employment; and increased cost-recovery in utilities and social
services and revenue-raising on a variety of
In

a

tains most

commodities.
The prospects for the IMF structural adjustment programme to redress Lesotho’s
economic crisis are quite bleak indeed. If
Lesotho liberalises trade, certainly she will
be out-competed even on her limited export
products such as wool and mohair. The
country’s vigorous foreign investment
promotion through the Lesotho National

Sapem December/January. 1990/91

Given its lack of domestic factors of

Development Corporation (LNDC) is already throttling the emergent domestic
capital which has more development potential than foreign capital. Wholesale

Civil Service retrenchment has resulted in

massive retrenchment of civil servants is

economy.

privatisation is likely to sacrifice social jus-

gauged against the on-going repatriation of

programine is not likely to remedy this
situation. If anything, SAP is likely to wors-

tice

on

the alter of profit-maximisation

and

cost-minimisation.
The IMF recommendation for export

market for 1992. Increased cost-recovery,

revenue-raising and public expenditure
cuts are already having devastating effects
on lower social groups in Lesotho. General
Sales Tax (GST) has been increased from
12%

to

the

Basotho miners in the South African mini-

industry, the country’s domestic
employment challenge becomes more
daunting and unenviable. The Lesotho SAP
ng

production assumes that international
markets are readily open to Third World
commodities. This is an utterly wrong assumption, particularly in the present era
when Europe is contemplating a common

13%. GST has also been extended

public utilities as electricity,
telephones and water. Parastatals are no
longer exempted from income tax. Prices
of fuel shot up early in the financial year
1989/90 and have just been increased again
to

being thrown into
pool of tlie unemployed. When this

about 807 civil servants

such

in November 1990 due to the Gulf Crisis.

devaluation
precisely because Lesotho, as a member of
the Common Monetary Area with South

does not entail currency

Africa and Swaziland, does not

enjoy

monetary independence. To devalue the
Loti would require first and foremost

devaluation of the Rand.

term.

development, this economy has, in fact, beservice, labour reserve and enclave

come a

The IMT' economic recovery

particularly by marginalising
from the means of
production. This process is, in fact, already
taking shape through heavy taxation and

en

the crisis,

the lower social groups

massive retrenchment of civil servants. The

plight of women and children will also take
its toll as the austerity programme continues. It is also clear that authoritarianism

will be the order of the

day so as to quell
against the austerity programme.
The large slice of the national budget which
protest

Profound Crisis

military is a clear
pointer to the continued authoritarian
political order. The military junta’s
promises to return the country to civilian
rule by 1992 have not as yet proved
is earmarked for the

Lesotho is

clearly undergoing a

profound economic crisis. This crisis is aggravated by the country’s overwhelming
dependence on external sources of capital
formation. It is this dependence which disqualifies the economy from being a national economy in the strictest sense of the

Sacked Miners

genuine.D

Languish In Lesotho

Chris Mclvor

V

INCENT Nonyana is in his late
30s and lives in a small village
some

20km north of Maseru, the

capital of Lesotho. He shares two small
huts with a family of four children and a
wife and between them they barely
scrape enough to keep themselves in food
and clothing. He is now unemployed
having worked 13 years in the mines in
.South Africa prior to his dismi.s.sal for

■

joining the National Union of
Mineworkers (NUM). Despite the fact
that he is partially di.sabled and has
several nuts and bolts in his ribs and Jaw
after an injury he received working on a
mine near Johannesburg, he receives no
compensation of any kind from his
former employers. He recalls:

several of us were
rounded up and told to pack our
bags. It was illegal to join a union,
they said. We received one month's

One morning,

SAPii.vi Deck.mbi;r/January.
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wages and were sent

Lesotho with

a

back on a bus to

warning never to

show ourfaces in South Africa again.
Several of them have since tried to return
but at the

recruiting offices in Maseru, they

have been told that their names are on a

blacklist which prevents them

from seeking

employment in South Africa.
Convinced
Vincent Nonyana is convinced that his
disability was a major factor in his dismissal, a sentiment echoed by one official at the
Basotho Mineworkers’ Cooperative
(BMC), an organisation set up by the Union
to support sacked Basotho miners. He
added:

They use any excuse to throw people
out

of the mines and under the

there is little protecif the employer wants to dismi.ss
someone. Many miners were sacked

present system,
tion

under the pretext

of being trouble-

simply because if they had
been employed a few more years,
they would have been entitled to a
pension.
makers

Vincent

Nonyana’s situation is common

estimated 12 000 Basotho miners dismissed from employment over the last few
to an

The majority of these were sacked in
August 1987, when the fast-growing NUM

years.

called

a

strike to press

for better wages,

living conditions and safety precautions.
An official at the

BMC indicated that on

about 75 Basotho miners arc killed
and that hundreds more suffer
injuries at work which can often leave them
crippled and disabled. The strike, one of the
most extensive and sustained in the South
African mining industry, was a major chal•Icnge to the state and mine owners. But the
cost to Union and workers was high.
Government intervention in the form of
average,

every year

15

'—^

Mass dismissals: Gold miners in Witwatersrand
rcslriciivc

legislation reinforced the hard
employers. There were mass dis-

line of

The

frosty reception they received from

the government also filtered down to.
families and relatives, many of whom had

proved," claimed Selomo Ndlovu, "when
the men from neighbouring households

missals, with selective re-employment to
eliminate union activists. Of tl>c 50 000

been ill-informed

who

the aims and obicctives of the strike. With

unemployed

local

families in decent clothing."

finally dismissed, 10 000 were
to Lesotiio, including those who

were

returned

had families in South Africa itself which

they arc now prevented from visiting.
Criticism

"Our reception at home was not

as we

!:ad

cxpcctcrl," claimed Selomo Ndlovu,
regional secretary of the NUM who was
imprisoned for 6 months in Klerksdoip
prison before his forced repatriation to
j.^sotho in 1988. "We expected that our
government and our people would understand why we had made this .sacrifice, in-

stead,

we ir.et

criticism
With

on our

over

with recrimination and
return."

looked

by its

government of Gcncr:il Lckhanya
those Basotlio who had joined

on

the NUM

as

trouble-makers. Instead of is-

suing statements of support for the suike, a
recruitment campaign was begun
throughout the counu^ U) find workers to
replace those who had been dismis.sed.

Although it was not said in public, the
workers who

were

recruited

were

told to stay out of trouble and avoid
joining any union in South ^rica.
16
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cmp!o>r ..nt opportunities scarce in
Le.sotho and accustomed to regular monthly salarv cheques from their menfolk in
South Alrica, many families were unable to
cope w ith their reduced incomes. Rates of
divorce and separation between wives and
husbands who

employment
one

union

are

were

dismissed from

extremely high, claimed

official. Confirmed Natate

Monakeng who was sacked after the strike:
I

married for

11 years when I
returned in 198S. When I could not
'.\as

secure

another Job in the mines, my

wife decided to leave me because she

75% of GNP generated

130 000 miners in South Africa, the

military

by press and radio about

could not tolerate to stay with a man
who did not have a job and money.

Explaining
In response to

such problems, the BMC
has irie<i to organise meetings and talks
tliroughout the country to explain to the
genera! population the reasons why the
strike was necessary and membership of a
union impoiiant. While these have had
some success in remedying some of the distoriions created by local and South African
media, sacked miners still report a level of
hostility towards them. "Things are not im-

return from South Africa with radios and

TV

sets

for their wives and children while
miners can

barely keep their

This lack of information extends to other
of miners’ rights. Those who suffer

areas

substantial

injuries on the mines are enmonthly pension but according to
a survey conducted
by the BMC, many distitled

to a

abled miners in Lesotho have received

no

payments of any kind. At die same time,
families of killed miners are entitled to a

similar deal. Since they arc
of what

they

rarely infonned

entitled to or the procedures necessary to claim compcn.sation,
are

this money enters an "unclaimed wages"
at the National Bank. "While some
families starve, the Bank registers a profit,"
fund
one

miner concluded.

Deferred Pay

Although the system of deferred pay was
introduced over 13 years ago as a means of

financing development projects

to support

miners on their return to Lesotho, these
have not materialised. A promised vocalional training centre for ex-miners to ac-

quire skills that might suit them for altemafive employment has never progressed
beyond paper. Even requests from miners
for loans to set up self-help schemes and
cooperatives has met with a frosty silence
Sapem December/January. 1990/91

ministries.
Hampered by lack of money and political
bad will, the BMC is the only organisation
from banks and government

left to cater for dismissed miners

now

Ian-

guishing in unemployment and hardship in
/

union and that if he

the latter. Echoed another dismissed

worker.

Lesotho.

It is

Was it worth it? Vincent Nonyana claims

that he will

always be

a

housing and working conditions, low
pay etc will be changed. It is the
union that can bring that about and
sooner or later, the rest of the
Basotho miners in South Africa will
come to that realisation.^}

given a choice beemployment in South Africa and
membership of the NUM, he would opt for
was

tween

only when all of us

under

member of the

voice,

one

the system

one

are

united

umbrella, that

of discrimination,

poor

It

Lesotho Teachers’ Strike of

current Lesotho

1990

hardly needs to he
pointed out that the

government's attitude
towards and perception
of the significance of
education not only

A Window into Government’s

Perception of

Education

denies children their

fundamental human
right to learn hut also
undermines the nation’s

capacity to develop

Motlatse Thabane
No

with the

so

people in the teaching

professions. For one thing, the teachers are
extremely over-burdened and student
teacher ratios of 100 to 1

significance of education in a
society’s development is such an
obvious fact that it hardly needs
emphasis. Not only is education — the
acquisition of intellectual and practical

T

known.

the teachers [were] designated persons
who [were] eligible for pension, gratuities
and other allowances’. The Act was to

for its

come

these

are

paid shamefully low salaries;

are

important vehicle for

inefficiency and incompetence. As a
result, teachers are ever complaining about
delays in receiving their salaries. Besides
being low, these salaries are inconsistently

development, but it is one of
the requirements for creative, happier
and more fulfilled human beings. No

their counterparts in the civil service,
teachers are not pensionable and are not en-

wonder then that education has become

titled to other benefits such

skills

—

an

economic

a

fundamental human

right in the

modern world. However, this fact seems
to be lost to the bureaucrats in Lesotho.
The recent teachers’ strike and the way
it was handled are a very clear proof of
this.
Bloated

People employed in the bloated civil service, the police and armed forces enjoy a
number of benefits

including

non-con-

car advances, hardship
allowances for those who work in the

tributory! pension,
mountainous

of the country and

have
enormous opportunities for promotions and
areas

therefore increment in salaries.

taxed from

one

month to the next. Unlike

Teachers’ remuneration is

as car advances.

so

nightmare which is
their inability to educate their own children.
Over the years, the teachers responded in
two ways to these poor working conditions
and low pay. On the one hand, they embarked

on

strikes

were

.

strike action. These earlier

easily broken by the governtaking advantage of the deep
divisions which existed in the teaching
profession. The second response was to
leave the profession and go to either the
civil service or other countries, especially
ment

into force

on

the 1st of June, 1985.

Coming as it did three months before the
bogus elections of September that year, this
Act was part of a political game and its
provisions were never implemented;
teachers remained unpensionable and continned to be victims of various form of malfeasance.

bad that some

have to live with the

In march

a

1990, following a ‘mini-coup’
month earlier, members of the ‘new’

government held a series of pitsos in the
country for purposes of explaining to the
nation the

reasons

that htd necessitated

‘changes’ in the administration of the
country. In one of these, the Chairman of
the

Military Council told those who

were

present that teachers should be paid
salaries, gratuities and pensions, car advances

and

enjoy similar working conditions
enjoyed by the civil ser-

similar to those
vants.

This announcement, made less than

South Africa. Vast numbers of teachers

three weeks before the

from Lesotho continue to leave the country

Financial Year

go and look for teaching jobs in the South
African Bantustans where pay is better.

ing.

to
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that was ever made to
improve the teachers’ working conditions
came in 1985. At the time, the Jonathan
regime issued a Legal Notice by which ‘..

administered by a Teachers’
Salaries Unit (TSU) which is well-known

Teachers
HE

are

The last attempt

beginning of the
April 1* did not go on to
say when these reforms would start operaton

17

Expectations
However,

though the Major
April 1 as the date on
which changes would take effect, his statement did not fail to raise expectations
among the long-suffering members of the
teaching profession who regarded the chaneven

General did not quote

ges as

long overdue.

spanned three months beginning May 30,
1990. The teachers continued going to their
respective schools but no teaching was
done; as it was during mid-term examinations, it was agreed that students’ scripts
were not going to be marked. This strike action was to be sustained for as long as the
Ministry of Education did not meet the
teachers’ demands.

As it turned out, this was

just another

wheedling speech whose timing was consciously chosen to make it look as if those

Contacts

responsible for the lack of improvement in
the teachers’ conditions of service. At the

tion there. In the lowlands, the strike was

end of April,

more

teachers’ salaries reflected no

were

than 90% effective with minor dis-

sensions.

deductions from their salaries. In view of

Throughout, the general public’s
support for the teachers was massive.
Solidarity was pledged by parents within
the country as well as those working in the

this, teachers in the Roma

mines, trade unions, various students and

increment. The resultant frustration and bittemess were

intensified by

the fact that they

had been treated to the ‘usual’

cuss

the

cuts

which

were

unexplained

area met to

dis-

apparent in their

April salaries. The outcome of that meeting
was a

letter which

was

addressed to the

Principal Secretary in the Ministry of
Education. The letter not only requested the
government to rectify the error in teachers’
salaries but went
•

on to

demand:

fairness in annual increment and month-

ly income tax
•

an

immediate revision of salaries

as

fol-

salaries of the lowest
to

be increased

paid teachers
by 300%,

salaries of teachers who hold

diplomas and certificates to be increased by 200%,
salaries of teachers who hold

•

University degrees to be increased
by 150%.
to extent to the teachers the following
benefits which are enjoyed by the civil
servants:

much the

same manner as

and

activating them all against the government. That this did not happen remains to
be explained.
The

government’s reaction was typically chaotic, haughty and hawkish. Teachers

decision to go on

same

on new contracts.

meeting and the demands that were

formulated in it

were to

form the basis for

nation-wide teachers’ strike which

told by the

were

not

strike if their demands
‘boyish’. {Mirror,

quest

of teachers

were

District Education Officer that their

25.5.90) In the

delays in the
processing and delivery of salaries

ac-

teachers’ strike, in turn, had the potential to
stimulate other equally disenchanted forces

ders,
advances, and

by the

tions of the teachers of the Roma Valley, the

payment through banks by stop-or-

immediate cessation in

the nation-wide

teachers’ strike had been set off

was

car
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popularity of the government. Moreover, in

met

education allowance for children,

a

staff at the
University of Lesotho and high institutions of learning. All these formed a
coalition alliance which the government’s
misinformation campaigns and threats
failed to break. Under conditions of political repression and denial of freedom of
speech, the teachers’ strike provided members of the public from all walks of life with
an opportunity to show a unity of purpose

in the Botha-Bothe district

non-contributory pension,
gratuity,
hardship allo\' ance,

This

staff organisations, the academic

National

which, in turn, demonstrated lack of

lows:

of the substantive Minister of Education who was away for the duration of the

sence

strike, the voice of the Deputy Minister of
Education was never heard. Instead, the office of the Minister changed hands and was

occupied in

an

acting capacity by three

ministers in as many months.
Police harassment was rife and culminated in the killing of a 17-year-old in-

high school student in Maseru.
Solidarity demonstrations were brutally
dispersed. On August 11, four members of
the National Teachers Coordinating Committee were arrested and interrogated about

nocent

A few difficulties

experienced in
establishing contacts with schools in the
mountain areas and monitoring the situa-

who had been ousted from power were

series of pitsos that were held by different
ministers throughout the country. In the ab-

district, in their

re-

permit to hold a meeting, the
teachers were told by the police that they
would be allowed to do so in as long as their
meeting was not going to last no more than
for

a

five minutes.

Unwilling
When these and other measures failed to
frustrate the strike, the government
declared its unwillingness to negotiate in a

the involvement of the African National

Congress (ANC) and the Congress of South
African Trade Unions (COSATU) and the
National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) in
the strike.

Finally, the government threatened to
withhold the salaries of teachers who did
not

report for duty as the government had

insisted from

day one of the strike. This
threat was coupled with the passage of
Order No. 12 of 1990 by which the Minister of Education could ‘summarily’ dismiss any teacher if the Minister deemed it
fit.
The government attempted at pitsos and
through misinformation campaigns broadRadio Lesotho to isolate the
teachers and wean the parents’ support and

cast over

sympathy for their strike action. All these
naught. A number of pitsos held by

came to

government ministers ended up in chaotic
disorders in which parents interrupted
ministers’ speeches. In one such pitso in
Mageteng on August 17, held by the

Deputy Minister of Education and the Minister of Interior, Rural Development and
Chieftainship Affairs in Mafeteng, parents
who were present told the Ministers, among
other

things, that the government should
the teachers the money that they want
‘immediately’ and complained about the

pay

destabilisation

of

theMinister

of

Education’s office. At the end of the pitso,
people did not even wait to hear closing
prayers and sing the national anthem.
On August 29, the teachers unilaterally
decided to suspend their strike action. In a
letter addressed to the Ministry of Education announcing their decision, the teachers
described their action as a contribution
toward? solving ‘this severe problem’.
Specific reasons that were given for the

suspension of the strike action included the
following:
to circumvent the tragedy that might
•

befall students

as a

result of the Ministry
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of Education’s desire to annihilate
education as was evidenced by its

apathy towards what is a National
Crisis;
•

to

deny the government an opportunity

to

take-over church-owned schools for

which purpose

the teachers’ strike was

being used as an excuse; and
avert police arrests of teachers and their
violent reactions towards solidarity

•

demonsualions

—

violence which cul-

police killing of a 17year-old high school student.
In addition, the letter set the following
conditions for the suspension of the strike:
the strike has been suspended pending
minated in the

•

the outcome of the Salaries Review

Commission:
•

teacher should be victimised in any

no

way
•

•

end of year examinations

repeal

should be res-

cheduled;
•

the

Councillor
—

Lesotho. At the

height of the teachers’

rights, parents concerned about their
were not attending classes
and, more significantly, students worried
about lack of progress in their education,
the Chairman of the Military Council and
Council of Ministers told people attending
his pitso that the academic qualification
their

children who

paraging remark drew a lot of public anger
which was perhaps succinctly captured by
a graduand in a speech offered on behalf of
diploma and certificate graduands in SepYour

Coordinating

many ways, the poor working conditions in the teaching profession and the

government’s reaction to the recent
teachers’ attempts to improve their working
conditions are all a reflection of
officialdom’s perception of education. To
be sure, education and those involved in it
in Lesotho have never known anything like
the respect they deserve. The history of
Lesotho is liberally sprinkled with

by the teachers to
counter this contempt. In the past, officialdom was able to exploit denominational,
political and other differences within the
teaching profession to break teachers’ attempts to improve their lot. This time
around, similar tactics failed. In panic, the
government decided to recognise an association which was unsympathetic to the
suike, the Lesotho Association of Teachers,
while at the same time impeding the
regisuation of the Lesotho Teachers’ Trade
Union, an organisation which had emerged
courageous attempts

Sapem December/January. 1990/91

degree of merit thereon. One
refers to the scandalous derogatory
remarks made by the powers that be

same

Ministry of Education on the

so

Majesty and Chancellor, the

Your Majesty’s Government place the

Committee shall continue to negotiate

Perception

follows:

places much importance on
academic advancement, a million
dollar question remains whether

Union; and

teachers’ demands.

as

world

tion of the Lesotho Teachers’ Trade

In

Basutoland

strike, when the teachers were fighting for

Minisuy of Education must desist
impending the registra-

with the

Though for its size and population
produces comparatively
enormous amounts of grain, it has an
industry of great economic value to
South Africa, viz. the output of native
labour. It supplies the sinews of
agriculture in the Orange Free State,
to a large extent it keeps going railway works, coal mining, the diamond
mines at Jagersfontein and Kimberley, the gold mines of the Transvaal
and furnishes, in addition, a large
amount of domestic services in the
surrounding territories. To (those)
who urge higher education of the natives, it may be pointed out that to

responsible for Education then

told people gathered at a pitso convened

lember

the National Teachers’

remark;

by him that "education is a privilege not a
right”. This observation was to be broadcast
to the whole nation by their state-run Radio

forthwith from

•

However, whichever way the current

government’s perception of education is interpreted, it is reminiscent of that of 19th
century colonial administrators of Lesotho
one of whom made the following notorious

PhD stood for "Pull him Down”. This dis-

because of the strike;

the immediate and unconditional

of Order No. 12;
/

from the unity that had been achieved in the
strike.
The recent teachers’ strike was one indication of the fact that the significance of
education in society continues to elude
even the present administrators of Lesotho.
In 1988, one of their number — a Military

.

regarding the same internationally
recognised highest level of academic

educate them above labour would be
a mistake. (Lagden, CAR, 189819)
We may no

growing while South African industries are
coming to depend less and less on labour
from Lesotho.

Declining

achievement—PhD.

Contempt
The government’s unflattering remarks
about academic achievement are neither in-

advertent

slips of the tongue

nor repartees
those who were listening
enliven the otherwise uninspir-

meant to amuse

and thus to

ing speeches. Rather, they reflect the rulers’
deep seated contempt towards education as
well as their lack of vision as to the role of
education in society. Further, the attitude
towards academic achievement helps ex-

plain the ill-treatment meted out to the
teachers and the government’s lack of
recognition for their labours.
At best, it would seem that the current
rulers’

disregard for education and

educators derives from their satisfaction
with the now doubtful fact that Lesotho has
the

highest rate of literacy in Africa. Little

is it realised that literacy — the mastery of
the basic skills to read and write — is not

enough for a nation of fulfilled human
beings able to carry out development tasks.

longer be called native but

little else has changed in connection with
education in Lesotho; 19th century
officialdom’s perceptions and attitudes
towards education remain firmly in place.
This notwithstanding the fact that Lesotho
is no longer producing ‘enormous amounts
of grain’, that the population of Lesotho is

That South African industries' reliance
on

Basotho labour is declining docs not
that the negligence that the govern-

mean

ment

displays towards education is without

basis. Foreign companies are invited to
invest in Lesotho where, in the words of the

a

Principal Secretary for the Ministry of Industry and Commerce, labour isfortunately unorganised and cheap. (Herald Tribune,
1989) We also recall that in an answer to a
student’s question as to what the Highlands
Water Scheme held for Basotho in terms of
employment opportunities, the Personnel
Office of the Scheme pointed out that there
would be a lot of opportunities for Basotho
to work as domestic servants for expatriate
staff.
It

hardly needs to be pointed out that the

Lesotho government’s attitude
towards and perception of the significance
of education not only denies children their
fundamental human right to learn but also
undermines the nation’s capacity to

current

develop.O
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ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

The real

objective of this
Budget is to create a
favourable environment
for private domestic and
foreign investment
through liberalisation
and deregulation of the

Zambia’s 1991

Budget; The
Supply Side Wins All!

Allast Mwanza

economy

AMBIA’S Minister of Finance

Z
son

and National Commission for

to Parliament

on

November 16,1990.

formulated within an
environment of a political crisis and high
inflation, exacerbated by rising oil prices
Budget

was

due to the Gulf crisis. However, the
ster

Mininoted, with satisfaction, that 2'^bia’s

financial and economic programme

for the

yeair 1990 had received a lot of donor support and hoped that this would continue.
The 1991 Budget is thus"designed to bring

greater stability to the economy and to
in

where

major structural
reform is required". Thus, it appears that
Zambia’s
Structural
Adjustment
Programme (SAP) is about to start in
earnest. There is a general feeling in
government circles that economic growth
move

cannot

areas

be achieved and sustained if the

to

achieve real Gross Domestic Product

(GDP) growth of 3% from a decline of
2% in 1990; and

Development Planning, Mr Gib-

Chigaga, presented his 1991 Budget

The

•

•

domestic and

foreign investment. The
major ones are the following:
•

establishment of customs free

inflation' from the expected
80% in 1990 to about 40% in 1991.

and

In order to achieve these targets,

ports and are to be

to reduce

non-U'aditional exlocated in
Livingstone, Lusaka and Ndola.
meant to

the

Budget will limit the growth of money
supply to 25%, promote small-scale
enterprises and provide more training for
the unemployed youth. The economy will
be further liberalised and additional

encourage

Manufacturers of non-traditional

ex-

will pay no import duties on imported inputs and machinery. On the
other hand dry ports are meant to
facilitate cargo handling and reduce
delays at seaports. The first dry port will
be established at Ndola in the Copperbelt region.
Deregulation of the economy.
Noteworthy in this respect is the abolition of the monopoly enjoyed by parasports

means

both local and

foreign investment
will be implemented. An interesting aspect
of the Budget is its emphasis on programmes for women in development and the implementation of the Social Action
Programme to alleviate problems related to
the effects of the structural adjustment
programme. The government has evidently
realised that implementation of stability
to attract

zones

dry ports. Customs free zones are

•

tatals

—

the Zambia State Insurance

Corporation, the Zambia National
Building Society and Zambia Airways.
Private domestic or foreign capital is
now encouraged to compete in these

adjustment programmes entails
economic losses for some groups, especialand

structural

ly the

deed,

women

areas.

Action Programme will seek to rehabilitate
social infrastructure, such as hospitals and

open to

private Zambian and foreign in-

vestors

while 20% of available wards in

schools. An allocation of K90 million has

public hospitals will now be fee-paying.
Finally, the current monopoly by the
state in the purchase and export of
gemstones is abolished.
Monetary Trade and External
Policies: In the monetary sphere, the
government pledges to continuously
review interest rates so that they become
(and remain) positive. At present, the

as

rigidities are not removed. Inthe Minister said:

The solution

the

financial and
economic hardships facing Zambia
today lies in
restructuring of the
to

..

.

economy.

implies moving away from dependence on copper mining and developing altentative sources of foreign exchange. At
issue, however, is the quesUon of how to
restructure the economy. With its 1991
Budget, the government is charting the path
to the future
characterised by less
government involvement, more supply—

side incentives and

a

more

liberalised

and/or deregulated economy.
Aims and

are

the

set

women

This

The main

been

poor, a large number of whom are
and the unemployed. The Social

Objectives

objectives of the 1991 Budget
following:

aside for exclusive

in the

measures

lending to
farming community. The

seek to attract domestic and

foreign investment by reducing government involvement and providing a
favourable atmosphere for private capital.
Reward for Business

The 1991

Budget could well go down in

as a Budget for the
This is because it seeks to

Businessman.
fight inflation
through demand management while it
relaxes conU’ols on the supply side. The
history

main reforms relate to liberalisation and

deregulation of the economy and provision
of supportive infrastructure for private

•

Morever, the health sector is now

bank rate is 34% while the minimum

saving deposit rate is 27% and the maximum lending rate is 40%. Further in
order to reduce inflation to 40% per
annum,
must

the government reckons that if

aim for 25%

supply. Government borrowing should
dep)end more on one-

be minimised and

year government
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growth in money

bonds. The govern-
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has scrapped the Foreign Exchange Management Committee
(FEMAC) which was set up during the
ment

difficult

period following Zambia’s

abandonment of the IMF for SAP. The
main

reason

advanced is that the

or-

ganisation is not needed anyway since
by the end of December 1990, all imports will be covered by the second window rate (US$1 = ZK40). The Bank of
Zambia will henceforth allocate

foreign

exchange. The second window rate will,
in turn, only be changed when a persistent surplus or deficit occur beyond a
"certain level". However, this certain
level has not been announced, nor has
catch word

the

"persistent" been
this, therefore imply that

prodding? Or does this
a growing awareness of
the country’s inability to repay her debt?
It is not possible at present to know
answers to these questions. Only time
from

will tell.
The government

has also liberalised

trade and investment. First it has
decentralised the

provision of export
permits, whereas before the issuing of
the permits was a cumbersome procedure, now these documents can be obtained at any commercial bank. The only
restrictions in exports relate to maize
meal and fertilisers. In the case of maize,

supply of foreign exchange cannot be
scrapping of
herald further

elude those related to dividend remit-

the second window rate will be the ac-

exchange rate for sometime? If the
objective is to maintain a stable exchange rate, why then has the government not quickly moved the foreign exchange earnings of the mining industry
(Zambia Consolidated Copper Mines) to
tual

the second window? How

large should
be the disequilibrium in balance of payments

and the over-valuation of the cur-

rency be before further devaluation? If
the history of IMF/Govcmment of the

Republic Zambia relations is anything to
go by, the present exchange rate will not
last long since further instability on the
ruled out. Indeed, the

FEMAC

seems

to

devaluations of the Zambian currency.

tance,

The government pledges to clear arrears
due to the World Bank (IBRD) using

ment

donor support pledged for this purpose.
Arrears due to the IMF will be cleared

by the "Rights Approach". Under this
process, successful annual implementation of SAPs is rewarded by an ac-

cumulation of credit which then can be
used to clear the

arrears.

The

arrears to

the establishment of the InvestCouncil and Revenue Board and

the setting up of a Stock Exchange.
Remittance of dividends has been raised

20% from 15% of

paid-up foreign
capital or 50% of profits after tax due to
such capital, whichever is lower.
to

However, 15% remittance will continue
for investment made

prior to January
the

1990. Furthermore, if dividends in

both IMF and IBRD have been a source

pipeline are reinvested, then they will be

of great misunderstanding
these lending institutions and

treated

between
the Zam-

bian government. Hence repayments of
these is expected to increase an inflow
of resources from international donors.
It is

interesting, further to note that the

IMF has

now

introduced

more con-

ditionality to its aid in the tying of repayment

of arrears to successful implemen-

tation of SAP. Does this

signify

a
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har-

support. Finally, the government intends
to sell 49% shares in its parastaials.

SAP without
emanate

only if a farmer produces more than 10
000,90kg bags can he be allowed to export the surplus and even then, he must
register with the Ministry of Agriculture.
However, this ruling does not apply to
growers of yellow maize who can export
as much as they want.
On the import side, if an importer has
foreign exchange other than from the
Bank of Zambia, his goods can enter the
country without an import licence. He is
only required to declare such imports for
customs purposes. This move is expected to encourage a large number of
Zambians and foreigners with foreign
exchange holdings outside the country
to import goods.
Other notable measures in the budget in-

defined. Does

•

or a realisation
that Zambia is not able to implement her

dening of IMF attitude

as new

measures to

elude

investment. Additional

encourage

investment in-

shortening of depreciation period

Why the Consumer Feels So Bad
The main anti-inflation

policy in this
year’s Budget is demand management.
However, Zambia has been under stabilisation programmes since the clo.se of the 70s
which have relied on demand management.
The

policies of price decontrol and
played a large
part in exacerbating inflationary pressures
without really leading to more output.
Thus, the burden of fighting inflation has
economic deregulation have

fallen

on

the

consumer.

Indeed, the Mini-

ster

himself has admitted that the decline in

real

earnings has adversely affected the ef-

fectiveness of the civil service. He has thus

suggested that Zambia needs a small but efficient and well remunerated civil service.
One wonders how the Minister
create

hopes to

this civil service since at the

same

time his Budget puts the burden
tion and

adjustment
amply reflected in the

of stabilisalabour. This is
revenue and expenon

diture structure of the Budget.:
The Government

hopes to plug the
Budget deficit of K 1,2 billion by borrowing from domestic non-bank institutions
(K67 million) and providing borrowing of
K1 133 million. The priority sectors —
education, agriculture and health — have
been allocated huge amounts this year,
reflecting large increases in teachers’
salaries and allowances (health and education) and continued mealie-meal subsidies
and liigh transport costs (agriculture).
Moreover, allocation to education and
as a result of the Social Ac-

health has risen

tion

Psrogramme that is designed to reduce
impact of adjustment on the vulnerable
sections of the society. However, while the
government has given with the right hand,
the

it has withdrawn with the left hand. Thus,

housing allowances which were given to
civil servants this year will now be taxed as

of income. There is a general feeling
that these allowances were ill-conceived

part

and thus would lead to

ditional

revenue

more

measures

inflation. Adinclude the

broadening of sales tax to cover goods and
services not hitherto taked, raising of excise
machinery, commercial vehicles and imy
duty on clear beer from 65% to 100%, inplements and opening up of the transport
crease of fees and levies, such as on insector to private capital. There are also
surance, licences and personal levy.
measures to strengthen the small-scale
However, the tax on Zambia state lottery
industry sector, such as provision of ar- and on the
jackpot refnains the same. There
tides of association and more financial
(to 4 years) for investors in plant,
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is

added incentive for

participation —
paid half of their
prize in Kwacha and half in US dollars as
long as the latter does not exceed US$5
an

winners of jackpots will be

000!
The business

community and importers
a simplified tax system.
Thus a single tax rate of 45% for manufacturing and service concerns has been
are to

benefit from

declined

greatly since the late 70s, leading
consumption. Some observes
have noted that the appearance of surpluses
and increased export of non-traditional
goods has been related to declining incomes and not to increased output. Thus, any
anti-inflation programme has to be based
on the fact that the inflationary process is a
complex one requiring a package of
to

reduced

The

that have

far

pact of stabilisation programmes. Once in-

stability creeps into the economy, its
removal is a long-term prospect as the Zambian

has

already illustrated. This is
partly because some of this instability
emanates from exogenous forces. The
Budget thus fails, in the case of Zambia, to
adequately allow for exogenous factors
such as the Gulf crisis, the decline in copper prices and the impact of debt servicing.
case

reintroduced, withholding tax on dividends

measures.

payable to resident companies has been

been

It relies rather too much

nant or

and thus fails to make the country live
within its means. Furthermore, inflation

reduced from 20% to 15% while stamp

duty has been reduced by 50%. Finally, the
maximum customs duty is reduced from
100% to 50% except for luxuries, such as
beer and cigarettes. However, in order to
compensate for this, a 15% duty without
sales tax has ben introduced
that

on

all

imports
charged a

duty-free or are
lower rate. This tax will not apply to necesare now

sary imports
medicines.

such

as

crude oil and

Tilted

measures

so

implemented have only led to stagdeclining output, high inflation,
regressive income shifts, declining slandards of living and a restless populace. No
wonder the consumer feels so sad. Despite
ail the burden of stabilisation he has had

to

bear,inflation has continued and actually
accelerated while the condition for busi-

have

generally improved. Indeed, the
has generally been won by
powerful interest groups, such as the big
ness

The 1991

Budget is thus heavily tilted
meeting the needs of investors.
While seeking to fight inflation, it creates a
lot of incentives on the supply-side. Inflation is thus to be combated mainly by
managing demand and creating conditions
for increased output. The Budget does not
adequately address the issue of increasing
income inequality in Zambia. Indeed, the
formal sector earnings of a great percentage of the wage-earning class have

farmers, the merchants and industrialists.

tion programmes so as to reduce unemploy-

On the other hand the incomes of wage-

ment.

and small producers have lagged
behind inflation levels, thus leading to

how inflation

declining standards of living and fuelling
resentment as evidenced by a high degree
of industrial unrest witnessed in

recent

months.
The Future
Will the 1991 Budget bring greater
stability to the economy as the Minister
hopes? The past decade has generated a lot
of experience and lessons regarding the im¬

1. Personal Emoluments

8 993,3

2. Recurrent

6 522,0

Departmental Charges

3. Subsidies

5 763,0

4. Grants and other payments

3 999,4
14

Statutory

Mineral Revenue
Other

Receipts
Capital — Grants

External

50 131,3

Total Revenue and Grants
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free

this

regard. The government by this move
revealing the nature of structural adjustment that Zambia is undergoing. The urgent need, as perceived by government, is
is

by promoting non-traditional ex-

malnutrition, disease, violent crime and

account

6 907,8

48 944,9

dry ports and establishment of cuszones are important policies in

as

political and social unrest. In a country as
urbanised as Zambia, it is important to take

21 577,0

9 900,0

toms

painful effects of price changes are immediate. For instance, food price rises for
Zambia’s urban poor have led to growing

8 525,3

2 034,8

such

caution is called for here. Structural adjustment of this nature is long-term but the

K Million

Customs and Excise

see

brought down and

ports through the market forces. A word of

Revenue

Income Tax

be

growth increased.
The real objective of this Budget is to
create a favourable environment for private
domestic and foreign investment through
liberalisation and deregulation of the
economy. Demonopolization of the parastatal sector and selling of minority shares to
the private sector, building of infrastructure

redressed

293,3

Capital 10 048
Expenditure

can

operate more freely and thus determine the
nature and extent of adjustment. One gets
the impression that symptoms, rather than
causes, äre being treated. For instance, the
deeline in foreign exchange is to be

40 082,7

Total Recurrent

With this in mind it is difficult to

to reduce state intervention both to reduce
subsidies and to allow market forces to

K Million

Total

be

brought under control without
stabilising the exchange rate. Another
missing equation in this budget is a policy
on job-creation. The government seems to
assume that the private seetor will ri.se to
the occasion by taking advantage of the incannot

centives it has effected. However, more
needs to be done in implementing job-crca-

Expenditures

5. Constitutional and

external support

income struggle

earners,

towards

on

\

if the

of the reactions of the urban lobby

implementation of adjustment

progamme
is to be sustained and successful.
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ZIMBABWE

The ‘Land

Question’ in

Zimbabwe: 10 Years After
Witness

Mangwende
Mangwende

Adapted from a paper presented at the October monthly forum of the African
Association of Political Science (Zimbabwe Chapter)
in these often marginal
areas, land pressure, coupled with environmental degradation resulted, and was not
compensated in any way with any significant input of resources by previous

Question was one of the
major issues in the struggle for
liberation in this country. For the
past 10 years of independence, the Land
Question has also probably been one of
the most critical policy issues that has

population

faced this Government.

bi-polar structure of the
ownership system has placed severe
constraints on the ability of the government
to formulate policy options for the development of the whole agricultural sector in this
country. In particular, the previous land apportionment system created a number of
inter-related and often conflicting dimensions to the Land Question which the
present government has to take into account in mapping oqt any land distribution

T

HE Land

importance of the Land Question in

distribution system

that we inherited at independence. As a result of deliberately orchestrated policies of previous governments, the land distribution pattern in this
country was highly skewed in favour of
about 6 000 large-scale commercial
farmers who controlled about half of the

was

agricultural land in this country. This
in direct contrast to the position of 700

farmers who controlled the other half of the total agricultural

000 communal

area

land. The situation in the communal
was

further exacerbated by

areas

the fact that
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as

Some of the

key issues include the fol-

lowing:
•

over

highly inequitable distribution of
races

in this

need to rectify
anomaly;
the general poverty, under development
and extreme population pressure in the
hitherto neglected communal areas inhabited by the majority of the peasant

country and the urgent
this
•

governments.

system.

the

land between the different

This inherited

Zimbabwe stems from the dualistic land

total

•

land

Dualistic

The

grew

population;
•

the existence of
and land

areas

of landlessness

scarcity juxtaposed tc

areas

of

unused and under-utilised land;
•

the

important role played by the comin the national

mercial farming sector
economic fabrics; and
•

the reality

that given the current populagrowth rate, resettlement alone can
never fully solve the problem of land
shortage that exists in the communal
tion

areas.

70% of the

population in this

country live in the rural areas and derive
their livelihood directly off the land;

Despite these problems, the major thrust
efforts in addressing the
Land Question has been conditioned by the
of government
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The haves...
a

...

commerical farm

need

squatters

the creation of

equitable
without compromising agricultural productivity and
general economic growth. In addition to
to ensure

an

land distribution system

this, it has also been necessary to ensure
that the resultant land distribution system
that emerges leads to effective and sustainable land utilisation in the

number of limitations which have
hampered the smooth implementation of
the programme. These have included;

a

•

Settler selection criteria;

•

Land

•
•

agricultural

sector.

objectives, the

major thrust of government policy
measures have consisted of the following:
•

Land Resettlement;

•

Redirecting of support services to com-

•

Communal

munal and resettlement areas; and
area

reorganisation.

Acquisition System;
Suitability of Resettlement Models;
Implementation of the accelerated

Resettlement Models; and
•

In line with these central

Model Bs.

Despite the problems and constraints in
implementing resettlement, there is no
doubt that the implementation of the
programme so far has gone a long way in
making significant contributions to
government’s efforts in redressing the Land
Question in this country.

Land Resettlement

Critics

During the past 10 years of programme
implementation, significant progress has
been made in the distribution of land to the
communal

farmers. To date, about 52
000 families have been resettled on about
area

programme have argued that one of the
limitations of the current programme has
been its failure to relieve piopulation pressure

in the communal

areas.

What such

critics fail to understand, however, is that

farmland.

government recognised

The achievement of the resettlement tar-

of resettling 162 000 families has been
beset by a numU r of problems.
These problems ranged from limitations
imposed by the Lancaster House Constitution to those involving the inability of
government to raise the necessary financial
resources to implement such a large
get

programme.
Further to these constraints,

during the

past 10 years, and as a result of the ex-

perience gained in implementing the
programme, the government has identified

that the implemencould
not on its own fully address all the problems
ration of the resettlement programme

involved in communal

area

pressure in the
been worse.
As

development.

Other government measures were also instituted to address the communal area situation.
It is also important to recognise the fact
that although resettlement has not fully alleviated pressure in the communal areas.
the resettlement of over 52 000 families has
gone a long way in assisting to solve that
problem. Without resettlement, population

communal areas could have

result of progress

made in the itnplementation of the programme, resettlement is now making significant contributions to national productivity. It has been
noticeable that agricultural production of
a

the resettlement schemes has been incrcas-

ing gradually since the inception of the
because
brought
into the programme, but that settlers are
also consolidating their agricultural operations through increased management experlise. Resettlement has also registered
significant success in expanding the
portfolio of farmers covered by essential
programme. This is not simply
more land and more settlers arc

social services

Some critics of the resettlement

3,3 million hectares of former commercial

24

and the have-nots

roads.
It is
areas

such^ schools, clinics and

common

face

knowledge that communal

numerous

socio-economic, in-

frastructural and ecological problems stem-

ming from the policies of the colonial era.
problems are inseparably linked and
conceptually cover unfavourable populaThese

tion/resource ratios, environmental

degradation, inadequate delivery system,
inadequate rural infrastructure and inadequate land tenure system. In an effort to
redress this situation, government has,
since independence, implemented communal area reorganisation and redirection
of support services to communal areas concurrently with Land Resettlement
Programme.
Communal Area

Keorgani.sation

Given the crisis situation in the
munal areas, government

com-

has viewed com-
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munal

area reorganisation as a pre-requisiself-sustaining development in these
areas. This programme entails the
rationalisation of arable grazing and settlement land uses per village. Several village
plans have been developed into bankable
projects awaiting implementation
throughout the country. These will be

of individuals for as long as such
trusteeship best serves the national

funded in the

resettlement.

are

carried out

Inevitably, it is possible that in certain
areas of the country such as in Masvingo,

are

contrary to

te

for

same manner as

Manicaland and Mashonaland East, the im-

plementation of Communal Area Reorganisation will generate excess population
which will need to be resettled. Of course,
it may be surprising to some of you to
realise the fact that in some parts of the

country, the

reorganisation

could also result in

more

interest. Indeed, landowners share

their property with the state,
the sole custodian

natural assets and the state
restrict the

practices that

commission

national interest.

a team

of experts to recom-

mend the most appropriate tenurial systems
for the country.

Redirection of

Support Services to The

Peasant Sector

our

Rights

into a
to

be

of the communal lands
productive land use pattern has
backed by the provision of support
more

services such

as

extension, credit and

marketing. Since independence, government has deliberately expanded the
provision of support services to the previously neglected communal areas. This
has enabled communal farmers to increase

their production.

Despite these efforts, a lot
improve the standards

still has to be done to

of living

in these areas.
Extension services in communal

need to be increased to enable

rights,

rights and how these rights

tension worker to farmers

areas.

now

Therefore, in drawing up policies in rela-

highly explosive subject of land

reforms, there is need to take cognisance of evidence of successes of already
tenure

implemented land tenure reform policies
under similar post-colonial conditions.
There is also a need to assess the legal,
institutional and socio-economic pros and
cons of each particular land tenure system.
Broad guidelines for an appropriate land
tenure system for Zimbabwe are provided
in the following statement from the Growth
With Equity document of February 1981:
The land is common
one

heritage and no

should enjoy absolute ownership

of it. Government will, therefore,
entrust certain rights in the use of
land to

private individuals or groups
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areas

peasant

adopt improved farming
methods. At independence, the ratio of ex-

will be allocated form controversial aspects
of the Land Question also in communal

tion to this

more

farmers to

was one exten-

sion worker to 1 000 farmers but this has
been reduced to

one

about 800 farmers

extension worker

average. It is
government’s hope that this will ultimately
to

on

be reduced to the ratio of

one

munal

strategies for

products without incurring excessive
transport costs and disposal problems. In
1980, there were only 33 GMB storage
depots but now there are more than 70
marketing depots.
Credit
Credit to small-scale, communal and
resettlement farmers has been expanded

dramatically since independence. The
number of communal and resettlement

farmers

pxtension in com-

areas have also been adopted.
Agritex has expanded its services and
methods, placing an ever-increasing emphasis on group extension and mass extension methods. The department is also currently involved in radio and publications
both supporting numerous extension campaigns. Other approaches based on groups
and group methods are being expanded and
monitored. These include, among others,
the training and visit (T and V) system, the
group development area approach (GDA)
and use of farmer extension rcpresentativ. s
(FERs).
/

receiving credit from the AgriculCorporation (AFC) now

tural Finance
stands at

over

49 000.

\

Similarly, government has accorded
small-scale irrigation development priority
since independence as a vehicle for increasing communal area productivity. Considerable progress has been yielded in
small-scale irrigation development. To
date, there are now 66 operational schemes
(4 572ha) and

a

further 14 schemes

are

under rehabilitation. Government intends
under small-scale irrigaby 1995.
It is obviously clear that in its effon iu
tackle the Land Question through reseulcment and improvement of communal area
productivity, government has had to beer
astronomical costs. I hereby challenge researchers and other professionals in the
academic field to assist gove.mment in
coming up with feasible alternatives which
to

double the

area

tion schemes

are

cost-effective. Undue radicalism whilst

it may have some reasoning behind it, may
be retrogressive under our present siluation.

extension

worker to about 400 to 600 farmers.
New

enable communal farmers to deliver their

that land which

The restructuring

The issue of what form of land

who has what

on

guidelines need thorough
scrutiny, interpretation and operationalisation. To this end, government will soon

programme
land being

reorganisation
programme point at experiences of villagisation from countries like Tanzania as
signals to the disasters which will emanate
from Communal Area Reorganisation.
Government, after thoroughly studying
these experiences, has resolved to implcment reorganisation of a flexible manner
taking cognisance of the varying social,
economic and physical parameters prevailing in the communal areas.
Land

and

uses

can

These

released instead.
Some critics of

which is
of the nation’s

Improvement of marketing facilities in
areas is needed in order to

communal

Future Resettlement Plans

Government is committed to speeding
up the land redistribution programme. To
this end, a comprehensive l.and Policy has
been drawn up to guide the acceleration of
land redistribution. Government has, there-

fore, decided that about 5 million hectares
of the

remaining 11 million hectares under
large-scale commercial farming will be
purchased to resettle the remaining 110 000
families. The large-scale commercial sector will, therefore, remain witli about 5 million hectares.
This land is necessary to ensure con-

tinuity in the production of s^'ategic crops.
Some criticisms which have been coughed
in some circles regarding government
25

merit

objectives of increasing employment

creation, agricultural production and

foreign

currency

earnings.
Criteria

In recognition of the need to increase
agricultural production nationally, the
selection criteria for people to be accommodated in resettlement schemes has been

changed to focus on farmers who can efficiently utilise the land. This is a departure
from the resettlement of refugees and the
landless in general which characterised the
period immediately after attaining independence. Government feels that this latter
social objective has been satisfied and any
continuation of resettlement has

to ensure

that the land is

Soon to get more

effectively utilised in order
to satisfy the country’s requirements for
agricultural products. In accordance with
this requirement, the settler selection
criteria for any future resettlement has been
changed to give more emphasis to Master

land? A communal farmer ploughs the land

Farmers

taking over large-scale commercial farming areas, at the same time concerned with
die need to reserve the sector for strategic
crops, are based on misinformation. This is
because this country requires only 3,6 million hectares to safeguard the production of
strategic crops and yet government has exreeded this required hectarage by over a

designate land needed for resettlement
are

•
•

of what is

required for strategic
crops is based on the understanding that not
all farmers will be in optimum production
excess

every year.

•

•

the agricultural sector will be
comprised of 5 major farming sub-sectors
as follows: resettlement (8,3 million ha),
large-scale commercial (5 million ha),
small-scale commercial (1,3 million ha).
communal (16,4 million ha) and the state
farming sector (2,4 million ha). The land
policy also stipulates that government will
institute the following measures to speed
up the implementation of the programme:

•

programme,

to

farm;

the

owners

in

ment areas. The idea here is that land in this

country should be used on a commercial

basis,
Another

important consideration in the
Policy is that government recognises
the need in the short- to medium-term to
retain the large-scale commercial sector.

Control of land

black fanners. To this end, government is

sustainable basis. It will be particularly
important to make sure that the implemen-

local currency;

tation of the resettlement programme

Amendmentoflhe Land Acquisition Act
of 1985 so that restrictive clauses which

not only lead to the achievement of an equi-

made it

proved to match that of commercial
farmers that used to farm the now resetde-

tor so

a

pay

fully utilise land,
Although agricultural production in the
resettlement schemes has been steadily increasing since the inception of the
programme, performance could still be im-

circumstances; and

Amendment of the Lancaster House
enable government to

a

However, government is committed to improving the racial composition of this sec-

Constitution

to

farmers with

Prohibiting absentee landlords to own
agricultural land except in exceptional

ownership by foreign
companies and individuals.
Besides indicating the consu-aints that
need to be overcome in order to speed up
the implementation of the programme, the
Land Policy also spells out the measures
thatgovemment will take in order to ensure
that after resettlement, all the agricultural
land in this country is effectively utilised on

expropriate land and
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•

those

Land

Limiting the number of farms owned
one man one

Thus, at the end of the resettlement

•

Imposition of land tax on commercial
farming areas to discourage the bad
habit of people who just buy and own
land for speculative purposes;
Land inspection in order to monitor the
problems of both under-utilisation of
land and absentee landlords;

Sub-Sector

•

Setting of ceilings on land prices;
Setting up of minimum and maximum
farm sizes;

•

million hectares. Provision of the hectarage
in

removed;

or

demonstrated potential to

will

table land distribution system in this
difficult for government to ' country but must also conunbute to the fulfdment of national agricultural develop-

that it includes

in the process of
cadre of potential

a

large proportion of

identifying a suitable
indigenous large-scale

commercial farmers and design a suitable
financial and training programme to ensure
these farmers succeed. In this regard,
government has approved in principle the
specific recommendations on ways in
"'bich the AFC can improve its credit
delivery system. The Cold Storage Comomission (CSC) is also working out a similar
Package for emergent farmers as well^ for

communal and resettlement farmers.O
Dr Witness

Minister

Mangwende is Zimbabwe's
of Lands, Agriculture and

Rural Resettlement.
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TANZANIA

The Political

Challenges of the Second

Mwinyi Administration
Horace

L

Campbell

AST October, Tanzania held its

ministration with the

sixth

hero and the

Parliamentary

and

What the

Presidential elections since inde-

mandate to

who

ensure

son

closing of the University.

people gave to Mwinyi was a
develop his own agenda and to

pendence in 1961. Ali Hassan Mwinyi,

officially took over as the chairperof Chama Cha Mapinduzi,

shootings at Kilom-

that the

positive gains of Ujarma

(co-operatives) are not eroded.

Tanzania’s sole

political party, in
August, was re-elected President for a
second and final term. The popular sup-

his call for Ujamaa,

port for the President lent credibility to

his

place in the history of the society. He

the concept

can

begin by paying closer attention to the
democracy which issue from the

If Julius

was

of a one-party democracy in

lack of

di.sappointing. It reflected

calls for

a
Can he

sensitivity to the demand for

carve

out his

nocrats to the need for more open par-

The Tanzanian elections were held in a

ticipation and the drawing out of the
skills and talents in the society which

period of the intensification of the global
crisis with the threat of war hanging over

have lain dormant for years.

the Persian Gulf and the Indian Ocean. The

Mwinyi- inherited the mantle of leadership from Julius Kambarage Nyerere who
was an outstanding leader. Nyerere’s
strength proved to be one of his fundamental weaknesses in that his intellectual slat-

political authority ensured that he
towered above his colleagues in the party
ure

and

This bred mediocrity
and an absence of open criticism when new
thinking was required to meet the onslaught
of Reaganism and Thatcherism in the
eighties. Mwinyi came to power when this
onslaught was in full force with International Monetary Fund (IMF) economic destabilisation supplementing the military destabilisation and destruction of capitalism
and the government.

and

apartheid.

collapse of socialism in Eastern Europe and
the discrediting of authoritarian party structures

new

Chairperson of

that the old ways of vanguardism

in the party must

give way to space in the
political system for both party and nonparty members. If the lessons of Eastern
Europe were not enough, the popular uprisings in Kenya, Zambia and Zaire should be
a signal that the days when politics enriched

a

few should be

woricplaces and more importantly, break
the

stagnation in the party.
Mandate

The

overwhelming mandate given to

Mwinyi showed that the people still

respected his humble approach to the
problems of the society. To his credit,
Mwinyi did not campaign with any easy
answers to the economic problems. That
the IMF and the austerity measures were
not

issues in the elections was partly

the

sophistication of the electorate. They

due to

had calculated that the formal democratic
structures now

in

place were preferable to

the authoritarianism and militarism derived
from the increased devaluation of tlie return

over.

for labour.

Legitimacy

Tanzan ia,

like the rest of Africa, faces the

The elections lent much-needed

military, ideological, cultural and financial

legitimacy for the political system but for

onslaught of international capital. The cul-

the

people, it was a holding action to ensure

ture

of

capital and the glossy images

that the coercion which is intrinsic to the

tcproduced for the local elites find concrete

adjustment policies does not take
in the country. The tendencies

expression in the adjustment measures
which are increasing the impoverishment

structural
firmer
were
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should alert the

the party

villages, schools, hospitals,

towns,

place in the

history of society? Mwinyi

change from the old politics of tech-

Mantle

then Mwinyi in his

second administration needs to carve out

Tanzania, but the selection of the government

Nyerere was distinguished by

root

already there in Mwinyi’s first ad¬
27

of the
tual

countryside. No amount of intellec-

gymnastics by the World Bank statis-

ticiuij

the bureaucracy can hide the

m

redaction in the social wage and the

declines in the

require

not

a

return

for cash crops.

an

which is tied solely to the export
of coffee, cotton, tea and gold. The technical limits of

production based

and rain-fed

agriculture are

Traditional

on

now

the hoe

clear.

varied climate that

a

rich country

Tanzanian

Europe. The intellectual impoverishment meant that they thought that
by declaring a market economy, all their

five years.

their backs

of the
of ministries
can prevent the decline
of services in the
hospitals, the run-down
of the educational
system and the social
infrastructure of the
society.

in this

reflects the collective

not

to

experience of those

write up

the

being illegally exported.
Former politicians and bureaucrats arc in
the forefront of the call for
the eccxiomy

privatisation of

and for the break

enterprises which

were

up

of public

nationalised after

the Arusha Declaration. However, the

ex-

perience of the past 20 years has shown that
it is the

same

of state

persons

enterprises who
'

calling for
privatisation. The call for privatisation
should

not

are now

reward them

nor

be

a

wholesale

give-away of public property to international capital. The Asian commercial elements are

the

only Tanzanians with the

financial and commercial

benefit from the
For
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experience to

selling of public property.
international capital, the real problem

have

an

important role in this

process but

these will have to be patriotic elements and
not those who send their money

to

Europe.

Language and Culture
The second

Mwinyi government of
necessity includes the very same elements
who have turned their backs
guage

the Ian-

on

and culture of Africa. The present

be

can

either be

an

affirmation of the Mwenzeiu

a

holding pattern or it

appease

this

or

that donor

or to

maintain

regional balance. The choice of the foreign
minister, in particular, was not meant to in-

spire confidence of continuity in the liberation

profile of the Tanzanian society.

Whatever the weaknesses of Tanzania, the

patient and unpublicised work in supporting liberation came from those with experience and links to other foreign ministers, such as that of Zimbabwe, who understand the need for African diplomatic

easy answers to the

problems of economic
development. The former corrupt
managers of state enterprises are now the
ones emerging as the new entrepreneurs.
Moreover, those who are calling for a common

European home, are, whether they like

itiatives

as

in-

the process of fighting apartheid

accelerates in South Africa.
One of the needs of the

new

politics is

that leaders who have been

rejected at the

polls must not be elevated

to senior

tions either

as

Cabinet members

posior as

it or not,

Mayors of big cities. The economic crisis

the

will be

who were at the helm

enterprises and who looted these

capacity to delink from the intemation-

capitalist economy. Local capitalists will

Cabinets, members were chosen not
primarily on the basis of competence but to

aid projects and

gold and other resources which are

development in a

past

those who can think of new ways to har-

ness

for

governments of the past 20 years. In the

No amount

country which is five times as big as
Britain. The present Cabinet of Mwinyi
who know how

provide

with

if the economic

vast resources

can

answer is

federated Southern Africa which will have

can

be

the

on

Paul Samuelson

mode of economic

Cabinet

compounded in the next
Successive governments turned

not to

society can learn from the ex-

nor

a new

al

in Eastern

Freidman

place of work. The long-term

the

perience of the recent popular revolutions

for
consumption in Europe. The primary task
is to slowly diversify the economy away
from traditional crops

of capital

through the nefarious

Learning from Europe

known crops and not just a narrow range

decline is

the nationalisation

that the export

channels of the white market.

produce all the

can

reverse

problems would be solved. In less than a
year, it is already clear that neither Milton

Crops

Despite the declaration of Ujamaa, the
villages in Tanzania were on the receiving
end of a pricing system over which they had
control. Tanzania is

so

does not have to go

trained economist to tell the

economy

a

of the Banks

It does

government that there is no future for

no

in Tanzania is to

calling for a common platform for
exploitation of Africa.

The Tanzanian

people are faced with the

corruption of political life and waste in the
parastatals but the solution is not to be
found in the
to

give-away of these enterprises

local and

foreign capitalists. One

quirement, in the short

run,

re-

is for the

democratisation of workers’ organisation

constant

is

no

incentive

to

wage so

that there

political crisis if

speech-making which has been

reality,
political demobilisation. This disruption of
work must

ation

on

give

how

to

way to concrete

develop

feed and shelter the

Debate

This includes giving the

working people a living

a

called mobilisation has been, in

(Juwatu) and the socialisation of economic
management.

compounded by

the voices of the people are not heeded. The

The debate
so

on

on

consult-

a programme to

pieople.

Democracy

democracy in the society
by the call for a

far has been dominated

appropriate from the
Sapem December/January, 1990/91

multi-party demcKracy. But in the absence

only intensify if the channels for

of the social and material basis for new par-

munication with

ties (and not just

closed

individuals

the past.

the organisation of a few
based on region and religion

representative

by the rhetoric and commandism of
Moreover, students must have

calling for parties), the need for democratic

their

participation

manded by the political

ting the

means,

in the short

run, cut-

from the top-heavy
party. In short, the society

must mature

beyond the limits of the

have

on

a

the

organisation and not be comfunctionaries of the

If there is not the

unleashing of
Mwinyi
administration will be bogged down by the
politics of succession. To avoid this, the old
democratic practices, the second

one-

party democracy, to popular democracy
based

own

Vijana.

mass organs

control of the

com-

organs are

ability of the working poor to

greater say in the society. While the

mwenzetu

clique should be gradually

fledgling capitalists and their allies call for

retired

liberalisation, the call for economic

come

liberalisation has gone on

without the

the chairperson of the party, can open up the

politics. Democratic

youth organisation, the workers’ wganisation, the women’s organisation and end the

liberalisation of

choice need not await the creation of other

His

parties.
It is

society. No amount of the juggling of

ministries

can

vices in the

prevent the decline of ser-

hospitals, the run-down of the

educational system and
frastructure of the
a

the social in-

society. Those who have

vested interest in the survival of these

vices must have a greater say in
of

ser-

the running

society. Individualism and the miradi

mentality has already eroded the

vestiges of the Arusha period cannot be
tossed out with the International Monetary
or

the World Bank. If the dog-eat-dog

atmosphere continues, Tanzania cannot

anti-social activities in
all spheres of the life of the country.
Violence and thuggery are the end results
prevent the rise in

of this direction.
New

The old

Thinking

with the

secrecy

way to new

means

doing

in the government

which is such that even members of the National Executive of the party are unaware
of

important decisions. Tt the core of this
new direction must be the ability to build

on

the

from Awamu ya Kwanza to Awamu ya

positive aspects of the political cul-
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means

that

Mwinyi

as

intrigue which seeks to politicise religion.

Prevention is better than
decline in services such

cure

and the

as water

and gar-

bage collection will lead to

an

increase in

cholera and other diseases.

Every problem
in the society is not simply the absence of
foreign exchange. Local talent and collective endeavour

can

recovering the skills and

the area

energy

of the

youth. The Tanzanian youth has been a
major resource in the society. The positive
results of Universal

Primary Education

rewarded with the

negative thinking
of Nguvu Kazi. Most of the primary school
leavers who do not enter secondary schools
have been mobilised by the magendo
economy in the absence of clear policies to
were

village

com-

munity beyond the hoe.
The

same

problem is to be

seen

in the

run-down of the schools, technical colleges
and the Universities. Those who

procedures which
union can fester in its

present unhealthy form or be remedied by
open

discussion and putting the union on a

proper

legal and constitutional basis. The

demand for

provides

an

open

debate

on

the union

unique opportunity for the
government along with the people of the
a

mainland and Zanzibar to correct the errors

halt the decline.

This is even more pronounced in

of

The undemocratic
created the present

pili.

lift the technical skills of the

politics must give

thinking. Democracy also
away

fcHward. This

Unhealthy
ture

com-

munity spirit of the society. The positive

Fund

that fresh talent in the society can

only a more democratic political at-

mosphere which can halt the polarisation in
the

strength was his fundamental
weakness: Nyerere

so

thought of
nguvu kazi were the same brains which orchestrated the closing of the University of
Dar es Salaam and the covering up of the
Kilombero shootings. Such repression can

of individual

decision-making of the past.

The Union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar can
be the

embryo of

Union in the

a bigger Pan-African
region. This is even more ur-

gent as US troops leave Europe and are per-

manently placed in the Persian Gulf and the
Indian Ocean.

The

Presidency of Mwinyi can either
politics of demobilisation and sophisticated repression or open
up the politics at the grassroots. If this is not
initiated, then the politics of region, ethnicity and religion will take a firmer root in
Tanzanian society. Already, the policies of
structural adjustment serve to strengthen
break with the old

these negative tendencies.

Drastic steps are

needed to halt the retreat from the limited

one-party democracy to the militarisation
of politics.D
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SOCIAI

MOVKIWKNTS

'

In any

Whither the

situation of
transition, fissures are
likely as much within the

South

labour movements

as

in

the liberation movement.

African

Our minimum condition

is that alliances with

Labour

political parties should
go.

Movement?
Sachikonye

An Interview with

Cunningham Ngcukana

Lloyd M. Sachikonye
OUTH Africa currently

s

crossroads. Substantive

stands at

negotia-

tions between the

apartheid regime
and black political organisations have
not yet commenced. It is not certain
when the spiral of violence by factional
black groups and

by right-wing vigilante

white groups

rently is at crossroads. It has to make

of political

fundamental decisions

under the

as

to its future

and economic rights of blacks
apartheid state failed to sub-

direction, specifically its relationship

due this labour movement. The

with the liberation movement and role in

ment

a

post-apartheid South Africa.
It is truism that the South African

working class is

one

of the largest and
the continent. This

currently boasts over two million

unionised members; this
stitutes the
on

the continent The

movement since the

economic base of South Africa and its

little

struggles by workers continue to intensify. But the labour movement also cur¬

longer history of working class mobilisasystematic repression

secured in relation to

tion. The massive

30

con-

militancy which

has characterised the black labour

largely reflects the relatively larger

on

probably

highest level of unionisation

will end. Meanwhile, the
South African economy slides into a
recession. Unemployment mounts. The

better-organised

move-

early 1970s shows

sign of abating. Gains have been

higher

wages

and

improved working conditions in most
Sapem December/January, 1990/91

partly reflect the sharper

sectors. These

skills and

lective

experience of workers in col-

bargaining but also in organising
bargaining got stuck.

strikes when the

However, it is not a labour movement
without

enormous

problems. There are

demands such

as no taxes

without political

living wage for all
May 1985, the federabegun to discuss unity between

representation and

a

workers. Later in
tions had

As I have
movement

already mentioned, the labour

should not be submerged

in

a

political party. NACTU draws its position
from the observation that experience in

discussions were un-

Africa shows that the liberation movement

dermined when FOSATU and some UDF-

is beset with contradictions after inde-

them. However, these

divisions between black and white

affiliated unions unilaterally

decided to

pendence. Our stress on the independence

unions and divisions within the black

Congress of South African Trade
Unions (COSATU) in December 1985.

of the labour movement does not mean that

sharp political differen-

ganisations like AZAPO, PAC, the SACP

with COSATU. Those of us in CUSA

and the ANC. We believe that NACTU

labour movement. Labour

legislation, in

particular, the Labour Relations Act
(LRA) is still heavily stacked against
worker interests. The down-turn in the

form the

There
ces

were

and AZACTU

also

were

labelled

as

nationalists

i

economy

and its feeding on mounting

unemployment weakens the hand of the
labour

It

movement.

remains

a

populists because we believe in a twostage of the revolution; a national
democratic stage and then the socialist
and

problematic question whether the move-

stage.

Those in COSATU believed in a one-

will, be co-opted by the

stage

revolution.

ment

should,

or

liberation movement and eventually by
the state in

post-apartheid South

a

Africa.

conference

on

Finally, we stressed that the leadership of

sion belt of a political movement though

Africa organised by the Institute of

cadres are free to serve in any party.

Foreign and Comparative Law of the
University of South Africa. In Johannes-

not

burg, I raised some of the issues and chal-

alone

on

this;

some

its

We arc
of the COSATU

position on the need
for the labour movement to be independent.
unions articulate this

lenges mentioned above with Cunninconstituent unions make up

gham Ngcukana, the General Secretary

How many

of the National Council of Trade Unions

NACTU and what is its

(NACTU), the second largest national
labour movement in South Africa.

ship?

SACHIKONYE:

When and why was

NACTU formed?

NGCUKANA: NACTU
October 1986
tween

as a

was

formed in

result of the merger be-

the Council of Unions of South

paid-up member-

Trade Unions

(FOSATU) on the other.
(AZACTU, CUSA

Sapem December/January. 1990/91

active in the South African
(SACP) as central com-

mittee members.

the structures of

What, briefly, are
NACTU?
On ihe

shop-floor

we

have shop-floor

workers at the

councils which represent

factory level. Shop-stewards play a key role
in these councils. Then we have councils
which

bargain at company or conglomerate

regions, the unions
annually. At the
level, we have what we term "locals"

level. In the various

have branches which meet

African Chemical Workers’ Union

supervise the local centres. The congress itself meets biennially.

(SACWU) with a paid-up membership of
60 000, the Building, Construction and Allied Workers’ Union (BCAWU) with 35

What distinguishes NACl U ideologically
and FOSATU) had initially joined hands in from the other labour movements?
May 1985 for the May Day celebrations
and agreed on certain basic worker
v

These three federations

are

and

510 (XX).

schism

the formal alliance between

COSATU and the ANC. Some COSATU

largest trade unions such as the South

hand and the Federation of South African

But NACTU is also the result of the

aligned to the PAC. But this is not tan-

local

between CUSA and AZACTU on the one

the Azanian Con(AZACTU).

federation of Trade Unions

This said, NACTU is more closely

Twenty-four constituent unions belong
to NACTU. These include some of the

000 and the Steel, Engineering and Allied
Workers’Union (SEAWUSA) with 20 000.
The total paid-up membership of NACTU
is now 320 000 compared to COSATU’s

Africa (CUSA) and

parties) of their choice.

that it should not be affiliated to

political

right to belong to com-

munity organisations (including political

figures

labour movement should not be a transmis-

Future South

a

Communist Party

Trade Union Rights and
a

members have

closely with political or-

the labour movement should be African and

organisations. We strongly believe that the

Labour Relations in

do not liaise

tamount to

1990,1 participated in a

In November

we

which include 3 affiliates of the federation

bring shop-floor representatives and

position on the Labour Relations Act? Which provisions do you want
amended or scrapped?
What is your

First, the definition of ‘unfair labour

practice’ (as enshrined in an amendment to
the LRA in 1988) has rolled back the gains
of workers of the past

10

years.

We want a

review of this amendment. Second, when
the Industrial Court set up

defined

principles

in

procedures and

relation to ‘unfair dis31

1

missal’, the merits of individual cases were

The state sector continues to constitute

thrown

Third, interdicts have been

problem. Employers in the services sector

manipulated to undermine strikes. Unions
should only be interdicted on the basis of
legality; they should be given at least 48

(especially the security and cleaning sub-

out.

hours to

respond to

a

for

a

deal of
Is NACTU, like

presently, it aUows unions to be fined for
loss of production during a strike. Fifth, the

workers’ charter and

COSATU, working on a

knowledge of labour relations procedures
practices. Finally, we are opposed to
the racial registration of unions. Also the
registration procedure should not be a
prerogative of the Registrar.
and

What has been your position on the talks
with the employer body. South African Consultative Committee

on

Labour

Affairs

(SACCOLA) in which NACTU and

In the SACCOLA talks, we have

demanded

a new

labour

dispensation in

tion could be

union

p-efers to call it "a workers’

rights in

the future. However, we have agreed
NACTU that

in

also need to

analyse the
composition and role of state institutions
which impinge on labour relations. These
we

agricultural workers’ unions get in-

Since

a

w

ban

on

February this

overtime.
year,

there has been

change in the tone of labour relations although there is a perceptible shift in the

no

government’s position. But employers are

hardening their position. They

tion Board, Wage Board, National Training

timate the

Board, National Productivity Institute and

stay-aways and saiKtions on the thinking of

the National

the South African business class.

Manpower Commission. We

impact of

felt it impcHlant to hold seminars to analyse

critically and then develop a
policy towards them. We also need, as
workers, to spell out an economic policy for

Does

the immediate- and

imum conditions for

they would
we

was

felt

in tq) economists and in-

possibility exist for

the

two

COSATU and if so,

your

a merger

what would be the minsuch a merger from

side?

In

confusion. That is why
basic economic

policy
workshops for middle shop-stewards on the
run

principle, the two labour centres are
to a merger. In any situation of

committed

transition, fissures

are

likely

South African economic structure. We will
also study the various

liberation

experiences: the

African ones, the socialist

ones

not, strikes will break out. The talks have

positions of the ANC, PAC and

shown that labour is much stronger

Finally,

this

capacity to exert

hence

pressure on

employers.

and the
so

forth.

will examine the international

documentation that exists on human rights.

or

limitations have

we

will then wcrk

manifesto"

and

the

CMit

much
in the

Our minimum condi-

tion is that alliances with

political parties
We also say that unity should not
by decree. It should be voluntarily

should go.
be

forged.D

"a workers’

mode

of

its

NACTU unions experienced in collective

operationalisation. We hope to have the

bargaining?

workers’ manifesto out in mid-1991.

We have been able to push up wages and

achieve

improved working conditions ineluding better occupational health and

safety and pensions in the private
32

movement

as
as

At the end of these studies and consult-

ations,
What achievements

we

be-

labour centres, NACTU and

beginning of this process,

cause

decided to

Icmg-term. It

a

tween

meanwhile reached

tripartite agreement
implemented in February 1991. If it is

boycotts,

consumer

within the labour movements

to be

‘If we

give more now, what about the future?’
Overall, however, one should not under-es-

volved in the talks. SACCOLA has
a

say:

institutions include Workmen’s Compensa-

tellectuals at the

that

democratic society. It

a

should spell out workers’ needs for now and

that if we brought

the talks. We also demand

education and skills,

and should, contain basic human and trade

NACTU

State participate in the talks at the highest
level. So far, they have sent state
to

struggle. But we
For example, in the provision of

way to go.

manifesto". A workers’ manifesto would,

major elements?

South Africa. We have insisted that the

functionaries

through a great
still have a long

exist Health and social

their roles

COSATU have participated?

won

legal barriers still
security services
will need to be struggled for. The same goes
for housing. We need an answer to the unemployment problem: one short-term solu-

if so, what will be its

rules of the Labour

criterion for appointment as a judge to this
Court. Judges should have some proven

February 1990?

significant improvements that have

occurred have been

better deal for workers.

Section 792 should be completely revised;

Appeal Court are not
written. They should be. It is also not
enough for legal competence to be the sole

The

sectors) still hold out against our campaign

interdict. Fourth,

an

political organisations and the release of
ANC and PAC leaders in

sector.

Lloyd M. Sachikonye is Head ofLabour
Studies at the Zimbabwe Institute of
Development Studies.

Would you say labour relations improved in
the past 5 years, or

has there been
labour relations

if not, elaborate? And
change in the tone of
since the unbanning of

a
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LETTER FROM LUSAKA

Facing Extinction
The

Plight of Big Game

Mwelwa C. Musambachime
f

L

AST July, the Zambian Anti-Cor*

ruption Commission recovered
126 elephant tusks worth K8,2

million. A further 80 tusks were
recovered in August, bringing the total to
206. In addition, 370 rounds of ammuni-

tion and ten guns were

seized. These

revelations, which are at the tip of the

iceberg regarding the plight of the
elephant, indicate the extent of the
problem which Zambia and atiumber of
African countries are facing regarding
the conservation of wild life.

Big Game
In the last 20 years, the print and visual
media have made the world aware of en-

vironmental

problems particularly in

Africa where game—especially big game;

have become more
vulnerable and face the possibilities of
depletion and extinction. Three years ago,
Television Zambia showed a very sad
documentary shot by Eroy Hickey entitled
"Vanishing Footprint" which depicted the
grave dangers facing large game in
protected areas such as National Game
Parks and Game Management Areas. Captions from this documentary are now being
used by the Anti-Corruption Commission
in their fight against poaching.
elephant and rhino

In Afirica,

Conferences, workshops and symposia but the elephant remains

threatened

—

conservation has been

com-

monly associated with preservation of wild
life and its natural habitat. Unspoilt Africa
is seen by conservationists and governments as symbolising the eternity of nature:
flocks of birds, teaming varieties and bands
of large and small animal species, schools
of hippos, prides of lions and abundant
crocodiles in rivers and lakes. The threat to
this

eternity and the rapidly declining wild
life, has led to a re-examination and evaluation of old conservation

practices and

policies which have failed lamentably over
Sapem December/January, 1990/91

the years. Scholars have also taken an interest in the issues of conservation. Con-

cognisant of the importance of conf“.rva-.
tion. When hunters hunted game, it was in

ferences, seminars, symposia and
workshops have been held to examine
policies, successes and failures and to make
recommendations. One scholar, John Mac-

most cases to
tence

needs.

tap

enough to satisfy subsis-

Usually small game, expectant

Cracker, of Stirling University, recently ob-

and nursing females were left in favour of
older game. Apart from the meat, societies
also made use of the bones to make tools

served that;

and weapons;

skins to make mats, cloaks,
belts, sandals, bags and containers as well

Until

recently, conservation as a
ofproviding long-term protection of the natural environment was
often assumed to be an essentially

^

Subsistence Needs

Nothing could be further from the truth.
fully

Zambian societies, for example, were

used them in

for cupping

"modern concern" introduced to

Africa by expatriate experts and unrelated to the perspectives ofAfrican
producers who were believed to be
interested only in the short-term exploitation of natural resources.

making drums; and horns
and, of course, black magic.
In Zambia, the elephant (Loxodonta
Africana) and the black rhinocerous
(Diceros bicornis) were spread to all parts
of Zambia in varying numbers. During the
pre-colonial period, they were hunted or
Uapped fw meat and ivory which, in some
societies, was used as a potsherd and in
others as ritual objects. Ivory was also used
in making bangles and adornments. Hunting of elephant and rhino was organised by
guilds controlled by chiefs. The skin from
the elephant’s ear was something used in
making drums. The tail hair was used in
as

means
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making expandable bangles. There is
recorded

use

In the

no

for the rhino horn.

19th century,

hundreds of
provide ivory
which was in high demand in Europe, Asia
and America where it was made into keys
and billboards. Although Zambian ivory
was in demand, it was not as
good as that
elephants

were

killed

to

from East Africa. With the introduction of
Firearms especially in the second half of the
19th century, hundreds of elephants were
killed in the Mweru-wa-Ntipa area,

alarming

rate especially in the Luangwa
Valley and Kafuc Flats. He was also quick
to observe that the rhino was in "urgent
need of special protection as the numbers
were rapidly dwindling",
something which
was later confirmed by the
documentary
"Vanishing Footprint" and President Kaunda who is a regular visitor to game reserves.
While the elephant was hunted for ivory,
the rhino

was

hunted for the horn which

said to have medicinal and

The

price for ivory was quite lucrative.
1969, it was about USS5,50 per kilo,
USS7,50 in 1970, USS75,00 in 1978 and
around USS300,00 in 1989. Most of the
ivory is smuggled out of Zambia to Burundi where it is given legal status and exported as a product of that country even
though the country has only one recorded
elephant. The ivory is used in manufacturing a variety of personal adornments like
In

Luangwa Valley and other areas in Eastern

aphrodisiac
properties and in demand in India and the

and Northern Zambia and exported to the
East Coast. In the Western part, Litunga

bangles, ear rings, rings, necklaces, piano
keys, personal seals used in place of signa-

Far East. Included in his report were a number of recommendations for the conserva-

tures

Sipopa allowed Goerge Westbeech, a
British trader, to hunt elephant and rhino in

tion of game. Among these was the establishment of a Game Department to be

Bulozi. Between 1872 and 1885 each year,
he collected as much as 15 tonnes of ivory
each year which he sold for as much as £12
000
a lot of money in those years. By the
end of his stay, the rhino had been wiped
—

was

responsible for game management and conservation. This

was

established in 1943. A

number of restrictions

on hunting were introduced and in later years, a number of

out, hunted for their horn and the elephant
became almost extinct. In the eastern part,

management areas were introduced which
included the Luangwa and Kafue National

although elephants

Parks.

were

killed in large

numbers, observers noted that their population increased rather than decreased.

Colonial Rule
After the establishment of colonial rule,
hundreds of elephants were killed to supp-

ly the

new

administration with ivory which

export commodity. The period also
the introduction of sophisticated

Currently, there are 19 National
Management Areas
covering a total area of approximately 23
million hectares (about 6% of the total
Parks and 31 Game

area). There are also other protected areas
proclaimed in various Acts such as the
forests Act

Rapid Decline

was an
saw

firearms. Hundreds of
hunted and killed
tion of

"big

elephants were
giving rise to a genera-

hunters" who have left
graphic accounts of their hunting activities.
Several more elephants, which become
yarden raiders, were killed in order to
protect gardens and crops. The ivory acquired was surrendered to chiefs or adgame

due to increased poaching activities stimulated by the steep rise in
the prices of ivory and the rhino horn; the
cropping exercise between 1966 and 1%9
which

saw

the destruction of

2 000

elephant and rhino

International Union for the Conservation of

populations were on the increase in the
early part of the 12th century. In 1910, the

Nature

administration of Northern Rhodesia increased the number of elephants to be shot

Zambia had about 160 000

upon a £25 licciice from two bulls to four
of either sex. Interest in game conservation

began in the early 1920s. In 1930, C. R. S.
Pitman, Chief Game Warden of Uganda,
was appointed to conduct a faunal
survey.
Although his work was cut short because of
the impact of the world depression his
report published in 1934 was a milestone in
game conservation in Northern Rhodesia.

During the survey, he noted that the
elephant population was increasing at an
34

over

hunters and ad-

game

minisiralive officials,

and rhino primarily

elephants which provided over 6 tonnes of
refrigerated meat annually sold in the urban
areas; and hunting for sport by tourists. In
1981, according to figures provided by the

Miinistrative officials.

According to big

Since the 1970s, there has been a rapid
decline in the population of both elephant

had

an

(lUCN) based in Geneva, Africa
estimated 1 920 300

elephants.

(about 8,0%).
By 1989, the number had dropped to 622
700 for Africa
a drop of 68%, out of
—

which Zambia had

an

45 000

estimated number of

(a drop of 72%). Poaching became
a very lucrative
occupation in all Game
Parks and Game Management Areas. Even
the elephant tusks kept in the National A.ssembly for ceremonial purposes became a
target. In spite of the strict security, one tusk
was

stolen and sold.

and hankos.

Industries
The main

importers of ivory are Hong
Kong (54%) which also supplies Mainland
China, Japan (27%) and West Germany
(7%). Smaller but significant quantities are
imported by Spain (3%), France (3%), USA
(2%) the UK (2%) and India.The industry
supports a large number of craftsmen. In
Japan, they number about 30 000 earning
as much as USS26 million per year and exporting and retailing over US$100 million
worth of
an

ivory items.Hong Kong supports

estimated 2 200

earns

carvers.

Each

about USS25 000 per year.

carver

They

use

sophisticated technology in their work. In
mainland China, there are over 7 000 ivory
carvers, each earning about US$50 per
month. Their technology is more traditional and carvings take longer. Consequently,
they use less ivory, 40-60 tonnes a year than
Hong Kong where the consumption is 200300 tonnes. India supports many ivory carwith about 7 200 concentrated in

vers

Kerdla and Delhi and

earning 200 to 2 000

rupees per month. They combine auditional and advanced technologies in producing

ivory products.

During the same period (1969 to 1989),
the decline of the rhino was much faster
than that of the elephant. Clearly, the
species was over-cropped to the extent
whereby it is now nearly extinct and its survival as a species is now in doubt. The
steady demand for the rhino in the Far East
was overtaken by increasing demands in
North Yemen for rhino horns

to

be used

as

dagger handles which could not be satisfied
by supply. This market alone accounted for
between 33% and 50% of all the horns sold.

Daggers

are

culture and

deeply imbedded in Yemen

no

male is considered

dressed without
upsurge

one

properly

in the waistband. This

in demand is

a

result of the spread
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of the oil wealth from Saudi Arabia

Emirates to Yemen

and the

enabling many to afford
resulting flcxKl of

the cost of a horn. The

rhino horns from 1975 to 1981
such international outcry
Yemen government
1982.

provoked

that the North

banned imports in late

The extent of Yemeni

imports became

apparent in 1975 when one person purchased 230 rhino horns (655 kg) at an

price of US$76 when the ruling
price was about US$32,00. In 1976, further
supplies were obtained from Tanzania. In
1977, some 8 000 were imported and sold
at an average price of US$77 per kilogram.
In 1979, the price had reached the level of
US$1 600 per kilo.
average

Savage
The increase in the demand

resulted in

of the savage and wholesale
slaughter of the rhino in almost all African
countries except South Africa and Zimbabwe, where because of the stringent
laws, the species actually registered a

an

upsurge

modest increase in numbers. For the rest of
'

Africa, the number dropped from 14 795 in
1980 to 3 717, a drop of 75%. For Zambia,

catastrophic from about 2
in 1980 to a mere 95 in 1989 (a drop of

the decline
750

was

about 90%).
The lucrative nature of the trade in ivory
in the upsurge
of the number of poachers. According to
available statistics from the Deparunent of
and rhino horns is reflected

Wildlife, between 1975 and 1981, a total of
11 596 poachers were arrested, 7 661 were
convicted, over 5 110 firearms were confiscated and fines totalled K429 847. In spite

those arrested
deterred
from poaching. Even in situations where
they faced the risk of being shot on sight,

of the stiff penalties meted on
and

convicted, ptcople were not

case in Zimbabwe, they still went
large numbers, hoping lo strike it rich
after securing a rhino horn.
The upsurge in poaching in all Game
Management Areas after 1969 and their
negative effects on tourism, the increase in
the number of professional hunters shooting elephant and rhino as trophy, the increasing influence of conservation groups,
and the increase in the print and visual
media reports on the depletion of elephants
as

is the

in

near extinction of the rhino from
habitats, like the Luangwa Valley,
pushed the Zambian Government into action. A number of measures were taken to

and the
some

stem

poaching.
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ly in areas adjacent to Game Reserves and
Game Management areas with large
elephant populations serves lo show the extent to which elephants compete with man.
Yet restricting elephants to poorly managed

Protected
The first

was to

declare the elephant and

protected and endangered
species. The cost of hunting permits by
tourists wishing to hunt for trophies was

the rhino

Trade of

as

much

would lead to ecological im-

reserves

balance which can be detrimental to the
health of elephant and other game. A degree
of cropping (culling) is absolutely essential
to avoid these problems and has the ad-

£1 140 to shoot one
rhino. Secondly, in 1980, the government
ratified the International Convention on

raised to

as

Endangered Animal and Plant

Species. Thirdly, it intensified its fight
against the poaching of the rhino and the
elephant in all Game Management Areas.
Fourthly, in October, 1989, Zambia, like a

vantage of helping to pay for the running of
the Department or assisting the people who

number of African countries, agreed to

being — something which is being cncouraged in the Luangwa Game Reserve.
It is clear that as long as some elephants
and rhino remain alive, ivory and the rhino

scribe to

an

international ban

on

would use the money earned from the sale
of meat and ivory to improve their well-

sub-

trade in

ivory. To demonstrate its commitment to
the ban, Kenya, for example, set ablaze
ivory worth US$3 million confiscated from
poachers.
The government
arc

horn

are

destined to remain valuable com-

modities at any price. Therefore, given the
conditions of the international market, it is

and conservationists

asking fundamental questions about

countries to
control wildlife against
poachers. One problem to be faced is the
up to Zambia and other African

what to do to protect the dwindling game,
and how to utilise them. They arc increas-

protect and

ingly looking at the best way to achieve a
symbiotic relationship between man and
his environment and recognising that
development and conservation are two
sides of the same coin. Implicit in ihi^ is the
growing awareness that in order to protect
wildlifé (and indirectly protect and
promote tourism), they need to be much
more effective in the fight against poachers
many of whom are employed by interna-

cost

should be better equipped to ensure

Competing with Man
Taking no action is not a solution either.
Increasing pressure on arable land especial-

their ef-

ficiency. The law against poaching should
faint-hearted. But
all, the government should broach a

be stiffened to deter the

above

the base of the community-oriented conscr-

vation measures designed to serve the intercsts of the people in order to achieve sustainable development.
Policies from above in which people are
not involved in formulation and implem-er
tation wilt not help in saving the elephant
and the rhino. In fact for the latter, sui ival

tional dealers.
Conservationists and government

have
proposed a blanket ban on trade in ivory to
close off loopholes through which about
90% of the ivory is obtained. The effectiveness of this measure depends on the strict
adherence to the ban by all communities
concerned. This is already being opposed
by Zimbabwe and South Africa who have
argued that elephants are not threatened;
they have worked out policies such as culling lo ensure the ecological balance so that
conservation of the habitat is assured; they
advance that in spile of trade restrictions on
ivory, it will still continue; that money for
the sale of ivory can help in the conservation of elephants. More importantly, they
argue that a blanket ban would be ineffeclive and would drive the ivory trade complctely underground. They also suggest that
a temporary ban could not be effective because stockpiling could take place while
aaders wait for prices to soar again which
in turn, would stimulate poaching.

of conservation. There is, for example,
more Game Guards. They

need to train

as a

species is very much in doubt. The few
and

that are still alive should be rounded up

put in

protected sanctuaries where they

would be allowed to breed under protective

'

conditions to be released later into tlie wild
when the numbers are sufficiently large.
This will save the species from total extinction. The nation should also be educated on
the importance of environmental conservalion.
Erol Hickey’s "Vanishing Footprint"
should be shown on Television more

regularly to draw the attention of the many
to the sad spectacle going on in our game
and Game Management Areas.
Without education to engender the awareness of the importance of wild life

reserves

economically, ecologically and environmentally and the involvement of the people
such as is taking place in the lower Lupanda in the South Luangwa Game Park, no
conservation policy will succeed.O
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ENTREVISTA

"Nem todas

coisas feitas

as

forum boas"

admite

—

Jonas Savimbi

ao

"Expresso"

Savimbi

Na sua edigäo de 24 de Novembro, a revista lisboeta
"Expresso" divulgou urna entrevista com Jonas Savimbi,
da UNITA, movimento rebelde angolano. A entrevista,
feita pelos

Ribiero,

mostra claramente

as

atitudes actuais

entrevista.
EXPRESSO: Qual a razåo da sua vinda

a

com o sr.

primeiro-ministro,

JONAS SAVIMBI: Vim precisamente

garantias, pelo menos a nös, e espero que o

para me encontrar com o primeiro-ministro

MPLA também considere isso como garantias para podermos avan^ar.

revisäo da

giu

pcrtugu^, a fim de tentarmos relan^ar as
negocia?öes entre a UNITA e o MPLA,
porque estövamos a caminhar para um

im-

passe e era necessärio discutir ao mais alto
nivel problemas de ordern politica geral. E
vioi também para me encontrar

com

o

secrei4rio de Estado James Baker.
EXP.: Que tinha o secretårio de Estado
James Baker para Ihe dizer?

J.S.; Os americanos
nas

negociagöes, tal

säo observadores

como os russos, e era

necessärio informä-los também dos nossos
receiose como nos propiinhamosevitar que
se

concretizassem

num

impasse total.

EIXP.: E quais eram os vossos receios?

J.S.: Estarmos

a

discutir

hecimento da UNITA, o

o

recon-

cessar-fogo

exército nacional. Estävamos

a

seguir

e o
urna

ordern que considero metödica e o nosso
receio era ver es.sa ordern alterada sem con-

cluir

qualquer assunto.
Expusemos o modo como ultrapassar
esses problemas e ele concordou connosco
e

minutos,

através do
pudesse deixar
ac^äo politica.

Paris?

também Ihe dissemos que iriamos ter um

professor Cavaco Silva.
EXP.: Qual foi a sua proposta para
ultrapassar os problemas?
encontro com o

J.S.: Näo posso divulgä-la. Da discussäo
que tivemos, durante urna hora e 45
36

urna

base

nova que possa

sur-

oferecer

EXP.: O impasse nas negociagöes
em causa a

p6s

mediagäo portuguesa?

confian^a

na

media^äo

portuguesa. O que estava em causa era näo
avan^armos. Termos cinco rondas de

con-

versa^öes sem avanfarmos näo encwajava

ninguém. E havia problemas
o

MPLA, näo

com a

que,

entre a

missäo por-

tuguesa.

acfäo milita

a

...

Ent3o, o que fazer durante quatros
até eles fazerem a revisäo con-

meses.

stitucional?!
Discutiamos este problema. Achei que a
que tivemos com o primeiro-ministro deu urna maiOT luz. A minha

conversa

delega^äo

apeicebeu-se de cer&s garantias, reais e
suficientes, para avan9armos para o cessar-

fogo.
o

que vai acontecer?

assim for, estamos de acordo.

J.S.: Ao longo desse encontro descobrimos que havia possibilidades de a

UNITA aceita

do

garantias de que o MPLA

mesmo

modo. Discutimos

os

principios, durante duas ou tres rondas, e
näo chegämos a qualquer conclusäo.
Passämos para o cessar-fogo, um problema
extremamente delicado.

/

Näo iamos entregar o nosso exército

ao

MPLA para o MPLA o integrar.... E se o
MPLA näo cumprisse o resto do programa?
Onde ficävamos?
Dai dizermos que o
—

MPLA tinha de reconhecer

a

sem a

daqui a quatro

do encontro com
q primeiro-ministro
portugués, disse que
estava muito optimista e
que as coisas
podiam agora avangar mais rapidamente.
Que sepassou de novo nessa conversa?

UNITA obter

ä

e passar

poder fazé-lo

Constituifäo

EXP.: Entåo,

EXP.: Ontem, no final

pensasse

cabecilha

politico, a UNITA

estatuto

O MPLA dizia näo

meses,

J.S.: Nunca do nosso lado. Nunca esteve
em causa a nossa

UNITA e

o

jornalistas portugueses Benjamin Formigo e Daniel
desta personalidade. Por isso, transcrevemos na
integra o texto da

J.S.: A formagäo do exército. Näo

seja

queremos que

exército

sim

o

MPLA

a

formar

o

intemacional de
verificagäo do cessar-fogo a formå-lo. Se
mas

o

corpo

EXP.: Portanto,

depor

nessas

condigöes,

a

as armas e aceito o

cessar-fogo.
J.S.: Näo

depöem as armas. Depor
significa que o MPLA tem armas e
nös näo. O cessar-fogo neutraliza os dois
exércitos e o corpo intemacional irä formar,
evolutivamente, o novo exército nacional,
se

armas

que näo

é da UNITA nem do MPLA.

EXP.: Mas vai haver dois movimentos

fortes

a concorrerem ås

eleigöes,, coda

quai com o seu exército?

UNITA para

Sapem
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J.S.: Na altura das elei^öes, näo

hå

ninguém que tenha exército. E por isso que
o

corpo
exército.

intemacional vai formar o novo
Diz que,

EXP.:

nacional, emanarå

da comissäo interum novo exército

Significa isso que, a par dessa
emanagäo, haverå um progressivo desnacional.

mobilizar das FAPLA

e

das FALA ou a des-

mobilizagäo sö seråfeita urna vez completo
o

exército nacional?

um processo paralelo. Falei
primeiro-ministro. Angola näo
precisa de um exército de 300 mil homens,
que é a foi^a combinada do MPLA e da
UNITA. Pensamos que a dimensäo do

J.S.: Serä

disso com

os

50

e

60 mil

É um assunto muito delicado e que

J.S.:

tes teräo de

dos

desmobilizar

efectivos,

seus

mas

um a

dois termos

isso näo pode ser

condi^öes para a inser^äo dos
antigos militäres na sociedade civil. Se isto
näo for feito, teremos sérios problemas. Os
feito

sem as

exércitos tém de

ser

ao

gradual das FAPLA

e

das FALA. Essa é a

base de que se

irå partir?
Quando se
realizarem as elei^öes, näo teremos
exército, assim como o MPLA. O exército
novo estä com esse corpo intemacional que
esteve a verificar o cessar-fogo.

nova

J.S.:

Exactamente.

EXP.:

Quando serå assinado

o cessar-

fogo?
J.S.: Se tudo quanto discutimos com o

primeiro-ministro corresponder å
realidade, serå assinado muito brevcmente.
Talvez

no na

pröxima ronda, mas até isso é

possivel.
EXP.:

Que paLses estariam incluLdos

multinacional?
J.S.: Esse problema foi abordado
veladamente com o primeiro-ministro, mas
näo podemos dizer ter chegado a um acordo. É preciso também convencer o MPLA.

nesse

corpo
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fizer a
revisäo constitucional, ou seja, talvez em
staurar o multipartidansmo quando

É nesta altura que a UNITA pode ser
legalizada e desempenhar o seu papcl como
outro movimento. Näo podemos aceiiar
Abril.

isto.

EXP.: Mas havia

formulagåo, inipela UNITA em
Pedrougos e recusada pelo MPLA,
recuperada depois para a reuniåo de
Sintra. Essa formulagåo dizia que. assinado o cessar-fogo, o MPLA e a UNITA

Seguranga dispor de
bas para pagar a operagäo

ver-

....

J.S.: Os americanos dizem que é

possivel e pensam que, se chegarmos a urna
base de cessar-fogo aceitåvel para a
democracia, serå possivel eles encontrarem
fundos. No Congresso ou através da ONU.
EXP.: Como vé as reformas aprovadas
pelo Comité Central do MPLA: multipartidarismo, economia de mercado, socialJ.S.: De forma muito positiva.
MPLA aceita
temos

Se o
multipartidarismo, näo

o

problema.

MPLA aceita

muito bcm. Se

o

É um passo em frente. Se
a

economia de mercado,

MPLA diz que agora

serå

democrata, disso tenho diividas, mas o
MPLA é livre. Tudo isso faz com que o
MPL.A näo tenha

honestamentc

urna

cialmente proposta

se

comprometiam a trabalhar em conjunto
sentido da paz e do desenvolvimento de

Angola.

de o Conselho de

o

falar do desaparecimento

Ficariam

EXP.: A entrada da ONU pöe a queståo

mobilizados.
a

certeza.

Nigéria.

democracia.

tempo que, da

EXP.: Estå

,

desmobilizados

Com

comissäo internacional, surja um exército unico e que, na
sociedade civil, se criem condi^öes para absorver os homens que väo sendo des-

mesmo

J.S,: O MPLA diz que sö podcrä in-

nös, sö as Na^öes Unidas tém

melindrados. O MPLA aceita pelo menos a

tivemos

oportunidade de discutir com o
primeiro-ministro portugés. Ambas as par-

a

capacidade e mecanismos para ac^öes
deste género. O MPLA näo quer a ONU
mas admite a possibilidade de observadores de Portugal, América e Uniäo
Soviética. Nös pensamos que näo é suficiente. Mas, jå que o MPLA admite o
princfpio de urna observa^äo de näo angolanos, pensamos que podemos alargar
um pouco mais.
EXP.: A UNITA propöe também
africanos?

o

exército deve oscilar entre
homens.

Quanto

em discutir
UNITA o fim do con-

problemas

com a

flito.

O MPLA näo pode ser reformador sozinho. Noutras

situa^öes, os reformadores
de outros partidos
para se efeetivar o multipardidarismo.
Em Angola, hå urna guerra que o MPLA
näo pode ultrapassar. Toda a reforma
econömica e politica a que a UNITA näo esteja associada näo pode triunfar. Näo é
convidaram ä formaijäo

possivel. Queremos que o MPLA compreenda isso, discutimos isso também com
o primeiro-mistro. Segundo a delega^äo
portuguesa, temos de ser parceiros neste
esforfo de democratiza9äo da vida angolana.
EXP.: Nåo parece que o MPLA tenha
objeegöesåparticipagåo da UNITA, depois
de assinado o cessar-fogo.

J.S.: Retomåmos isso agora.
recusou, retomou, recusou.

aceita

Se

O MPLA
o

MPLA

agbra essa formula^äo — que é por-

tuguesa — para nös jå näo hå problema
nenhum em aceitar o cessar-fogo.

Queremos que a UNITA participe

com 0

de
democratiza9äo de Angola. Depois do cesMPLA

em

todo

processo

o

sar-fogo, é preciso consolidå-lo, criar

condiföes de paz e estabilidadc. Depois

poder-se-äo formar outros partidos. Näo
defendemos que seja o MPLA e a UNITA
a monopolizar o sistema democråtico.
EXP.: A formulagåo apresentada em
Pedrougos foi a seguinte: "Assinado o cessar-fogo, o Governo angolano e a UNITA
empenhar-se-åo na consolidagåo da paz,

adquirindo

a

UNLTA

a

legalidade

c'^mo

partido politico no contexto da instauragåo
da democracia multipartidåria". E esta a
formulagåo actual?
J.S.: De certa forma. O MPLA eslava a

protelar a acfäo politica da UNITA para
depois da revisäo constitucional. Isso fazia
com que decorressem quatro meses entre o
cessar-fogo e a revisäo, sem nada ser feito,
o que pöe em perigo o cessar-fogo. É esta
questäo que penso termos conseguido

ultrapassar com Cavaco Silva.
EXP.: Como vé hoje o Presidente Eduardo dos Santos? Como

hado,

um

um

homem empen-

homen de boa vontade?

J.S.: É dificil responder, porque näo o
conhego. Sö vi urna vez o Presidente Eduardo dos Santos, em Gbadolite, em condiföes
completamente estranhas—criadas por ele

africanos.
duvidar das
pessoas que falaram com ele, ineluindo o
primeiro-ministro portugués, que tem a impressäo de que ele quer encontrar o cam in-

e

näo por

outros paises

Dizem isso dele. Näo quero
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ho da paz. Alguns chefes de Estados
africanos tambcm me dizem isso, que ele
esta

empcnhado. Os americanos tambcm

o

pcnsam. Mas ele deve ter alguma dificuldade. Dc onde ela vem näo sei. É possivel
que tenha resistentes no seu Comité

Central,

no seu

Bureau Politico.

Näo

podemos ter preconceitos para com
desconfian5a miitua. 15 anos de
guerra foi muito. Pelo que nos apercebemos
da conversa com o primeiro-ministro, Portugal vai estudar com os EUA a a URSS as
garantias para ambas as panes. Desde que
haja garantias, ninguém receara ser enganado.
Näo POS.SO dizer o que ele é. Dizem-me
que ele estä sinceramente empenhado na
busca da paz. Se for assim, a conversa que
tivemos com o primeiro-ministro possibilitar-nos-ä avan^ar.
EXP,: A UNITA espera alguma coisa do
MPLA?

J.S.; Isso säo problemas do MPLA.
EXP.: Falou na possibilidade de haver
UNITA

contra.

explora de algum modo

A

essas

divergencias?
J.S.: Näo, näo, näo... Isso até
traria. Se
näo tern
no

e

nos con-

Presidente Eduardo dos Santos
liberdade para trazer o seu Cover-

o

o

Comité Central para as

seu

negociaföes, isso conlraria-nos imenso.
Näo

nos

favorece,

nem o

desejamos.

EXP.: Como encara a nomeagäo de
Lopo do Nascimento como representante
pessoal de José Eduardo dos Santos para
as negociagöes?

J.S.: E

boa coisa. Conhecemos

uma

Lopo do Nascimento,
relativamente

o

a outros

jovens do MPLA. Foi

o

que näo acontece

dirigentes mais

ainda
participado como chcfe da delega^äo do
MPLA. Mas, temos de compreender que

estä

a

estudar

os

pcna näo ter

"dossiers" espcremos que

EXP.: Ap6s '5 anos de guerra as

populagöes eståo desconfiadas. Recordo
conversas

tidas

Luena. Como vé

na zona

do Cazombo

ou

reconciliagäo nacional,
independentemente do processo e dos
a

resultados eleitorais?

J.S.: É um devcr de todos os angolanos
atingir a reconcilia9äo. As elciföcs väo darnos um suporte democrätico
para se falar
de um Govemo que tern o apoio do povo.
Mas näo basta. É preciso que este mandate
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dialogo

"Mudar", etc. E necessårio que tenham
eleitorado. Mas, a esscncia do multipartidarismo é que haja mais partidos.

imagine o que se passa. Parte da
populafäo do Cazombo pode estar contra a
UNITA. Esta esteve algum tempo no
Cazombo

e

nem

todas

as

A

coisas feitas

UNITA, como quisermos. Depois, para
democracia multipartidaria seja uma
realidade, tera de haver outros partidos.
EXP.: E quanto ao perlodo de tran-

sigäo?
J.S.: Concordamos em criår uma comissäo que integrasse o MPLA, a UNITA e
todas

disso.

forma9öes politicas com o cstatuto

as

de

panido. A diseussäo da lei eleitoral e a
defini9äo de ci'rculos eleitorais säo assuntos que interessam a todos os
angolanos.
EXP.: E qual o papel da Igreja?

EXP.: E ao

longo de todos estes anos de
agudizaram problemas
tribais seculares ao nlvel das populagöes?
näo

guerra

se

J.S.: Os exércitos säo os instrumentos do
e

da UNITA

J.S.: A Igreja esfå subjacentc numa
ac9äo politica, a näo ser que queira formar

näo säo formados

e

apenas por uma etnia, Ao atravessarem
de outras tribes näo podem ter um

um

zonas

comportamento apenas contrario ås

popula9öes. Os pröprios membros dos
exércitos oriundos dessas zonas reagiriam
contra isso. Se houvesse a
tenta9äo de
reagir contra popula9öes de outra etnia os
soldados dessa etnia näo pcrmitiriam. Os
vectores

dos dois movimentos säo

os

exércitos. Estes näo säo formados jxir uma
SÖ etnia e isso ajudou a que o tribalismo näo

fosse exacerbado.
EXP.: Até

ao

cessar-fogo qual vai ser a

estratégia da UNITA no terreno? Na
prdtica, parece existir um quase cessar-

fogo.
J.S.: Eu diria que é uma

situa9äo de ob-

serva9äo. Hå pequenas escaramu9as mas
grandes combates. Até porque
ordenåmos que näo houvesse grandes comnäo hå

Por outro lado, hå a entrada das

Na9öcs

abenura dos corredores de paz
para permitir a passagem da comida. Os
corredores säo eixos neutralizados em que
e a

ataques. Tudo isto criou

situa9äo de estabilidade

em que

uma

näo hå

movimentos de tropas nem grandes ataques.
EXP.: Como vé a entrada de novas

forgas pollticas

e o regresso de pessoas
Holden Roberto ä cena politica an-

quanto ås

....

Tern ainda

algumas

reservas

reformas do Comité Central?

J.S.: Näo. Isso até

nos

då argumenta9äo

que näo queremos usar. Se o Comité

Central pode, em quatro dias, transformar
o

MPLA-PT

num

partido social-

democrata, como é que näo pode modificar
a Constitui9äo näo
plebiscitada pcio povo
mas redigida pelo Comité Central e
aprovada por uma Asscmbleia que emana
do Partido?

EXP.: Mas

as

contradigöes

no

MPLA

näo seräo ainda

importantes?
J.S.: O passo mais dificfl foi passar de
MPLA-PT
regido pelo marxismo
leninismo
para um partido social—

—

democrata. A revisäo constitucional näo
serå täo dificil.
Se

o

Presidente Eduardo dos Santos

previsse dificuldades no congresso, näo ia
divulgar as decisöes do Comité Central. Sc
a divulga9äo foi feita é
porque sc esta
seguro de que o Congresso vai apoiar;
Foi mais grave chegar junto dc Robena
de Almeida

dizer

(um dos ortodoxos do MPLA)

"Hoje

somos um panido socialdemocrata". Näo sei com que argumcne

ta9äo....
A näo

ser

que se rcagrupem as

resistencias para o

Congrcsso. E isso scria

grave.

golana?
J.S.: Holden Roberto

panido

EXP.:

bates.

como

é

MPLA

que a

apoio da popula^äo para promover a reconcilia9äo nacional. A guerra de 15 anos criou
clivagens profundas e estamos conscienies

Unidas

guerra

e a

uma

cidade, a populafäo do Luena adere 100 por
cento å UNITA. Qualquer eleito terå o

MPLA

resolu9äo do problema da

entre a UNITA e o MPLA, ou entre o

pane da popula^äo
que adere å UNITA. O Luena näo. Fora da

näo hå

seja ele a conduizir as negocia^öes.

num

Eu

foram boas. Mas é

ele. Hä

elementos do Comité Central

seja utilizado profundamente
junto das populagöes.

tern o seu

panido

adormecido. Tern de trabalhar para
desperta-lo. Näo tenho, ilusöes a esse
respeito. Depois surgem grupos como

O Comité Central

podcr. A maior
multipartidarismo. A revisäo
constitucional estå incrcntc.O
reforma foi

tern

o
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GENDER ISSUES

The

Impact of Gender
Analysis on African
Development
Patricia McFadden

R

ECENTLY, I attended the
African Studies Association

meeting (the 33rd meeting) in
Baltimore, USA, and the theme was ‘sus-

growth’. Throughout the discussions, there was a general assumption
that the problem is one of not being able
to sustain development, but development per se, i.e. what has happened in the
tainable

West

over

the last three hundred years

is, essentially, desirable for Africa. I shall

into the debate concerning the undesirability of capitalist development for
Africa, because we know what capitalist
development in the West has meant for
us over the past three hundred years, and
the so-called ‘global crisis’ is today, the
clearest manifestation of the inappropriateness of that system of social
production.
not go

But in the face of the so-called

collapse

of socialism, one is not surprised that conventional definitions of development will

again gain currency. This is why the
issue of what development really means, or
has meant for Africans is so very critical at
this time. And in relation to the issues of
gender, the extension of the gender concept

once

in the

critique of the concept of developpractical implementation in
Africa over the past three and a half
decades, is a primary task facing all
progressive scholars. The gender concept is
crucial not only in sustaining debates about
what has happened on the continent and
globally, but also if the arguments we
engage in are to have a generalised
and its

relevance for all Africans, and not be
restricted to

one

class (the petty bour-

geoisie) or one sex (men). African scholars
Sapem December/January,
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continue to pretend that issues

of

power, social wealth and political influence
can be discussed as neutral issues.
One of the reasons why a critique of
development in general and gender terms
in particular is important, is that the
generalised crisis in Africa and the rest of
the Third World, is an on-going manifestation of the colonial heritage of incorporation into the international capitalist system.

of development as has been
applied in virtually every African post-independence country is located within this
heritage. Debates have raged for the past 20
years about how to achieve development,
what it means, why it has not happened in
The concept

Africa, etc. But the central issue

— what
development has been in the reality of

Africa

—

has remained

unproblematic.

speak of development, we need
go beyond the debates and theories and

When
to

Collapse

ment

cannot

we

critically assess the issue at the level of
class, gender and race. Virtually all
analyses on development i.e. what has been
happening to Africa over the last 30 years,
has been posed in essentially economic
terms. What happened to the race issue, to
the fact that Africans are exploited by the
West through a racist ideology for which
they make no apologies? Even the Japanese
are boasting of their ability to express theif

racism in English (albeit American
English). Recently, a Japanese parliamentarian alleged that when Blacks move into
formerly White neighbourhoods, the place
goes to the dogs. One can see how well they
have learned from their Yankee mentors.
Be that

it may

(I am not about to lose
sleep because some racist somewhere fouls
up the air), it does bring home the importance of re-thinking what will definitely beas

Status and

production have always

been structured

by gender: a woman

farmer
come more

fashionable and

pragmatic i.e.

capitalist development.
Failure

The failure of past

strategies of developpolitically and ideologically flawed and which are informed by a
set of social relations which put the individual and specific class interests before
the general social interest, must be very
carefully evaluated. Development
strategies have not failed once in Africa.
They are continuously rehatched with the
raising of each new independence flag. We
can see the same policies and misguide J assumptions already in place in newly indcpendent Namibia. In 10 years time, that
society will be exhibiting the usual
symptoms of ‘failed development’. Why?
The question is intricately linked into the
ment

which

were

central issues of race,
Once
on

gender and class.
again, virtually none of the analyses

pre-in6ependent

or

recently indc-

pendent Namibia has critically and in a different manner,

presented that reality as it is.

again cooking a goose which
a few ‘leaders’ will stow away, out of reach
of the working people who have not only
given their lives for the past two decades,
but who also continue to give their labour,
in the hope that things will be different this
We

are once

time around.

Maybe.

Another very important reason why I
think that the gender concept is a necessity
we are to work our way out of the seemingly never-ending socio-economic and
political crisis on our continent, is the very

if
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engendered nature of African societies
themselves. Whether one is speaking of
pre-colonial or post-colonial African for-

begun to
challenge all previously assumed (male
defined) representations of who and what

mations, the fact is that African women and

the African

men

are

socially defined in

very en-

African past and present, we have

which

is. It is

woman

and which have defined

vice versa, and we all know how the patriar-

mothers, wives and

chal reinforcement of male

male

But it is also

a statement

African societies

of the fact that

structured

along
gender lines, and the social ccmstruction of
are

gender has been and continues
central element in what is

to be a

generally called

‘African traditions/culture’. Therefore, to

ignore the issues of gender and the power
relations which underpin the interaction between women

and

men

in the so-called

private (domestic) sphere as well as in the
public sphere, is to bury one’s head in the
sand. Maybe if one reminds such scholars
that the rear view is not a very attractive
one, they might begin to consider the possibility of facing up to the challenge.
Whether they like it or not, gender issues
will not go away. In fact, so-called development has exacerbated the gender contradictions in all the African societies, and clear
evidence of this is the increasing cases of
spx)use battering, child abuse, rape and all
kinds of violence against women. Human
society has been composed of women and
men since the
beginning, with variations in
its composition at particular points in history due to factors like war, drought, migration and sexual choice. But regardless of its
sexual composition, social issues of power,
distribution, status and production have always been structured by gender.
An additional factex is the presence

of a

growing feminist movement in Africa,
which is making itself felt not only through
literary writings by African women, but
also in terms of the challenges being posed
well

definition of

development

as at

the conventional
as a

male-

centred, male-conn-olled process. Through
a process of
reclaiming HERSTORY in the
40

structures which make women invisible

or

us solely as
sexual vehicles of

pleasure.

Increasing numbers of African women
are saying NO to the
intimidatory allegation that reclaiming the contribution of our
fore-mothers in the making of Africa is socalled ‘Western feminism’. Why should
African women, want

are

tive

propriate the struggles and experiences of
other women? Yes, we recognise them, we
empathise with them, we recognise
similarities with our struggles as women,
but we are not about to appropriate (ex
copy
as some sexists would
foolishly put it) their
feminist past or present. Nor are we about

cial

or

our

as we

That is what I understand

as

African
same

women

further, I would

like to indicate in what ways I think gender
relations have impacted and defined/struc-

tured the so-called

development process of
Africa. In terms of the conventional definition of development as a male-centred concept, men are still assumed to, and still do
control the

decision-making structures and

and order

(the police and army). They control the formal economy and the international connections
banks, sources of
—

economic credit

—

as

well

as

land

resour-

technology, know-how, you name it
Although the African male dominated
petty bourgeoisie exists in a subordinate
relationship with imperialism and still
lends to jump when told to, in its relation¬
ces,

men

who have been

as

citizens. Often,

to

crimes committed

abuse,
physical/psychological)
wife/spouse battering or the fact that there
is

Conventional
To take the discussion

so-

sentencing with regard
against women (and
mostly female children) is so ridiculously
light as to encourage multiple repetition of
these acts by the offenders. There is no
African legal system which recognises the
occurrence of rape within
marriage, nor
will most legal structures acknowledge the
gravity and frequency of child (sexual and

all know.

of race.

defini-

policy,
deciding what is
good for women, when they recognise our
existence, that is. Virtually all the laws and
legal structures of African counuies do not
reflect women’s specific rights and needs

feminism for

and it is fundamentally the
for all oppressed women, regardless

more

gender be in the

In terms of economic and social

it is

bodies. Those

rights must be fought for,

the issues of

in their

scientific relevance?

daughters and good wives’. We have
earned the relationships we enter into with
men (African and
otherwise) and to choose
and decide on what happens in our bodies,
bodies and with

must

even

reality we inhabit and have created, for
African male scholars (both progressive
and not progressive) to understand its

to be dictated to about the directions of our
future. So that is not the point. The real
issue is that we have begun to insist upon
our rights to be more than
just ‘good

to our

the ‘heads of households’

physical absence. How much

need to ap-

we, as

processes in all African societies. They
control the state and the institutions of law

Feminist Movement

at the state, as

feminism

a

con-

tinent, it is authoritarian and increasingly
repressive. It is the men who control the
political structures and organs in our
societies and it is they who define the
hegemonic ideology and its implementation through, for example, the educational
system which defines knowledge as the
male experience — HISTORY.
They control the social definitions of
status and the processes of social valuation
in the public and private spheres and
they

rejects all social and ideological

gendered terms. A man in any African cultural context has never meant a woman, and

superiority is
expressed through essentially mysoginist
rebukes like ‘stop behaving like a woman’
or ‘Agh, he is a woman, that one’. Seen
from one angle, such statements are clear
expressions of the negative stigmatisation
of what is basically kind and gentle behaviour on the part of an individual male.

ship with the working people of the

something called Women s Rights within
of Human Rights.
When I asked Professor Lssa Shivji, who
has recently produced a most enlightening
analysis of the ‘Concept of Human Rights
in Africa’, why there was no analysis of
Women's Rights in the book, he admitted to
the discrepancy, but then added, ‘Well, now
we are waiting for you to write that
part’ or
something to that effect. How else can one
interpret such a response except to see it as
part of a resistance even by progressive
African scholars, who know the importance of rights so well, to face up to the
challenge of engendering their work. 1 have
no doubt that Professor Shivji will do as excellent a job on the issue of Women's Rights
the concept

as

I

he has done for his other work, therefore,
about to deprive him of the oppor-

am not

tunity

to liberate his analysis in the future.
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In terms of education and
focus is towards

specific programmes for
reproductive

geoisie to reproduce itself as a class. In the
final analysis, even those who spew out
some rhetoric about the importance of asking women what their needs are, are just
using populist strategies to have access to
resources through Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) and other agencies. In
most cases, such programmes only serve to
raise poor people’s expectations and or to

which reinforce their

women

status as

cases,

tagged onto programmes/projects which
are really another way for the petty hour-

training, the

mothers and nurturers. In most

development for women in the

educational sphere has really meant
feminisation of certain professions and
entrenchment of women in

the
the

jobs that em-

phasise the provision of care. This is simply an extension of their reproductive roles
from the ‘private’ domain into the public
sphere.

increase the burden on women’s backs,
terms

Votes

poor

Politically, women have been defined in
terms of how they can be used by men to
get votes

in

of time and labour. Women’s (and

men’s) situation of dire poverty and

dispossession has been used by the ruling
African elite to raise AID for ITSELF.
Women are the legitimisers of the status of

(if and when that happens). They

essentially a social base for male
politicians, and the few women who have
been allowed into the corridors of male
are

power, have done so through alliances with
male-controlled political organisations and

through the adoption of a male ideology

gender issues as a
priority on the agenda. Such women,
whether they are located within political
parties (which are often ‘headed’ by their
husbands) or whether they are located
within so-called women’s organisations,

which does not put

which

are
—

general struggles of

other, less advantaged women,

through

a

usurpation of what women have achieved,
which they use to legitimise the neocolonial state.
In terms of

so-called development

programmes, women

have tended to be
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etc.

Having established the existence and
pervasiveness of gender relations within all
our African societies, the issue is clear (that
it is not a Womens Question or a Gender
Question, but rather very obviously a matter of Gender Relations), how then does the
gender concept impact on our understanding of African society and development there by making a difference in our
analysis?
One of the most important implications
of using the gender concept is that it
facilitates a clearer understanding of the
contribution by African women in the creation of African societies — pre-colonial,
colonial and post-colonial — and results in
a reclamation of the African feminist traditions which have shaped and created the
African experience globally. AfricanAmerican women have been engaged in
this process of reclamation for several
decades now and everywhere else where
women

live

—

in the diaspora

praxis. On the continent too, we are making
our

redefine and

‘the poorest of the poor’, so
into the hands
of the elite, and at the end of the day, it is
women who are paying for the consumpfive life-style of the petty bourgeoisie
through Structural Adjustment Programmes (S APs) and the astounding DEBT bur-

a

country as

that

more

and the

possible to

re-conceptualise

our

reality

differently from the way it has been defined
and told for us for centuries.

money can come

Re-definition

gender concept makes for a renew definition of power for
women, which moves the issue out of the
The

definition/a

reproductive sphere and into sites of real
which are located in the public
arena. We have the right to compete for
power and to have access to adequate
resources in our respective societies,
regardless of whether we choose to be
mothers, or to spend our lives as professional women or both. But the use of a
gender analysis exposes what power means
within the existing political, social,
economic and cultural system of our

power

den.

Lived Realities
And in terms of the

impact of imperialist

domination on the lived realities of African

the S APs are the clearest example
of undemocratic male practices towards

women,

women

contribution to this process

gender concept makes it

Reinforcing traditional roles: a
women’s sewing cooperative

Africa within the women’s movement

used to undermine the

through whatever male controls ilieii livci
father, brother, uncle, soldier, president,

—

(Europe, North America, South America,
the Caribbean, etc), the process of reclamation is manifested in feminist writings and

without any

(which is not without its authoritarian
types) have been emulating her example in
several ways. This phenomenon raises very
serious issues for the feminist struggle on
the continent, issues which would require a
larger context and which I cannot address
at this juncture. But in the immediate context, it raises the important issues of
democracy and what the current movement
for multi-partyism means or does not mean
for women. It also brings to the fore the fact
that a certain class of women have allied
themselves with the state and are being

form of

consultation, it has been with other men and
women were assumed to be represented

African

in most cases ‘one-woman

mechanisms of accountability or democratic praxis — increasingly become male in their relationshipis with other women.
Margaret Thatcher was a perfect example of such a woman and her fans in
shows"

West. Where there has been any

as

citizens of their respective

counU'ies. In most cases, there has not

been

discussion or debate amongst the work— who are the producers of • societies and clearly we have to change the
wealth in all our societies—about the conmeaning of that power, especially in terms
ditionalities imposed by the imperialist
of how we relate to each other as women.

any

ing people
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existing abilities and through the control
and

consumption of the products of their
Only in this way can real development begin to be a
possibility and the
debates necessary to move knowledge and
production forward can be initiated. As it
labour.

is, we are stuck in an intellectual rut and unless

realise that the terms of discourse

we

must be

changed and defined by ourselves
understanding of
problems, we can kiss tomorrow good-

the basis of a different

on

the

bye.
As

a

has had

feminist,

use

of the gender concept

tremendous

impact on my understanding of all social issues. It throws up
new challenges in terms of one’s work as
a

‘intellectual worker’, as well as an activist. It has a revolutionary impact bn both

an

the

political and ideological aspects of life

and opens up new spheres of study and research, most of which are not highlighted
Defined in terms of votes:

at

w omen

a

by existing ‘women and development/women in development’ approaches,

rally in Botswana

which
We have

seen

how

‘powerful women’

are

tically understand these issues fully if we
they affect the majority

also autocratic, dictatorial, unfeminist and

do not know how

greedy for influence and wealth. When I
hearother women say‘hey, don’t dare challenge her, she is powerful’, I also hear fear.
intimidation and a repetition of how the
male-dominated repressive state relates to
the working poor. So whilst I reject a defmition of power which is located in the
reproductive sphere (i.e. because they do

of

challenge posed by
formulate

a

new,

3

gender snnlysis is to

democratic concept of

Militarism and
one

The gender concept,
a

critical

therefore, makes for
analysis of the relationship be-

tween women and the state, and of the interactions of class and gender vis-a-vis the
control of and access to power. This is espe-

cially in terms of the military/^lice and the
assumption by the male state that it has an
absolute right to start wars for which
women, children and elderly persons pay
the highest price, in material and life terms.
Most of the analysis of the state, militarism,
war

has

and the militarisation of

our

societies

bothered to apply a gender analysis
to these phenomena. Yet we cannot realis-
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I

not

societies — and these are
people and elderly folk,
war

have been the

major

of Africa’s resources, whether
looks at the use (or rather wastage) of

these

resources

nalisation of

Destructive wars are having a devastateffect on people’s lives, on the environ-

ment, our health and basically our ability to

as a people. Yet much of the analyses
by African scholars is premised on other iscannot

get itself out of an intellec-

tual cul-de-sac which is

intimately linked
underlying assumption of what
development is. By applying a gender conto

the
.

Africa,

...

analysis of what is happening to
we are

forced

ment and to see

through which

to redefine

it rather

finally, but not least in importance,

gender
concept requires an intera feminist

Devastating

and

as

a

developprocess

(and men), within
their respective class positions in a society,
can empower themselves not
only by
women

politics which
political. Not only
must one call for democratisation of issues
and processes in the public sphere, but even
more urgently, women and men arc made
to look at the relations of power and inequality within the so-called private sphere,'
whereonelivesmostofone’slife.Forthose
women who have stood on public
platforms
over the last two decades,
calling for
women s rights with such piassion and commitment, only to wear the ‘ball and chain’
every night when they return to their
homes, the challenge is to make the personal political and extend the struggle for

defines the personal

democratisation

having fuller access to resources and to the
structures and

situated within the conventional

Internationali.sation

in the West, or the little
which remains on the continent

sues

power.

our

consumers

all the work in the house, women are therefffl-e powerful!), I also reject a concept of
power which is located within the repressive, undemocratic male tradition. The

people in

women, young

are

development premise. Issues such as child
abuse, abortion rights, sexual mutilation.
employment and legal rights, and a whole
host of issues which, even if they are raised
by the development approach, tend to be
described and bemoaned rather than being
posed as challenges which can be resolved,

mechanisms of decision-

making, but really through control over the
decision-making process, through the acquisition of skills and a re-valorisation of

to

as

the home front,

The gender concept as an analytical tool
is

historically conjunctural and absolutely

necessary

men)

if African

women

(and

some

re-direct their histories and
lived realities towards a better future.O
are to
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Monarch cracks down

on

dissent

Gavin McFadden

and founder member of the

Union of
Russon

Silencing the courts: King Mswati HI
in traditional garb

National

Unemployed People),Raynold
(Sociologist, lecturer at the

o

11, 1990, a special squad

of Central

Intelligence Depart-

surprising that the Swazi stale
rights ac-

tivisls and trade unionists in this manner.

University of Swaziland and founder

Since 1973 when the father of the present

National As-

King, Sobhuza II, decided to declare a state

member of the Swaziland

sociation of Civil Servants), Sabelo
N June

It is not

has decided to treat 11 human

DIamini (Law student,

executive

mem-

Representative
of Swaziland
Secretary-General of the Swaziland

of emergency

and to throw out the inde-

pendence constitution, the lot of those who
the state has been to be put in a tiny
Malsapa'Central Prison on a recur-

her of the Students’

oppose

Council at the University

cell

tematic arre.st and detention of human

and

ring 60-day detention order. There has been

rights activists, trade unionists, students

National Union of Students), Professor

and lecturers in Swaziland. Tho.se ar-

DIamini (Lawyer

re.sted

ment of

were

police began the sys-

Maxwell Lukhele (Lawyer

and President of the Swaziland

National

A.s.sociation of Civil Servants), Kuseni
DIamini

(President of the Swaziland Na-

tional Association of

Unemployed

at the

LONRHO-controlled Ubombo

Ranches
to the

Sugar Company. He is advisor

Sugar Workers’ Union) and Boy

Magagula (Student at Manzini Teachers’
Training College).

People), Zodwa Mkhonta (Chairperson

Division) and of the

Southern African Co-ordination Con-

regional Federation of
Trade Unions), Mpandlane Shongwe
(Student teacher and President of the
ference (SADCC)

Swaziland National Union of Students),
Mario Masuku (Banker

and executive

member of the Bank Workers’

Dominic

Union),

Mngomezulu (Lawyer, former

lecturer at the

University of Swaziland
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This

was

occurrence,

the first of what became a

daily

political parly. No-one is sure of the numpeople detained, but informed sourCCS inside the Ministry of Justice in

a

ber of

Mbabane that the stale had 30 wimesses

testify when cases are brought

before the courts.

by the monarchists to justify keep-

ing those detained behind bars without
recourse to a fair trial. One thing which
joins the present King Mswati II and his
father is the excuse that all who challenge
him

are

guilty of attempting to start anar-

threat to law and order.

Different

culminating in the arrest of 11

people who were charged with high
aeason, sedition and of being members of

who would

shortage of crimes which have been in-

vented

chy, of being anti-monarchy and of being a

Daily Occurrence

of the Swaziland Federation of Trade

Unions (Women’s

and personnel officer

no

at

Story

is a very differcnt story. In the first place, the present
King owes a lot to the very people whom
he arrested. They were at the forefront of
What we find

the

on

the ground

opposition to the violent ultra-right

.wing government which look over from his
father. Secondly, the people arrested have
never

taken the law into their own hands
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nor

committed any acts oi violence. Final-

ly, those arrested have fought tirelessly to
have human rights respected in Swaziland.
Furthermore, they have provided a voice
fw the

of the

working people by
building the trade union movement.
concerns

It is well known in Southern Africa that

the Swazi

have shown

people that resistance to oppression can yield positive results. It is
from this background that we should try to
understand the behaviour of the Swazi

regime. It is not surprising, therefore, that
those who have been detained
of the Mandela

police and army have been and

continue to co-operate

closely with the

racist South African army,

police and its

are

members

position for 18
which

cy

was

years.

The state of emergen-

declared by Sobhuza II

was

been executed by

never

been allowed to

participate in their

squads with the close co-operation of cer-

own

tain top

is that of

begun to flourish have always operated
under extremely repressive conditions. For
every meeting they hold, they have to have
prior permission of the police in the district
and there is usually a special branch officer
at all meetings.

that

In the last 18 months, there have been

the

King’s Parliament are responsible for
arranging the abduction of top ranking
members of the African National Congress.

One of the

most

publicised

Ismail Ebtahim. We
there

are

are

case

also

aware

forces in the Swazi government

who have been

working closely with both

racist and other forces in

assisting the

Mozambican bandit movement called
MNR. Furthermore, the

corruption which

is rife in the Swazi government and busicircles stinks

affairs. Trade unions which have just

several

important confrontations between

the trade union movement and the government.

The teachers and civil servants, for

instance,

rises and better working and living conditions. The King has
threatened to spill blood; that is to kill. He
won wage

high heaven. The
scandals of corruption and nepotism are on
a scale to rival any. Those in government
can only be there because
they have the

ing conditions, shorter working hours and
better wages, greedy, crooks and bandits.

King’s blessing. The parliament is the
King’s parliament. The voting system is

peeved the King and his cronies has been

equivalent to none known

ground organisation called the Peoples

ness

to

any democratic counU7

or recognised by

in the world. As for

the courts, we remember that the
often found it useful

to

King has

silence the courts

with decrees which invalidate any

decisions

has called those who called fw better work-

One further

the

development which has

development of

United

an

effective under-

Democratic

Movement

(PUDEMO) which has championed the
human rights cause. This organisation
which is believed

to

have

a

wide range of

they have taken. These decrees
have been used especially in political trials,

support has been challenging the regime on
the issue of electoral reform, multi-party

ensuring that the "enemies" of the

democracy, corruption, the abuse of power

ment

govern-

endup in jail.

and the demands of

Threatening
Throughout Southern Africa, there is

a

working people. The
King has been embarrassed by pamphlets
circulated by PUDEMO which pointed out
that he has

change which is threatening the
overthrow of despots, autocrats and tyrants.

just spent millions of pounds
building a palace, when his father built one

The

before he died. All the money comes

current

of

changes in South Africa in particular

world

trip, huge birthday parties and other

similar events in his honour. Pudemo

pointed out that he is the greedy one rather
than the working poor.
Leaflet

lifted. The people of Swaziland have

Swazi police officers. We also

a

The Swazi state has silenced political op-

never

know that the Swazi Police and elements in

public purse. Furthermore, millions of
pounds of public money have been spent on

Reception Committee.

agents. Since 1980, over 20 people have

South African death

the

from

Therefore,

a

combination of the fear of

change in the region and

"need"

a

to show

his

strength, has resulted in dozens of
people being arrested and detained. In a
leaflet calling for urgent action to be taken
by members of Amnesty International, Amnesty described those detained as

prisoners

of conscience. It makes clear that those
detained have been arrested for expressing
their political

beliefs. The report points out

that where there is fear, there cannot be a

fair trial. Swaziland is

one

of the countries

which carries out the Death

Penalty.

Due to the seriousness of the

brought against the 11,
formed in

a

charges

committee

July to campaign

on

was

behalf of

those detained and their families. The

Swaziland Treason Trial Defence Committee

has been informed by the solicitor of the

trialists that the families of the trialists
now

in dire financial

those arrested

Swazi

are

are

problems because

the bread-winners. The

police have interfered with phone

calls to their solicitor Fani Nsibande,

making it difficult to confirm important
relating to the case.

matters

We call

on

members to

all trade unions and their

come to

the assistance of the

detailed and their families. We call
human

rights organisations

on

all

to come to the

assistance of the trialists and their families.
We call upon every one
about human

who is concerned

rights to help. We urge you to
the Swazi High Comm is-

send messages to

sioner in London ^d

to

the office of the

Swazi Prime Minister in Mbabane.
We would urge you to

help, in the

name

of freedom and justice.n

Gavin McFadden is

a

member

of the

Swaziland Treason Trialists Committee.
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Behind the student turmoil
Special Correspondent
political turmoil in
Swaziland has to be seen within
ECENT

R

the context of the

historical

development of political structures

Beginning with
nationalist politics in the 1960s, the
monarchy played a dominant role and
successfully suppressed the development
of opposition in its bid for absolute
power. Even though the Westminster
designed independence constitution
entrenched the political power of the
monarchy, it was discarded in April 1973
by Sobhuza II because he perceived it as
having a loophole for opposition to
emerge. This view derived from the
events which appear to have precipitated
the suspension of the constitution; the
within that country.

declaration of the state of emergency;
the

banning of political parties and a fur-

ther concentration

of power in the hands

monarchy and the people denied
forms of dissent. This was the first

belong to Swaziland, one

African Swazi

Swazi of South African decent

did not

belong to Swaziland but 800 000 Swazi
now belong to that country. It was in these
circumstances that Swaziland suppressed

iheWly

political party activities in
1970s.
In the place of party politics was instituted
the Tinkundla system, an all pervasive
structure, but a structure which has become
identified as the electoral system of
Swaziland.

Briefly, the Tinkundla electoral system
has 40 Tinkundla

under

an

Induna ye-

Tinkundla who has tended to assume

the

authoritarian rule.

During the 1972 general elections, the
independence constitution,

last under the
the

Liberation Congress
sit in parliament which

Ngwane National

(NNLC)

won a

enabled it to have three of its members
come

be-

parliamentarians. The monarchy was
the opposition parly out

determined to keep

it resorted to a very petty
declaring one of the NNLC can-

of parliament and
trick by

didates not to be a citizen of
that of South Africa thus
that country even
to

be

a

Swaziland but

deporting him to

though he was confirmed
High Court of

citizen by the

Prime Minister. In effect, this

representation of people’s interests takes a
very indirect form indeed.
During a riational election, each In-

It should also be

expected to vote for two electoral

nominated by a

committee known as

then
presented as surprise candidates on the day
of the election supposedly so that there is
no electioneering and ‘twisting’ of arms.
The four candidates are made to

remembered that

Swaziland has since claimed that
Sapem December/January,
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dined in

reforming the Tinkundla system.
I

Charged

Recently, about 10 people were charged

high treason and sedition. The state
provide convincing evidence for
two charges but was successful in

for

the

charging the accused with holding an

il-

stand

lively carry out its mandate, however

concern

the people

of Swaziland.

The recent student strike

action should be seen within this con-

text.

However, it is important to

that the

sumed
ture

an

unnecessarily high-handed pos-

in dealing

with student grievances so

recognises the repression at
national level, the inability of the ad-

that whilst one

ministration to deal with

officers.
There are 80 electoral officers at the end of
become electoral

the election and these are

seclusion, usually in

whisked off to

parliament house, and

of
The parliamentarians vole for

The current strike was caused

parliament.

a

house.

of election has come under
increasing criticism from the people as un¬
This system

by the stu-

demanding to meet the administration in order to discuss the issue of regislra-

dents

lion of one of the treason

the King ap-

problems effec-

lively is the immediate cause of confrontalion at the University of Swaziland.

they nominate and vole for 40 members
10 members of the Senate and

indicate

university administration has as-

ing along the candidate one chooses. The
two candidates who obtain more votes in
manner

and the brutal

state

the

this

it is

be discussed?
These are some of the few questions which

derived, if politics cannot

alongside each other and voting is by pass-

points the other 10 members of this

Swaziland.

changes but it appears to be more in-

democracy? How can the legislature effec-

Although he is

member of parliament,

buchopo in each inkundla. They are

Determined

monarchy has had to accede that there must
be

implies that

not a

of a cabinet minister.

officers out of four. The four candidates are

undisguised

parliament and for a more
of government. The

democratic system

he is expected
to submit the people’s demands through the

status

all

an

election to

legal political meeting. In Swaziland, one
is breaking the law if one convenes a political meeting. The question is how is il hoped
that the country will move towards

kundla is

towards

demand for the establishment of direct

could not

of the

step

unequivocal

democratic. There is an

trialists who was

second-year student at the University; the
for an increase

demand for better food; and
in their subvention. The

administration
arguing that

refused to meet the students
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On Wednesday, it was reported that they oc-

copied the library in a bid to prevent police
throwing them out after a Council order to
leave because
outcome

lerdict.

they

were

waiting for the

of their application for a court in-

They held

out in this manner until

about

4.pm. By that time, police had already surrounded student residents. At
around the

through

a

time, students

same

were

told

loud-speaker that the University
they were given 15 minutes to

is closed and

leave. When this time expired, the police
moved in and beat the students

they

were

armed

or even

as

though

fighting back.
circulating

Horrible stories have been

LM.

about how brutal the

Stuck in tradition in

a

changing world: King Mswati 111 addressing the PTA

were

chased all

students

they had not followed proper channels. The
that proper channels

are

had been followed but

their problems were not being
dressed.

of the view

sincerely ac)-

They argued also that the ad-

ministration had promised them, in an earlier

communication, to register the student

treason

trialist whenever he

and whether he

passed

his own business. In

was

released

Students

were

required to

class and several memoranda
to

go

back to

were

written

communicate this demand but

they in-

sisted

they wanted their grievances addressed before they could go back to class.
This time, they were so determined to hold
that

out
an

beating was. Students
for

some

intention of the police was

summit in Mbabane last November

students, on the other hand,

over

they applied

to the

order to restrain the

out

simply to chase

of the campus, why was the

beating so excessive and carried outside
University premises for hours afterwards?
.4ppalled
The

public has been appalled by the

violence

they

sociations

into the

saw or

heard, various

as-

calling for a judicial enquiry
University violence. Officials are
are

High Court for

denying re.sponsibility for ordering that stu-

University from

dents be beaten. The question is who

failed would be

closing. On the first day of the strike

caused the violence? That

refusing to register the

(November 12), the students had met in the

answered

or

hours. If the

and,

question must be

going back on its word, hence the students’

where

morning and then went to the refectory
they placed food in plastic bags and

importantly, the
University has to find a lasting solution into
students’ problems otherwise it may not be

demand.

deposited it in front of the administration.

the last of the violence.O

student, the administration

was

seen

as

more

LETTERS
The Editor invites letters from the
name

general readership of SAPEM. Letters should have the full

and address of the writer but

pseudonyms will be used if required. Length of letters

should be about three hundred words. Letters should be sent to: The
MP 111, Mount
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Editor, SAPEM, P.O. Box

Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe.
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What Zambians Want

A

new

level of consciousness has

developed in the world and
Government and Governance

in

ushered

forms

new

of

where people's role is
represented, more powerful

governance,
more

and

Donald Chanda

more

authoritative.

\
I

LL

A
and

men are

born

equal, with un-

alienable rights. Among
the

these are

rights of life, liberty, freedom

pursuit of happiness — through all
development of the individual and

round

and provide
society its continued existence. As the

throw off such a government
to

wise have said:
When oppression
tance

Changing Systems of Governance

becomes law, rests-

secure

these

rights, governments are

instituted among men,

based on laws, on

principles, limiting powers, setting institutions that safeguard these individual and
group

rights and interests for the harpeople who con-

monious existence of all

stitute The Government.

Whenever any

set, becomes
destructive or threatens these rights, it is the

form of government, so

right of the people to alter or to abolish

it,

and to institute a new government based on

principles whose form and
shall affect the safety of people’s

the law and the
content

rights and happiness.
Continued Existence
When abuses and

usurpations of the

peoples’ rights occur, it becomes the duty
of the people, indeed their right too, to
Sapem Df-CEMBRR/January.
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The

becomes duty.

people have to undertake such duty.

Governance, therefore, is the duty

and

responsibility of the people to change the

The people
exist as individuals and in groups with particular interests. The over-riding interest is
form and nature of government

preservation of society as a whole. For
this reason, it is not for an individual or a
the

of individuals to change the system
it is the duty of all groups
of people who make up society, to change
the system of governance. This is the only
legitimate manner of governance in
whichever society, with whatever ideology.
When a government is instituted, which is
not based on a people’s right, such a

group

of governance,

far. It may last
100 years but it will

government will not go very
for 10,26,50 or even a
have to be

Last

March, at the National Convention,

the view of Zambia’s

the nation.
To

people are the custodians of power to estab lish a system of government.

changed, because only the

we

cannot compare

in Eastern

ruling party was tha»

the changes happening

Europe to our country as doing

would be insane. By

so

however, the

September,

position had changed (head

feet). It was said that we had something
learn from Eastern European changes. It

and
to

took some months for the ruling party to ac-

cept the

realities of the changing world, as

well as a lot of pressure by Zambians. These

included calls for multi-paiy
politics, food riots and the coup attempt.
These changes are not only a reality in

pressures

Zambia but the world over.
A

new

level of consciousness has

developed in the world and ushered in new

where people’s role
represented, more powerful and

forms of governance,
is

more

more

authoritative. We are witnessing a

new era

of democratisation of society

with
47

popular participation of the people in the
is

rights, they will be cheated and manipulated by those who may give them food and

others would like to

show them what to do. For example at elec-

an

tion time, it is not uncommon to find

our

decisions that affect their lives. This

passing phase

not a

believe, but

a

as

era

permanent change for more

direct

democracy exercised directly by the
people. So, sticking to old fonns of rule, old
tactics and ideas is not the
an era

answer.

new

cam-

Only development that makes
people less vulnerable to cheating and
manipulation can make people participate
effectively and bring them happiness.

quick glance at the continent shows

one

forms of governance. It is so in Zaire,

as

individuals and

as a

nation.

learning to facilitate
inquiry and innovativeness;

of sycophants who specialise in par-

rotry. This parliament will be the highest

law-making institution in the land and

eff^tively exercise
Democracy, they need Development,

their

institutions of

strong truly people’s parliament, not

a

For Zambians to

upheaval as the people seek

aunosphere of academic freedom in

free

to vote.

Tfus is

for the governed to govern and the

that Africa is in

land;

paigners teaching people how to and where

governors to be governed.
A

ticipate fully in the affairs of the mother-

shall

uphold the supremacy of the constitution. The constitution should not be
read and

Simply put,

interpreted
Presidency;

as

if it is subject to

Kenya, Senegal, Ivory Coast, etc. In some
countries, jjcople have taken up arms. The

Zambians want

Liberian and

they need greater DAD enshrined in the

Presidency that is subject to the constitution. In short, Zam-

democratic institutions, in responsible ac-

bians

preserve

their society through legal

and other functional institutions. This is

being;

want change

for the better. Change for more

change for laws
that will give people direct authority to say

they (as a majority) want to be
done, change that will give the people their
right and power to change a government
when

they want to,

they

once

or

if the government

elected does

To this end, Zambians need

not serve

their interests any more. Zambians want a

development of

sibility entrusted onto them, not a
privilege which they should convert into
a right; and

thing and doing the other.

•

in the Civil

Service, an independent and
impartial public service commission insulated from

people, not
one that usurps people’s power. Zambians
want Accountability.

Democracy like accountability will only
people are in position to
effectively participate in the decisions and
check these decisions using well established institutions; if they understand what
be effective if the

their powers are and what their
roles

are.

When

people

expected

are poor

and il-

literate, they will most likely not know their

•

development projects and institutions
are based on truly Zambian needs,
truly community needs, truly household
needs. The development programmes
evolved by the people, responsive to
people’s needs, not those needs borthat

manipulations of party

politics;
financial accountability through an independent and impartial Auditor, whose

Zambians also

that is accountable to the

leaders who assume the responsibility of

tice of saying one

findings

ment

ly:
•

leadership as an exqa duty, not a career
duty; who look at leadership as a respon-

culprits and whose

responsible Govern-

they please in the

of office shall be limited constitutional-

in-

a new

remove as

responsible culture in production, in
politics and social life; not the cheap prac-

Democracy which is real and effective.
want a

new

For such to become reality, Zambians need:
.

and do what

which

more

stitutions and

democratic institutions,

President who they shall

elect and

ment.

the world, Zambians

want a

constitutional manner, and whose term

people’s duty to change society is all about.

over

office of the

countability of institutions and individuals
development. That DAD is
Democracy, Accountability and Develop-

Change For Better

an

and in

what democracy is all about, this is what the

Like others all

the

great DAD. to take care

of them, not DAD in form of human

lately Rwandese situations
speak loud enough for us to hear. Zambians
want to

a

must result in punishment of
tenure

of office

rowed from UK

must

be secured;

New

enjoyment of fundamental rights and
freedoms

as

enshrined in the Bill of

Rights and enforced in

our courts

by

an

independent and impartial judiciary. The

judiciary must enjoy a secure term of office;
an

independent and free press;

Zambians of all levels, sheds and
colours must be free to belong to a political party

of their choice and

to par-

We

are at an era

or

China.

History
where

we

have

to

write

history for this country, a history of
change, a history of new developments, a
history of people’s activities. True love for
this country will be shown by those who
a new

enact

laws and practices that put the

firsL

Leadership that has

will put

people

power for love,
people’s needs first and enact what

people need. But a leadership that has love
for power will enact only what it wants to
use

in

manipulating the pcoplc.O

Donald Chanda is

a

Lecturer

at

the

University of Zambia.
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ilA

g3

A

2.Os

Constitui^äo da Republica de
Mozambique: extractos
seguir transcrevemos na integra alguns artigos da nova constituigåo moqambicana, que entrou em vigor no dia 30
de Novembro de 1990. Os artigos seleccionados säo aqueles que dizem respeitö ås questöes de nacionalidade, de direitos

A

e

deveres do cidadäo, e de Presidéncia da

Titulo I:

Principios Fundamentals
Capitulo I: A Republica
[...]

Artigo 5
[...]

2. Ö Estado v^riza as linguas nacionais
promove o seu desenvolvimento e
utilizagäo crescente como linguas
veieulares e na educagäo dos cidadäos.

e

[...]

Artigo 7
1. A Republica de Mozambique valoriza
a

luta heröica

povo

e a

resisténcia secular do

mogambicano contra

a

dominagäo

estrangeira.
2. Na edificagäo da Nagäo mogambicana, no reforgo da unidade nacional e na
promogäo da participagäo democråtica dos
cidadäos,

o

Estado

assume

como

patrimönio nacional o papel dccisivo da
Frente de Libertagäo de Mozambique
(FRELIMO) na vitöria sobre o colonialismo e na conquista da independéncia
nacional.

Artigo 8
1. A Republica de Mozambique reconhece e valoriza os sacrificios daqueles que
consagraram as suas vidas ä luta de libertagäo nacional e ä defesa da soberania.
2.0 Estado assegura proteegäo especial
aos que ficaram dcficientes na luta de fibertagäo nacional, na defesa da independéncia,
soberania e integridade territorial, assim
como aos örfäos e outros dependentes daqueles que morreram nesta causa.
[...]

Capitulo II
Nacionalidade

filhos de pais apåtridas, de
ineögnitos;
c) os que tinham domicilio em Mogambique ä data da independéncia;
d) os que estabeleceram domicilio no
pais até noventa dias apös a proclamagäo
da independéncia;
e) aqueles a quem jå ti ver sido concedida
a nacionalidade originåria pelo Presidente
da Republica.
individuos referidos na alinea c) do
niimero anterior, quando filhos de pai e mäe
estrangeiros, näo tém a nacionalidade
mogambicana desde que tenham declarado,
no prazo de noventa dias apös a
proclamagäo da independéncia, por si,
sendo maiores de dezoito anos, ou pelos
seus representantes legais, sendo menores
daquela idade, näo querer ser mogamb)

os

nacionalidade desconhecida ou

bicanos.

Artigo 12
1. Säo mogambicanos os individuos nascidos em Mozambique apös a proclamagäo
da independéncia.
2. Exceptuam-se os filhos de pai e mäe
estrangeiros quando qualquer deles se encontre em Mozambique ao servigo do Estado a que pertence.
3. Os individuos referidos no

numero um

do presente

artigo, quando filhos de pai e
estrangeiros, somente teräo a
nacionalidade mogambicana se dcclararem
por si, sendo maiores de dezoito anos, ou
pelos seus representantes legais, sendo
menores daquela idade, que querem ser
mogambicanos.
4. O prazo para a declaragäo referida no
mäe

numero.anterior é de noventa dias

Seegäo I

e conta-

partir da data do nascimento ou daquela
em que o interessado completar dezoito
anos, conforme a declaragäo seja feita,
respectivamente, pelo representante legal
ou pelo pröprio.
Artigo 13
se a

Nacionalidade

Originåria
Artigo 11
1. Säo mogambicanos, desde que hajam
nascido em Mozambique:
a) os filhos de pai ou mäe nascido em
Mozambique;
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Säo
tendo

mogambicanos

participado

na

individuos que,
luta de libertagäo

os

nacional

e näo estando abrangidos por outdisposigöes legais, tenham declarado
querer ser mo^ambicanos e tenham lenunciado expressamente a outra nacionalidade.
Artigo 14
Säo mogambicanos, ainda que nascidos
em territörio estrangeiro antes da
proclama^äo da independéncia, os filhos de
pai ou mäe mogambicano que tenha participado na luta de libertacäo nacional.
Artigo 15
Säo mo^ambicanos os individuos que,
preenchendo os pressupostos da
nacionalidade originåria, näo a tenham adquirido por virtude de op^äo dos seus representantes legais desde que, sendo

ras

maiores de dezoito

anos e

até

um

ano

depois de atingirem a maioridade,
declarem, por si, que pretendem ser
mo^ambicanos.
Artigo 16
Säo mo^ambicanos os individuos que,
näo estando abrangidos pelos artigos
anteriores,

se encontravam

domiciliados

Mozambique hå pelo menos vinte anos
å data da independéncia, desde que tenham
declarado no prazo de noventa dias apös a
em

proclamazäo da independéncia,
mogambicanos.

querer ser

Artigo 17
Säo mogambicanos
menos

os individuos com
de quarenta anos de idade ä data da

independéncia que, näo estando abrangidos
pelo disposto nos artigos anteriores, se encontravam entäo domiciliados em Mogambique por um periodo de tempo superior a
metade da sua idade, desde que tenham
declarado, no prazo de noventa dias apos a
proclamagäo da independéncia, por si
sendo maiores de dezoito
seus

anos ou

pclos

representantes legais sendo menores

desta idade, querer ser

mogambicanos.
Artigo 18
Säo mogambicanos, ainda que nascidos
em territörio estrangeiro, os filhos de pai ou
49

mäe

mofambicano

ao

scrvifo do Estado

fora do pais.

Anigo 19
mo^ambicanos os fdhos de pai ou
mäe mo9ambicano ainda que nascidos em
territorio estrangeiro, desde que espressamenie renunciem por si, sendo maiores de
dezoito anos, ou pelos seus representantes
legais, se forem menores, a qualquer
nacionalidade que Ihes possa caber.
Artigo 20
Säo mogambicanos os indivfduos a
quem jä tiver sido concedida a
nacionalidade originåria pelo Presidente da
Repiiblica, por relevantes servi^os prestados å causa da liberta9äo nacional.
Sec^äo II
Nacionalidade Adquirida
Artigo 21
Adquire a nacionalidade mo^ambicana a
mulher estrangeira que tenha contraido
casamento com um mo^ambicano, desde
que, cumulativamente:
a) renuncie å nacionalidade anterior;
b) declare querer adquirir a
nacionalidade mo^ambicana;
c) estabele^a domicilio em Mo^ambi-

b)se

å

mesma.

Säo

Secgäo IV
Disposi^öes Diversas
[...]
Artigo 29

d)prencha 32..AOs

quirida näo tém acesso ä carreira
diplomåtica e militär ou equivalente.
[...]

requisitos
garantias fixadas na lei.
Artigo 22
Poderå

ser

concedida

a

e

ofercfa

mo^ambicana por naturaliza^äo aos estrangeiros que, å data da apresenta9äo do
pedido, reijnam cumulativamente as
seguintes condi^öes:
a) renunciarem å nacionalidade anterior;
b) residirem habitual e regularmente hä
pelo menos dez anos em Mo9ambique;
c) serem maiores de dezoito anos;
d) preencherem os requisitos e oferecem
as garantias fixadas na lei.
Artigo 23
Através do aeto de naturaliza9äo, a
nacionalidade mo9ambicana jxxle ser concedida aos filhos do cidadäo de
nacionalidade adquirida, solteiros,
menores

de dezoito

anos.

[...]

Seegäo IV
Reaquisi9äo da Nacionalidade
[...]

Artigo 26

1. A mulher mo9ambicana que tenha per-

dido

nacionalidade por

virtude de
pode rcadquiri-la:
a) se näo tiver adquirido outra
nacionalidade, mediante simples comprova9äo do facto;
a

casamento

Vida Politica do Estado

[...]

[...]

Direitos, Deveres

e

Liberdades Fun-

o

direito de

qualquer parte do ter-

em

[...]

Titulo III

Orgäos do Estado
[...]
Presidente da

Repiiblica

[...]
1.0 Presidente da

Direitos, Deveres

e

Liberdades

Repiiblica c cleito por
sufrägio universal directo, seereto e pessoal.

Artigo 73
[...]

2. A

cidadäos maiores de dezoito anos
direito de votar e ser eleitos, com

excep^äo dos legalmente privados deste
direito.

[...]

Artigo 74
1. Todos os cidadäos tém

dade de expressäo e

o

direito å liber-

å liberdade de impren-

direito ä informa9äo.
2.0 exercicio da liberdade de expressäo,
bem

cidadäos tern

os

fixar residéncia

Artigo 118

Capitulo II

sa,

recorrer aos

pela lei.
Artigo 83

damentais

o

direito de

Capitulo II

Titulo II

tém

lem o

tribunais contra os actos que violem os seus
direitos reconhecidos pela Constitui^äo e

ritörio nacional.

Artigo 33
É vedado aos partidos politicos
preconizar ou recorrer å violéncia para alterar a ordern politica e social do pais.

as

nacionalidade

na

1.Tod s

Artigo 82
O cidadäo

1. Os cidadäos de nacionalidade ad-

Capitulo III
Participa^äo

[...]

Artigo 78
cidadäos gozam da liberdade de
praticar ou de näo praticar urna religiäo.

[...]

que;

os

1.Os

houver adquirido outra
nacionalidade, mediante renuncia expressa

como o

que compreende, nomeadamente, a faculdade de di vulgar o pröprio pensamento por

todos os meios legais, e o exercicio do
direito å informa9äo, näo seräo limitados

por censura.
liberdade de

nomeadamente,

a

imprensa compreende,

liberdade de expressäo e

faz-se

3. Podem

cria9äo dos jomalistas, o acesso ås fonde informa9äo, a protec9äo da indepcndéncia e do sigilo profissional e o
direito de criar jomais e outras publica9öcs.
[...]

cidadäos tém direito å liberdade de reuniäo nos termos da lei.
os

a

Presidente da

mo^ambicanos

que

a) tenham a nacionalidade originåria;
b) sejam filhos de pais mo^ambicanos
com nacionalidade originåria;
c) possuam idade minima de trinta e
cinco anos;

d) estejam no pleno
direitos civis

gozo

dos

seus

politicos;
e) tenham sido propostos por um minimo
de cinco mil eleitores, dos quais
obrigatoriamente duzcntos residentes cm
cada provincia.
4.

e

O mandato do Presidente da

Rcpublica é de cinco
5.0 Presidente da
reeleito duas

vezes

anos.

Repiiblica sö pode ser

consecutivas;

Titulo VI

Di.sposi9Öes Finais

e

Transitörias

[...]

Artigo 76
1. Os cidadäos gozam

candidatos

os cidadäos
cumulativamente:

[...]

Artigo 75

Todos

ser

Repiiblica

de

tes

eleifäo do Presidente da Repiiblica
pelo sistema de maioria.

da liberdade de as-

socia9äo.
[...]

Artigo 77
1. Todos os cidadäos gozam da liberdade
de constituir ou participar em parlidos

Artigo 204
1. Até å realiza9äo das elci9öcs gerais, o
Presidente da Rcpublica de Mo9ambiquc c
o

Presidente do Partido Frelimo.

[...]

politicos.
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INTERVIEW

example of
cooperation in

ESAMI: "An
inter-state

Eastern and Southern

Africa"
AT the end

of October, Dr. Kasuka S. Mutukwa, the

Director-General of the

better known as ESAMI,
was in Harare for a few days. SAPEM’s Colin Darch talked to Dr. Mutukwa
to find out more about one of the region’s most successful training institutes.

Eastern and Southern African Management Institute,

tell us a little bit about
ESAMI and its role in the region? As a
regional organisation, what are its
DARCH: Could you

programmes intended to do? What gap
does ESAMIfill, asfar as other regional or-

ganisations are concerned?
MUTUKWA: ESAMI was established in

specialist regional management
institution
in other words, a regional organisation specialising in the area of
management developmenL The key areas
of emphasis are to improve management
systems, to inculcate appropriate attitudes
1980,

as a

—

*

towards management systems, to ensure ef-

ficiency and effectiveness on the part of
and to build a sustainable
capacity for ensuring that effective
managers,

management systems are

in place, among

within the region.
There are many people who have gone
through technical training in educational
institutions, up to doctoral degree level, and
who are entrusted with the responsibility to
manage institutions. In most cases, they
were appointed by various authorities to do
this job. But it has been proved that it is imporlant for the people with these skills, actually to be exposed to management

region, because it was found that it was
not possible to do this fully at the country

the

Every country has its own management
development institutions, but the actual
task of management appeared to be one
which needs to benefit fi’om the economies

of >cale at the level of the

regard to management. The idea at ESAMI
was to

would

regional organi.sation, which
provide a pool of expertise, within

set up a
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provides

which managers

region. Hence,

framework within
from the eighteen

a

countries of eastern and southern Africa

together in programmes to exchange experiences. More often than not,
people from similar institutions come to
ESAMI, and they are exposed to the
can come

management experience which ESAMI has

developed over the years.

managers

development programmes, so that their
education is rounded off and they become
well-versed in handling the issues with

What kind

level.

ESAMI

vanlage of the programmes which are being
offered at ESAMI in English.

We have established about 99 per cent of

capacity as a regional institution, which
fully able to respond to management
needs at a regional level.
You mentioned that you cover eighteen

our

is

countries

of eastern and southern Africa.
Portuguese-speaking

of programmes do you offer?

theyfull-time one-year programmes, or
are they short and concentrated?
ESAMI is essentially an in-service
management development centre, which

Are

provides short-term programmes. For most
of our programmes, the longest would be
six weeks, and

these

are

the skills-based

such as financial managewhich might last two to six weeks

programmes
ment,

and is aimed at middle to lower
managers.

level

As we go up to senior managers,

become very brief, and
maybe only last about.
/ When ESAMI waj set up in 1980, who exactly established it?
It was set up by the governments of castso our

cm

programmes

and southern Africa, at a

ministerial

conference, which was con''encd for the
purpose

by the United Nations Economic

Commission for Africa, following the

Does that include

demise of the East African Community.

countries?

The

Yes, it does. We are certainly

exploring

and means of developing a Fortuguese language capacity, for theibenefit
mainly of Angola and Mozambique But at
present, most of the region is affiliated to

ways

the Commonwealth. It has

already been

Community had founded the Institute,
was called, at that time, the East

which

Institute. It was
parcelling the institution out among the three East African
countries, wisdom should prevail. They
agreed to transform it into a centre that
African Management

decided that, instead of

possible for some Mozambicans to take ad51

could service
eastern and

a

broader catchment

area

in

southern Africa.

So that explains why it is located in
Arusha?

Right. But now it has expanded considerably through the length and breadth of
eastern and southern

Does the
come

Africa.

financing of the institution

principally from the founding

governments?
No.

The contribution of

founding

more than twenty percent of the
budget of
ESAMI. The bulk of ESAMI’s resources

earned from the

professional services

that ESAMI offers to its clients. So
a

we are

unique regional organisation, in that

are

Arusha? Are there any

we

self-financing.

Do the liberation movements,

for example, send people to study at ESAMI?
Yes, we have been providing some train-

We have six branch

representational
fices.

ing for South Africans. We have been looking at the new South Africa, and ways of
strengthening the abilities of the Africans,

come

mainly from

private sector? What kind of institutions do
they come from?
The

know the needs of the client, and what

the

requirements of the client

given time how many people
studying at ESAMI?

On average, I would say about two
hundred students are in programmes, both
at

ESAMI

headquarters and in various
venues scattered throughout the
region.
Do the programmes run

in parallel?

Some of them do run in parallel. The ad-

vantage is that when particij-ints attending

and hence the existence of the offices,

tional organisations, as well
academics from the

emphasis is

as

former

Which countries do you

who have pracu.ai

We have six

offices, in Harare, Lusaka,
Windhoek, Nairobi, Dar es Salaam, and

Kampala.
How far
area

north does ESAMI’s catchment

extend?

It goes up to

then

as

Ethiopia and Djibouti, and

far south

as one can

go

experience, as well as knowing the theoreti-

Mauritius. It covers almost the

cal concepts.

the PTA.

But you

Yes,
sons

we
at

—

do have a roster of resource perthe moment

professionals
make

on

we

have about 100

the roster, who

come to

input into particular programmes.
They also complement our efforts.
an

Are these

professionals mostly from the

region?
Yes,

our

institution is 100 percent

side the

inputs from others from outregion such as the World Bank, or

course, we get

institutions in the

relatively developed
parts of the developing countries, such as
India, Malaysia, and so on.
What is the

relationship between the of-

fice here in Harare and headquarters in

—

Lesotho,

same area as

What is your own

background? How
long have you been with ESAMI?
I’m

place, they can learn from each other about
what is going on. We also open different
programmes at the same time, so that there

52

have these of-

fices in?

universities, but the

on persons

promote mutual cooperation and

tal

programme.

forty professional staff, drawn from industry, from government, and from interna-

as to

understanding with governments, parastaorganisations and others in the field.

supporting Namibia and her human resour-

different fwogrammes all converge in one

learning, even though you might
have been there before. Management information, or a sister programme, might
benefit from those students who are being

In order

well

African-managed, and African-run. Of

is mutual

are.

do that, we need to be close to the client,

which are here to represent our interests, as

tise in that area?

any

necessary.

Both the institute, and the UN system,
and the other international donors were

programmes every year.

would be

are

we

to

Was that done in collaboration with the

might bring in particular people
for specific courses when they have exper-

at

promotional of-

United Nations Institute for Namibia?

majority would be from parastatal
organisations, followed by government and
the private sector. In terms of
aggregate
figurey, we are talking about three thousand
managers who go through ESAMI’s
So

as

Being out in Arusha where we are, it

promoting a close
relationship with the client because we
have to train only in circumstances where

disadvantaged. ESAMI has
responding to this need, as
we were also
doing very effectively in
Namibia. We 'were training Namibians
even before Naitiibian
independence.

ces

government institutions, parastatals, or the

well

as

arc

Our interest is in

who have been

depend on donor money?
Are your teachers permanent staff or are
Donor money does not, in most cases,
they visiting professors?
come directly to the institute. It is
The majority are permanent staff. We
money^
that is paid indirectly for the services that
have a very low turnover. There are about
Do the students

offices, which

has been found that these

You don’t

ESAMI offers.

other branch of-

fices?

taken the lead in

governments and other contributors in the
donor community would not account for

are

exposed to broad maintenance programmes. They can take the
message home.

a

Zambian, and I’ve been with

ESAMI for five years,

initially

as

deputy

head, and for the last three years. I’ve been
the institution’s chief executive. I

came to

ESAMI out of the conviction that there
a

was

need to contribute to the effective

management of our systems, and to estab-

lish, together with other professionals,

a

framework in which management can take
root

in

our

region, and in

our

counU'ics.

Where management systems — a merger
between finance and personnel — arc not
in

place, I think

very

So I think that

little can be achieved.

one

feels

a sense

of

con-

tribution. I’m saying conrobution in this
context

because I

was

working for the

United Nations. I left my job working for
the United Nations, which was at the inter-
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national level, to move to the regional
where I

thought

contribution at that par-

a

ticular time could have been

vital. I

level

heading the unit

absolutely

education
and training for the United Nations Environment Programme, which is based in
Nairobi, for four years. Prior to that I was
was

on

deputy ambassador of Zambia to the United
Nations. As for my career

in the universides, I rose to the position of Head of the
Department of Political and Administradve
Studies, at the University of Zambia.
I have

a

great deal of interest in the area

of institutional

development and capacity-

building, because in

my

view, this is a pre-

annually. Now, these other national institu-

resources

tions

party to reach us, but we do it ourselves. It’s

is

also

can

only handle

clear-cut need for

a

so njany.

specialisation and

on

and

southern and eastern

competitive edge

a

over

tions.
Do you

then,

as

mainly

filling

education

the

Sustainable

Development".
As far as

in the professional

of managers, and as building on

already established levels of profes-

tions

are

concerned, what sort of col-

laboration do you
such

as

the

have with institutions

-

University ofDar es Salaam, or

the Institute

in the

region

of Finance Management

-

to

which you are

relatively close geographi-

cally? Dö

coordinate

you

your program-

mes?

I think the fact that

are

programmes.

being made to coordinate
We have an association

managers

us to

programmes, to

maybe at

cussions, such

as

have had dis-

with the Institute of

Finance

Management, but a lot more could

be done

to

harmonise

our

operadons.

Really, essendally, the task of
ment

is to foster

manage-

development for eastern

have been

working quietly at the tech-

nical, operadonal and professional levels,
and hence there hasn’t been very
posure at

the polidcal level. Like our sister

course we

would like to provide

the kind of

training that would contribute.
It is

our

make the

much

opposed to the tradidonal system

to come

in, in order to complement the

work of others. Because

certainly the
governments which have created these inthe

same ones

regional

one.

a

certain local need,

are

which have also created

This

was not

a

because they

create a

capacity in Africa, at the regional

that ESAMI has received from governments,

is very extensive, and facilitates its

operations. I have mentioned offices in
many

different areas, and that could not be

done without help by

the governments, and
for which we are

their encouragement,
most

grateful. But the support received by
community is also

as

of what

known

was

are

They are training, orientation, consulting,
which is the

pracdcal assessment of the

needs of the manager,

and there is research,

which should determine
and the way

So

they

of the needs,

some

forward.

are

the tripartite advantage of

ESAMI, these packages,

suiting and research
full-blown,

as

—

training, conwhich should be
—

part of the package that

ESAMI offers to managers to

contribute to

their effectiveness. The tradidonal concept
of

training school or going for
is being altered.
For the 1990s, our main packages will be
focused on management development.
going to

a

educadon in management,

So it's not a passive process
student managers

don of about 75 million

people, which is a

quite extensive. We deal with most of the

receive "wisdom"?

lot. ESAMI alone cannot handle it, we can

donors, and several of them have gone to

only handle three thousand professionals

the extent of

us to manage

training. What

as

the elements of management development?

and southern Africa, an area with a popula-

entrusting

effeedve in terms of

more

ESAMI from the donor
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much ex-

work,

What I’d like to add, is that the support

some cases we

and I hope that there will

manager

Southern Africa, which is a club, something

lawyers club, which seeks to assist

we

so,

and more exposure of this, because

find

leVel where the economies of scale operate.

a

more

should round out the manager, to

provided locally but which

adequately catered for locally. So we
ourselves in a position where we have

Training InsUtutions for Eastern and

with this. In

Very much
be

Africa, and shows

be done?

is not

ready existed, but because they wanted to

like

can

what should be

development

ment

hopeful ex-

ample of inter-state cooperation in

understanding that management
development is a set of packages that

and documentation. This is
AMTIESA, the Association of Manage-

programmes

of.

certain levels, shows that the demand is for

programmes,

didn’t know that these other institutions al-

which seeks to harmonise

use

So you’d say that ESAMI is a

regional organisations, with whom of

they are asking

provide complementary

slilutions, to fulfil

Efforts

that

adequately trained by

are

provide additional

Tanzanian educational institu-

have to make full

see your programmes,

gaps

their national institutions?

to

being an institution which I think is get-

ting well established, and which I think we

that it

mention that the World Bank has recog-

document "From Growth

other institu-

third

development, since last year we have
doing that, so we can pride ourselves

for every country. We are not coming
here to grab all the management training,
because we can’t even do it We can only
contribute, and we contribute mainly at the
regional level, where we have expertise,
goes

a

a new

been

sional skill? Would you say

capacity, by ciung it in its

they don’t go through

harmonising to reduce duplication. That

requisite for Africa, if it is to sustain itself.
In this context of sustainability, let me just
nised ESAMI’s

There

—

No, it’s

a

whereby the

simply sit there and

dynamic

process

of interac-

Uon.O
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LIBERATION FILE

Double

Standards!
Arafat Accuses US of Bias
in Favour of Israel

Israeli Army

O

Day of Solidarity with the

al

Palestinian

29,1990,1
Madam

am

Camp,

patrol meets open Palestinian defiance in Beach
Gaza Strip

N the occasion of the Internation-

people

on

November

pleased to address you all.

Chairman, members and

behalf of the militant
in our occupied Palestinian territory and wherever it may be,
on behalf of my fellow members of the

Adapted from a speech by Yassar Arafat,
President of the State of Palestine and
Chairman of the Executive Committee of
the Palestine Liberation Organisation to
the Solidarity Meeting on the occasion of
the International Day of Solidarity with
the Palestinian People, organised by the
Committee on the Exercise of the
Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian
People at the United Nations.

ces

uprising, blessed with the same resolve,
defiance and insistence on continuing the

tent

liberation

struggle until our national goals

attained and

are

Palestinian people

rights are restored and implemented, ineluding the right to return, the right to selfdetermination and the right to establish an

our

Executive Committee of the Palestine

independent Palestinian State with

Liberation

Jerusalem

You

are

gathered here today on this Inof Solidarity with the

temational Day

as

Our Palestinian

people, as they continue

wage

with great

sus

of the International

Community and the

United Nations to support our

the towns,

villages and camps of our oc-

cupied Palestinian territory are celebrating
the Second Anniversary of the Declaration

predating the important role which it plays
at the international level in making heard
the voice of the Palestinian people’s just

of 15 November. It marks
of the massive

rights among the active and effective for¬
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presented the Palestinian peace initiative.

their just liberation struggle, look
hope and trust to your esteemed
Committee, which represents the consento

People, while our people in all

the close of the third year

During the past two years, we have

its capital.

Palestinian

of Independence

public opinion and in-

temational policy to the widest possible ex-

inalienable national

honoured guests on

Organisation, and on my own
behalf personally, the warmest of fraternal greetings and my thanks to you for
inviting me to attend this celebration.

in international

popular national uprising (Jntifadah) and
the beginning of the fourth year of this

people,

ap-

struggle for the restoration of their human
Arafat
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which has been welcomed by

the entire in-

including the
had hoped

ternational community,

United States Government We
to
to

practical steps on the path
and we made overwhelming ef-

follow up with
peace

forts in this direction.

However, most

regrettably, the path of peace is beset with
difficulties because of the obdurate

positions that rejected the

constructive in-

ternational efforts aimed at
state

Israeli

removing the

propitious
for the achievement of a just and

of tension and creating a

climate

lasting peace in the region. Most regrettably, in spile of this international consensus
and the global welcome given to the Pales-

effort, which opened the door
of hope wide to a just solution of the ArabIsraeli conflict, Israel has persisted in its
tinian peace

obdurate policy

aimed at obstructing the in-

Young and old Palestinians

and in its rejection of international legitimacy and resolu-

ternational peace process

tions.

Regrettably also, this Israeli policy met
from the United Stales of
America and ihcse Israeli plans began lo
evolve in numerous guises and forms and
were eventually presented to us in the form
of James Baker’s five points. However, we
agreed to deal with them positively, but Israel rejected them, with its note to the
United Nations, which proved to the world
that Israel rejects all constructive international efforts to establish a just and lasting
with support

peace

in the Middle East region.

At the
sacres

same

time, the campaigns of mas-

and crimes

against

our

Palestinian

people by the Israeli army and Israeli settiers have escalated, and the United States,
has closed the PalestinianUnited States dialogue, thereby closing all
the openings through which a ray of hope
for its part,

for peace

might shine.

the Middle East crisis
explosively critical because of
tens of thousands of Jewish immigrants,
most of them from the Soviet Union, who
have been settled in the occupied Palestinian territories. The region has entered on
a race against time, and the tension is es¬
At the same time,

has become

Sapem Decembkr/January,

1990/91

calating with regard to its political,
economic and security situation.

of the refugee camps around

social,

poisoned atmosphere, the Arab
in Baghdad
to confront the Israeli and United States
threat, to confront the dangers of the Jewish
immigration, to preserve Arab national
security and to study this situation and avert
In this

Summit Conference was held

its disastrous consequences

for the region

all understood
the necessity of serious and prompt action
by the international community to convene
the Peace Conference on the Middle East

as a

whole. The Arabs have

regrettably, the United States
deliberately biased in dealing with the
Palestinian question and the deteriorating
situation in the Middle East has created a
troubled atmosphere of tension, whose
negative effects cannot be isolated, an atmosphere which undoubtedly helped to
spark off the latest crisis, namely the Gulf
crisis and which will undoubtedly spark off
further similar crises in future if the international community does not deal with the
question of Palestine justly and promptly.
However,

is

We must,

therefore, comprehend the

gravity of the repugnant Israeli massacres

perpetrated against the Palespeople in the occupied Palestinian
territories while the world was busy blast¬

and crimes
tinian

Ramallah

ing the crisis in the Gulf. The most repugnant of these was the massacre that took
place at the Haram al-Sharif in Jerusalem
on October 1,1990, which was followed by
other massacres in the occupied territories.
Is that not clear evidence of the intention of
the Israeli authorities to push the situation
to a total explosion in the Middle East, inas-much as Israel, as usual, was escalating
massacres, official terrorism and continuous attacks on the desecration of the
Christian and Islamic Holy places? More
than that, the Prime Minister of Israel,
Yitzhak Shamir, reaffirmed his defiance of
the international community, the resolutions of the United Nations and intemational law when he declared his intention of
building "Greater Israel" from the Jordan
River to the sea and expanding Jewish

migration there. Ariel Sharon, his Minister
of Housing, affirmed this policy when he
declared that Israel would build 15 000
housing units in Jerusalem and the other occupied Palestinian areas in order lo house
the new Jewish immigrants and Judaise the
Holy City.
Where is the desire for peace and where
is the hope of attaining it? On the contrary,
we see the United States shedding
crocodile tears for international legitimacy
55

and its resolutions and
others of failure to

trying to accuse
comply with them. It is

States is
bitrator

the United States that obstructs the

path to
in the Middle East, because of its
positions favouring and biased in favour of
Israel, its threat to Arab security and its efforts to play the role of policeman, as a subpeace

stitute for the United Nations and its

or-

which it would have been assumed to
support in order that there might be sound

gans,

instruments for the achievement of international
and

legitimacy and the spread of peace
security in the world. Instead, the

United States is concerned for its oil and
economic interests in the Gulf

the

on

spurious petext of concern for intemational principles and legitimacy, whereas the
United States and its allies are neglecting
these international principles and
legitimacy in order to protect Israel, Israel’s
crimes and Israeli occupation.
How long shall we permit double standards to continue in dealing with the resolutions of the General Assembly, the Security
Council and other international organisations?

The United States has prevented the

Security Council from discharging its
occupied territories seven times
during the period of the glorious uprising,
inter alia, by using the veto six times, most
recently on May 31, when it prevented the
sending of
members

a

mission of Security Council

or a

mission of the

Secretary-

General to

investigate the dangerous situaoccupied Palestinian territories,
even though it was the United States that
had proposed such a mission following the
Uyun Qarah massacre. It is now engaged in
trickery to prevent the adoption of any
tion in the

measure

against international

peace

and

security and continues to commit crimes
and

massacres

against

our

people, such

as

the massacre of the Haram al-Sharif in Arab

Jerusalem, the

massacres

and other crimes

everywhere. How

in the Gaza Suip

against

our

people

can we expect peace

in

the Middle East region as long as the United

at

the

same

ar-

time?

Although the situation has deteriorated
policies and practices, the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) still adheres to the
Palestinian peace initiative that it
proclaimed two years ago. That initiative is
the embodiment of the peaceful will of our
people and our definite desire for the establishment of a just peace in Palestine and in
the Middle East region through the con vening of the International Peace Conference
on

the Middle East, on the basis of relevant

United Nations resolutions,

including
resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), and
of the legitimate national rights of the
Palestinian people first and foremost its
right to self-determination, with the participation of the five permanent members
of the Security Council and all parties involved in the conflict, including the Palestine Liberation Organisation and Israel, on
an equal footing, as agreed
by the United
Nations in its resolutions and endorsed by
all the countries of the world, with the

ex-

ception of Israel, supported and
couraged by the United States of A:.i

en-

Although
effort

we are pre-occupied with the
find a just solution to the Pales-

to

all strive to

catastrophe, promote
opportunities for peace and create a
propitious climate for conducting the constructive dialogue that will lead us to a
peaceful solution of this grave crisis, particularly as international, Arab and local
agreement has emerged concerning these
constructive initiatives, ideas and efforts.
This

African states and the

non-aligned
positions within the
United States itself. All this gives rise to
hope that we may avert the catastrophe of
war by arriving at a solution of all the
problems of the region, the Gulf problem,
the Middle East problem and the Palestinian question, in a way that protects the
rights of all and the dignity and interest of
all, as we have emphasised in the initiatives
which we have proclaimed and transmiued
to many members of the United Nations,
many members of the Security Council and
also the Secretary General of the United
countries, and

If events in the

Organisation has

It is not

from the

start,

hesitated to present its viewpoint with boldness

and

far-sightedness concerning arrival

at a peaceful

Arab solution to the Gulf crisis

and Middle East issues, under intemation-

al

auspices. Accordingly, we promptly
presented our thoughts and our views to the

the Arab brothers and

towards

peaceful solution to establish a
peaceful settlement of the Gulf crisis and
prevent military confrontation, whose consequences, if it occurred—which may God
forbid
would be disastrous not only for
the region but also for the combatants. Its
social, economic, military, human and
financial consequences would extend to all
parts of the world, lasting many years. We
are engaged in a race against time between
—

option and the

war

option. Let us

are not contem-

possible to deal with

undertake

to

while the

resolve

dangers loom

a

them when the stormy
abate

one

of them

as a

nerves

result of

portion of them

or forget about
winds temporarily

measures

that numb the

but do not eradicate the disease

or

deal with the fundamentals of the problems.
Peace in the Middle Ea.sl

believing friends

a

region

they are certainly inter-related.

in isolation from the others. We should not

Arab Summit Conference held in Cairo.

Afterwards, we followed the efforts with all

even

Nations.

poraneous,

the peace

with Palestine, and war
tine. There is
whole

front

is

no

region begins

begins with Pales-

hurricane

sweeping the
region, which will continue to con-

us as

a

long as the Arab-lsracli conflict

lasts. This is

our

guiding promise and tlicre
orguide in untackling the

other to lead

Middle East conflict in such

a

international

countries that

that the
region may assume its place and role in the
desire
now
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clear from the

position of PresiMitterrand, the position of the
European group, the Soviet-Europcan
statement, the position of Presidents Mitterrand and Gorbachev and the positions of
China, Japan and many of the Islamic and
was

dent

tinian question, the Palestine Liberation
never,

the

avert

the

because of these Israeli and United States

responsibilities with regard to the situation
in the

playing the role of litigant and

community

as

way

security and stability for mankind,
future.O

and in the
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CONFERENCE REPORT

CODESRIA on Academic Freedom
Thandika Mkandawire

C

ODESRIA, the Council for the

Development of Economic and
Social Research in Africa held

symposium

on

a

Academic Freedom and

Research in

Africa in Kampala, Uganda,
26-29,1990.
The conference, opened by President
Museveni, was attended by over a hundred
November

African scholars and non-Africans interested in research and human rights in
Africa. The choice of Kampala was
deliberate. It is the seat of one of the oldest
universities in Africa, situated in a country

which, during the Amin regime, experienced some of the worst human rights
violations on record.
The violation of academic freedom and
of the freedoms enshrined in the United Nations Charter on Human Rights and in the
African Human Rights Charter, is a major
constraint on scientific and intellectual

creativity in Africa. Many academics and
students have been killed, countless others
are in detention without charge or trial,
while others have fled persecution and

sought refuge outside their countries or the
continent of their birth, and others have
sought protection

on

self-censorship.

Persecuted
But the issues that relate to academic
freedom are not of concern to academics
alone. A society in which students and
academics are persecuted on account of
their ideas, their peaceful participation in
the political life of their country or because
of disagreements with government

policies, is unlikely to protect the rights of
other groups in society. The freedoms implicated in the concept of academic
freedom and which are daily abused in
Africa, include the right to life and security
of the person, freedom of conscience, of expression, association and assembly. These
touch the rights, freedoms and prospects of
every sector of society in Africa.
In an effort to generate debate about
these wide-ranging issues, CODESRIA invited representatives from African governments, donor organisations and delegates
from a broad spectrum of African associaSapem December/January, 1990/91

tions and unions to

participate in the Kampala conference. In addition, there were
open sessions for the general public. A wide
range of themes was vigorously debated by
the conference. They included:
The State and Academic Freedom: The

relationship between the State and

milieu. Dogmatic dispositions, hierarchical
and authoritarian research structures and

traditions, intellectual intolerance and discrimination

on political, ethnic, gender or
religious basis, have al.so been a feature of

the African academic environment and
need to be addressed.

academics in Africa has been characterised

Academic Freedom and the donor Com-

by government efforts to stifle debate and
control over universities and other
institutions of higher learning. Academics
and students have been intimidated into not

munity: Foreign funding plays a crucial
role in research in Africa. In many cases, it
is the only funding available for research.
While this funding has facilitated the work

publishing material that does not reflect the
government’s own political interests, even

of academics, it has created an additional
burden. Firstly, it has presented the donor

to exert

matters of national importance. Inevitably, this has led to frequent confrontations, as the State has sought to contain and
to punish academics and students who have
emerged as outspoken critics of government policies. The result has been an increasing number of detentions, dismissals
on

community with considerable leverage
over

the direction and content of research.

creating

Secondly, donors’ bureaucratic structures,
ideological biases, or diplomatic conventions have had a negative impact on free inquiry by recipient scholars and institutions.
Social Responsibility of the Academic
Community in Africa: Have researchers in
Africa come to grips with the problems

the State is the major source of funding, this
has made academic institutions particular-

Africa faces? What has research in Africa
contributed to the struggle for human rights
and for democracy? Discrimination against

and other

politically-motivated reprisals,

a level of fear which has stunted
intellectual development in Africa. Since

ly vulnerable to State pressure. In this context, it is difficult for universities and re-

major social

search institutes to be the seats of critical
intellectual activity on the continent.
The Intelligentsia and Academic
Freedom: The intelligentsia is the group

economic problems and the Structural Adjuslment ftogramme prescribed for subSaharan Africa by the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund?
CODESRIA invited leading African
scholars to prepare studies on these issues
in order to generate discussion both for the
conference and beyond.
Society and Freedom of Research in
Africa: Academic freedom cannot be as-

most

directly affected by the restrictions on

open discussion and expression of ideas.
Not surprisingly, they have played an in-

creasing role in the struggle for academic
freedom. While in the past university staff
associations and student unions tended to
confine their interests to such limited issues
as salaries and living conditions, increas-

ingly, they have begun to address themselves to larger issues of national importance,
including human rights violations and
academic freedom and the impact of structural adjustment programmes.
However, all the blame cannot be attributed to State structures. Researchers
and the

intelligentsia themselves bear an
important responsibility for the existing
problems. Their practices and functions are
not always conducive to an open research

women

sured in

groups such as peasants,
and workers? The existing

a vacuum.

The academic

com-

can best exercise its social responsibilities when it enjoys freedoms anchored

munity
in

a

democracy where all citizens enjoy

similar’ freedoms and form part of a strong
civil society independent of the State.
CODESRIA organised this conference as a

first step towards a closer working relation-

ship between the academic community in
Africa and other groups that are a part of
the civilian movements struggling for
human rights and democratic freedoms in
Africa.O
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FROM THE DIASPORA

United States Lacks Moral Authority in

Gulf
Let Arab

League and UN Solve Crisis

Ron Daniels
SOLUTION to the explosive

production.

but the world should look to the

tion of Iraq. In fact, in its effort to preserve
the way of life of the white minority in
South Africa and protect United States vital

League and the United Nations to
spearhead the effort to defuse the crisis.

interests, the United States has condoned
South Africa’s destabilisation campaigns in

Iraq’s land claims against Kuwait must
be put on the table and resolved.
Jordan’s King Hussein and President
Mitterand of France have already
floated proposals which seem to hold
some promise in these areas.
TheremustberecogniiionoflheStateof
Palestine. No just and lasting peace is
possible in the region until the Pales-

A

Persian Gulf crisis is

possible,

Arab

The United States lacks the moral

authority to find a just and peaceful way
out of the

present conflict. The United
States is apparently prepared to entangle
the region and the world in a war to
protect America’s "vital interest" and
"our way of life". The double standards
and

hypocrisy which is characteristic of
United States foreign policy renders
America highly suspect as a legitimate
broker and peace-maker in the region.
The United Slates after all, refused to
condemn the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in
1982 and the United States has been silent
on Israel’s continued occupation of the
West Bank, Gaza and the Golan Heights.

Israel, the argument goes, is justified in acting to protect its "vital interests". Saddam
Hussein might well make a case for the invasion of Kuwait as an action essential to

protecting the "vital interest" and "way of
life" of the Iraqi people.

Angola, Mozambique and other countries
in the region.
The United States has a tarnished reputation and a serious creditability gap as a

"peace-maker" in the world. Therefore, it is

settlement. Intense discussions within the
Arab

League and/or the Summit Con-

ference of Arab leaders needs to focus on
inter-Arab formulae for a peaceful resolution of the conflict. These proposals should
then become the basis for broader United

Nations-sponsored initiatives.
It would appear to me that there are
several elements which could constitute the
basis for a comprehensive resolution of
conflicts in the Persian Gulf and the Middie East region:
•
There must be agreement that all foreign

will cease and desist in their occupation of sovereign nations and
withdraw from the region. This means
that Iraq must end its invasion of
powers

The United States invasions of Grenada
and Panama and the illegal mining of

Nicaragua’s ports and harbours have also
harmed America’s reputation as a defender
of international law. Indeed ai his very mo-

Kuwait: the United States and other

ment, the United States is pressuring the administration of President Violeta Chamor-

foreign troops must withdraw from

drop a judgement of some 17 billion
that ihc International Court of Justice
awarded Nicaragua because of the United
States violation of Nicaragua’s harbours.
The brutal apartlieid system in South Africa

Saudi Arabia; Israel must withdraw
from the West Bank, Gaza and the Golan

ro to

would have collapsed long ago if
United States had been as vigorous in

the
the

pursuit of freedom for the Black majority
in South Africa as it is now in mounting
sanctions, pressure and world condemna¬
58

•

essential that the Arab League and the
United Nations seize the initiative to find a

peaceful solution to the current crisis. The
world wants peace and thus a priority must
be placed on diplomacy and a negotiated

Heights; Syria must withdraw from
•

Secondly,

Saddam

Hussein’s demand that Iraq have uncncumbered access to the Persian Gulf and

tinians have
•

a

homeland.

United Nations’

peace-keeping forces

should be

deployed and maintained
throughout the region to maintain the
peaceful separation and disengagement
of potential hostile nations and forces
e.g. Iraq and Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and
Iraq, Israel and Palestine, Lebanon and

Syria, etc.
Though maintaining United Nations
peace-keeping forces would be cosdy, it is
far less costly than a catastrophic war that
would leave thousands dead and the
economies of the region in ruins. An en-

larged role for the Arab League and the
preferable to the leadership of United States administration which
seems hell bent on going to war to "protect
our way of life".D
United Nations is

Ron Daniels served

the Director

of

the National Rainbow Coalition and

as

the Deputy

as

Campaign Manager for the

Reverend Jesse Jackson's Presidential

Lebanon.

Campaign '88. He has served as Presi-

The

dent ofthe National Black Assembly and

Iraq-Kuwait dispute must be settled

through peaceful means with Saddam
Hussein being afforded the opportunity
articulate

Iraq’s grievances. Kuwait
driving down
the price of oil through massive over¬

to

has in fact been guilty of

Chairperson ofthe National Black Independent Political Party. Currently, he
serves as President of the Institute for
Community Organisation and Development in Youngstown, Ohio.
as
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BOOK RKVIEWS

Sound appreciation of

sustainability: sifting the harvest the traditional way (left), spraying cotton the modern

way

(right)

Why Modern Technology Fails in Rural
Areas
i

Tinker, Tiller, Technical Change, edited by Matthew Gamser, Helen
Appleton and Nicola Carter, I.T. Publications 1990
Reviewed by Chris Mclvor
RECENT seminar in Harare

A

development technologies in Zim-

one, a

rural

area

affected

failures

probably exceeds that of succes-

projects aimed at benefit-

problems highlighted at this seminar are

blames the

endemic throughout the Third World. In

projects for this poot record. The people in
these rural areas are perceived as backward
and ignorant,are seen as helpless in the face

one

village,

failed oil press. In another

failed brick-moulding project,

One speaker lamented the reluctance of

Sapem

a

list of failures

a

ing rural communities. In
was a

the inhabitants in

by deforestation to accept an "im>
proved" stove. With few exceptions, the

babwe chronicled

that had beset

there

on

December/January,* 1990/91

cases

of technology transfer to in-

digenous communities, claimed the
author of

one

report, the catalogue of

ses.

Much of the commentary on the

of

subject
recipients of such schemes and

technological change. Their culture and
59

as

ing them to a pre-technological past from
which they will have to escape if they wish

must

to

join the 20th century. This perception of

problem allows the planners and desigof such projects to comfort themselves
that it is not their fault when they fail. I

the

ners

recall one scheme in northern Sudan run by
an

American organisation to bring irrigated

water to a

community

on

the edge of the

Sahara. None of the villagers were ever

convinced that it would work. Nor was it

they wanted. The irrigated area was
the surrounding villages. There

what

too far fiom
was no

transport to take any surplus to other

markets. The fuel required to run
was

either inaccessible or too

the pumps

expensive.

wanted was something much
less grandiose, that would utilise their own
animal draught power and that would
What they

provide produce that they themselves had
identified. As is common to many of these
schemes, they were never

consulted about

their wishes. Several years

later, the expen-

sive

equipment and machinery was buried

beneath the sands of the Nubian desert. One

project planners whom I chanced to
meet blamed the failure of the enterprise on

of the

the

inability of the local people "to ap-

predate machines". They belonged to the

pre-industrial age, he claimed, and had no
ability to experiment and adapt to new
ideas.

inability to consider that imported
machinery could ever be inappropriate
seems to afflict the minds of many such
An

"experts" working in developing countries.
'

Technology seems to exert a strange fascination over them so that the idea that there

might be something wrong with their
machines is a concept that would rarely be
entertained. It is easier then to blame local
people, their ignorance, backwardness etc
on the failure of such technology than to

question its own relevance and suitability.
But this idea that poor people in developing countries have no appreciation of experiment or change is, according to this
publication by the Intermediate Technology Development Group, a myth every bit
60

decision-making that affects their

the belief that machines
always be right. Claimed one of the
editors of this publication;
misguided

traditions also come in fcff criticism, root-

as

in poorer countries are
not ignorant, backward or helpless
regarding technological change.
These people are no more mystified
by machines and products from in-

Poor people

dustrialised countries than

are many

people from these richer countries.

Villager’s knowledge of local flora,
fauna and environmental management (that of) can be more extensive
than trained scientists. Artisan solu-

for effective use of available
are often far siqyerior
to solutions proposed by trained engineers.
tions
raw

materials

Much of the reluctance to accept
Western

technology by rural communities

is based

on a

sound appreciation

of their

sustainability. Villages throughout

developing countries are littered with bits
of machinery that have broken down due to
lack of spare parts or the inputs necessary
to run

them. It is small wonder, therefore,

that when another institution

approaches

them with the latest technical fix to

their

problems, they show an understandable
reluctance to become very enthusiastic. But

probably more critical is
wholesale technological

the fact that

invasion can
hinder the involvement of local people
themselves, can limit their own ability to
provide solutions to the problems that confront them. The aims of this book are to dis-

miss the claims that such communities are
unable to come up with their own appropriale solutions and to challenge the
myth that "technology" is a term invented
in Europe during the industrial revolution.

Technological development in most
countries is dominated by imports of

products and machineryfrom outside
which can hinder people's innovation. Formally-trained scientists and
engineers are put 'up-front' while artisans and other 'informal' innovators are

at

the back. Such

policies lead to poor people losing
control over local resources and

lives.

publication compri^ a total
studies of locally developed

The

of 17

technologies from 14 countries in Asia, Africa
and Latin America. These range from the
design by artisans of improved cooking
grates and stoves in Zimbabwe and Kenya

case

to

the creation of appropriate building

tech-

niques and materials in the shanty towns of
Peru and the Dominican Republic.

of the close contact

Because
between village ar-

tisans and the communities in which

they

often more
in touch with what the people really need
and want. Common to the range of technologies investigated is the fact that they
developed out of a process of trial and error,
live and work, their products are

that local communities had a chance to use

original designs and later modify them in
line with their requirements. This close
contact between "technologist" and public
has also helped to ensure that the product is
more socially and culturally acceptable in
the communities for which they were
created. They also tend to be more
"ecologically sound" since the knowledge
of the artisan and the feedback from other

villagers will ensure that natural resources
availability feature in the design
of the technology provided.
and their

Finally, the traditional technologies
under discussion were all found to be more

economically viable than imported items.
The demands of the market place are much
more familiar to the local artisan than to the

which in turn ensures
provided will be affordable. This is different to a whole range of
international expert,
that whatever is

imported "appropriate" technology items
which often meet social, economic and en-

vironmental requirements

but are beyond

the price range of what communities can afford.
The traditional

technologies were all

economically viable. There were
many instances where they corrected

favourably with challenges from imported technologies.
The publication concludes by listing
several constraints to the development of
this "people’s" technology. The main
SAPEM DECE.MBER/JANUARY,

1990/91

problem is the lack of recognition such initiatives receive from both governments
and international

organisations. Since the

existence of these innovations is rarely

noticed, it is not possible

for this type of

viable
enterprise in the area of production in
which they are working. Very often, it is
only a small amount of start-up capital that
is needed but the banking climate is such
to

loans

or

grants to set up a

technology to expand beyond the limited

that informal artisans are excluded from

environment in which it was created. This

any

has also

prevented a useful flow of infor-

mation between artisans in different com-

might benefit from sharing
experiences and skills.
Lack of recognition also affects access to
credit. Many artisans in developing
countries complain that they have no access

munities who

assistance. The final point made by the
both national
and international agencies to take account
of what is locally available when designing
projects for Third World communities.
editors of this book is to urge

of Leonardo da
Vinci, Marie Curie and Thomas
Edison and the impact they have
The world knows

life. Few have heard
of Nigeria’s Ologbon Ori or Nepal's
Akkal Man Nakarmi, but they and
others like them are playing a similar
role for their people. Gathering information about such local innovators helps an understanding of
their skills, their potential and the
obstacles they face. Learning what
they are doing, what they can do and
what they want to do is a first step for
any outsiders wanting to help.O
made

on

human

Untangling the Causes of Debt
The Rise and Fall

of Money Capital, by Dani W Nabudere, Africa in

Transition: (1990) London

Reviewed by

Phillip T Nyahoda

376-page book is the main
volume from which the abridged
version (The Crash of International Finance Capital, by SAFES Trust,
1989) was published. The book is comprised of five parts, with the first part
giving the genesis of the rise of money
capital, from the evolution of moneycommodity relationships, to the role and
function of money in the development
and reproduction of capitalism. Here,
HIS

T

the author defends Marxian
money supply and

and

theory on

value against Ricardo

Luxemburg.

Part two of the book looks at the unfold-

ing crisis of money capital, as well as refuting Keynesian theory of money and credit,
which in fact is nothing short of rationalisation of what has and is already taking place

of any economy
monopoly capital. The
new monetary order as well as the rise of
the Bretton Woods institutions (the IMF &
IBRD), are described together with the
economic forces which brought them into
in the actual management
under conditions of

Sapem December/January, 1990/91

being. Part four is devoted to how money
capital operates, as envisioned by Marx
under socialism, and how it has

operated

under "bureaucratic socialist" conditions in

Europe. The book concludes by
discussing the implications of the rise and

Eastern

developing
is traced
to the period when indigenous economies
were incorporated into the world capitalist
system, through slavery and other forms of
primitive capitalist accumulation of
wealth. This process simultaneously let in
motion a process leading to the globalisation of capitalist relations of production,
exchange and distribution. This book is

fall of money

capital

on

countries. The root of the problem

detailed with information about both

and finance history. The
book comes out at an opportune time in the
history of a monetary and financial system
which, with the October 1987 Wall Street
monetary theory

Crash and the Mini Crash of October
1989,
%
has

undergone tremendous shocks and
all of which have an important

tremors,

bearing in understanding the bank crisis of
1846-90, and the Great Depression which

followed the stock market crash of the

provides a thorough
analysis of the evolution of finance capital,
and how the bank note — "fictions capital"
replaced gold in circulation and how it
1930s. Nabudere

—

established

a

solid basis for the further

development of banking, which was to become the locus for the development of
capitalism into monopoly phase. But it
should not be forgotten that it is this process
which led to the concentration of production into monopoly units. The injection of
money capital (bank capital in the circuit of
industrial production), increasingly led to a
situation whereby money capital became
intertwined with industrial capital and
henceforth, finance capital was bom.

is based on what
subject especially in his
main Contribution to the Critique ofPolitical Economy. The first three chapters of
Capital Vol 1 as well as his notes on
Grundrisse. Nabudere uses this to analyse
the social relations of production as well as
the modes of production which determine
Nabudere’s analysis

Marx wrote on this
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them. This

provides us with a useful
perspective in which we can view the current complex of global economic crisis.
This includes the continued plunder and
subjugation of developing countries by intemational finance capital and the impact
the financial crash has had on the fragile
economies of the developing countries
such

as

the fall in demand of commodities

from these countries, which has contributed to the African Debt Crisis and
Structural

Adjustment Programmes.

Nabudere’s main contribution lies in his

of the false acceptance that
is a ‘neutral’ circulating agent in
capitalistic economies as well as, to some
exposure

money

extent, "socialist economies". Nabudere
demonsuatcs the role of money as a social
relation in which class relations are

He also analyses the impact that technological change has had on production
together with the specific ramifications of
this impact within the monetary sphere.

Nabudere does
detail
as

on

he has

provide as much
the ri.se of money capital in Japan

uses

not

the United States

as

the basis

for

analysing and providing a theoreiki^l
to conceptualise the
rise of money capital globally.
Global exploitation has continued
among other forms through the debt
bondage, and such conditicmalities as the
structural adjustment programmes imposed by multilateral finance capital,
framework in which

which have entrenched the debt crisis
among the developing
scenario is even bleaker

countries. The
as

Nabudere has

specific laws that govern it as a commodity

carefully documented how imperialism is
prepared to resort to gunboat diplomacy in
order to protect its economic interests
around the world. The U.S. Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force, the French Expeditionary Forces amd the British Forces have

and later

at one

counterpoised with monetary relationships.
Money is seen as a commodity, governed
by the same economic laws in its production

the

as

other commodities, and that the

as

credit, have to be found within

general laws of production. Capitalist

economies

are seen as

based

on

the

com-

modity-money relationships, and the
monetary and credit crisis that ensue, are
seen as k reflection of the class
sumggles
that continue

on

the world scale between

labour and

capital. Ho goes further to show
:iow Marx’s ‘law of value’ works, by rejecting Paul Sweezy and Baran’s theory that
the law of value does not apply to monopoly capitalism. This in fact amounts to a total
rejection of Marx’s theory of the law of
value. The significance of their rejection as
shown by Nabudere is their misconception
of the role of money and credit under
monthly capital.
Nabudere provides an excellent insight
into the developnicnt of international
finance capital and of the capitalist jxilitical economy. He describes and analyses
Marx’s theory of value and his discovery of
where new value comes from. The importance of this discovery to economic theory
lies in the fact that it showed the basis of
existence of a

capitalist economy and how

it reproduced itself through plunder and pil-

lage, in order to accumulate
62

super

profits.

time

or

another been used to defend

imperialist interests and are bound to be
together with other imperialist forces against Saddam Hussein.
Nabudere suggests that the way out for
Africa and other developing countries does
not lie in the reformist petit-bourgeois
used this time

demands for

a new

World Economic Order,

this will

only result in the substitution of
one form of money for another, without
necessarily changing the relations of
production.
as

The book,

though posi-peresiroika and
glasnost, devotes little space (p.257-258) to
these two phenomenal changes in the
‘socialist camp’. This is regrettable considerating the fact that the Gorbachev era
will witness open collaboration between
the Soviet Union and international finance

capital through joint ventures in the cxploitation of the working peoples of the
developing counu-ies. The omission of all
references to the debates by Trotsky and
Bhukharin in Chapter 10 (Socialism and
Money Capital) is puzzling as the two were
among the Bolsheviks who. from 1917,
were driven by a vision of a socialist millenarian. Perhaps the biggest question

which

might arise is that

reference has been made

to

no

single

China which,

like the Soviet Union, has long since consolidated its rather short march towards the
restoration of

capitalist

and exploitation by

propeny

relations

parasitic rent collection

by decreeing long term inheritable rights to
sub-lease farms and factories. Deng
Xiaoping’s open door policy initiated to attract Western technological know-how became the two-pronged policy which
provided

a

conduit for the exploitation of

the Chinese working people. The great leap
backwards has been characterised by un-

employment, inflation, corruption and exploitation by international finance capital.
Nabudere could pierhaps have shown in
greater detail the role the slate has played
in the "socialist accumubtion of wealth",

especially as it annexed the commanding
heights of he economy on behalf of the
workers and pca.sanls. This provided the social bureaucrats with a leverage with which
they could accumulate wealth in the name
of the workers and peasants. The struggle
between labour and capital does not wither

with the proclamation of a "workers’
basically Nabudere has
provided the key to understanding the rise
of ‘social imperialism’ in Eastern Europe
and the destabilising effects it has had on
the hitherto Socialist mode of production.
away

state". But

Another weakness in the book is that it

does

not

give the co-relationship between

money capital or in short finance capital
and the environment. It is a well known fact
that

as a

result of the methods used

to cx-

for capitalistic production, huge tracts of virgin forest have been
tract ores

necessary

destroyed, not to mention the procc.ssing of
these ores which has led to all sons of pollution, including acid rain, which are highly connected with the crisis of capitalism
now underway throughout the capitalist
world and "socialist countries" that have
now

adopted commodity-money relations

in their economic reform programmes.

This book

belongs essentially to the

genre of orthodox Marxist analysis and will
contribute to further discussion on money
and credit and

help us to lift our own understanding of the current global political and
monetary

problcms.D
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Compiled by Ngoni Chanakira and Phillip Nyahoda
how to

SAPEM

Anniversary

OCTOBER marked SAPEM’s third

anniversary and

—

effectively divert caigo flow from the dominant
and routes to the regional group’s five

South African ports
main ports.

according to a regular contributor to the magazine. Dr
Lloyd M. Sachikonye — "to break the sweltering October
heat, it rained in the capiul. African sages have often
associated such rains with good omen". After 34 issues,
SAPEM has clearly come a long way. The major debates
which have a bearing on the content carried by the
magazine during the last three years can only whet one’s
appetite to reach for back copies. Among the distinguished
guests invited to mark the Third Anniversary was the
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Dr Nathan Shamuyarira, who
was the Guest of Honour, other Cabinet Ministers,

Notwithstanding these major concerns, one ought to have
realistic picture of the region’s inter-relationship
amid unfolding and promising political development.
Those interested in presenting seminar papers are invited
to submit papers (which should focus on the political,
economic, social and development aspects pertaining to
Southern Africa) to The SAFES Seminar Organiser, P.O.
Box MPl 11, Mount Pleasant, Harare.

diplomats, representatives of donor agencies, network
scholars from other national and regional institutions as
well as publishers and well-wishers.

from Canada. These included two from the Canadian trade

Seminar Series
On November 19, the SAFES Trust held

which focussed

on

Seminar 9

The South African factor in the SADCC

A report was
presented by Dr Oliver S. Saasa, project coordinator and
Director of the University of Zambia’s Institute for African
Studies. Dr Saasa said that to fully appreciate Southern
Africa’s current initiatives to build up an independent
transport and communication system that could offset part
of the high degree of dependence on South Africa, one
needs to understand the regional situation as it exists.

a more

Visitors

During November, most of the visitors to SAFES came
union movement, Mr Kevin

Flaherty and Mr Bill Robb.
Guy Lewis (Canada), David Bolsom
(Ottawa, Canada), Peter Brownie (International Research
and Development Centre (IDRQ, Ottawa, Canada) and
Francisco Campbell from the Centre for International
Studies in Managua.
Others

were

Jean

transport and communication systems.

He said

one

dominant feature in the Southern African

region is the heavy dependence on South African ports, rail
systems, roads and communications network in such a way
that the South African regime has taken advantage of this
phenomenon in its political and economic relations in the
sub-region. The transport patterns in the SADCC region,
he said, have been influenced by geographical, political,
historical and economic factors.
Mr Saasa said in

light of South African dominance in
in the region due to the
country’s economic ability and determination to exploit to
its advantage, commercial and technological innovations in
the transport sector, the big question for SADCC now is
transport and communications
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Research
In

Project

January, 1991, SAFES Trust will launch a major

project on development policy and economic
crises in Southern Africa as part of the continuing
research

development of dialogue within the region. The proposed
research project will explore the manner in which the
configuration of dominant domestic class interests militates
against the formulation of development policies that would
guarantee resilient and autonomous economic growth,
increased employment and incomes and equity in African
countries of the Southern African sub-region.
The project is motivated by a postulate which requires
empirical demonstration and validation that the inability of

African countries to extricate themselves from the adverse

the international division of labour and
primarily a result of the behaviour and
interests of dominant indigenous classes.
It will explore the manner in which domestic class
interests in conjunction with international capital have
precipitated or reinforced economic distortions which

consequences of
tenns of trade is
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constrain

a

country from attaining self-reliant growth with

It is

expected that the project will bring together a
political economists from the disciplines of
economics, political science and sociology from within

equity.

network of

The research

project is, therefore, aimed at pin-pointing
political economy of stagnation, dependency and
b-region. It will begin where traditional economists and the
World Bank/IMF coalition have stopped and will identify
the origin and configuration of classes in a particular
country and the economic strictures, relations and policies
that emanate from the dominance of coalitions of particular

countries of the

the

sub-region to investigate from

a

political

economy perspective, the origin and nature of the current
economic predicament and the proposed solutions to it.

,

Staff Appointments
Mr Chikwana

was appointed to the post of Chief
Administration and Finance Manager, with effect from

classes.

December 1990.

SAFES PUBLICATIONS
AVAILABLE
The

TITLED

following publications are available from SAFES Trust:

The Crash

of International Finance Capital by Dani Wadada Nabudere, 1989, Z$14,00
Fight My Beloved Continent: New Democracy in Africa by Issa Shivji, 1988, Z$5,(X)
Of Feathers and Dead Leaves and Other Poems by Christopher Henry Muwanga-Barlow, 1989, Z$8,00
Women in Zimbabwe

The Future

by Elinor Batezat and Margaret Mwalo, 1989, Z$10,00
of Socialism by Samir Amin
FORTHCOMING TITLES

The Role

of African Intellectuals, edited by Ibbo Mandaza
The Employment Crisis in Africa: Issues in Human Resources Development
Policy, edited by Crispin Crey-Johnson
The IMF and Tanzania, edited by Horace Campbell and Howard Stein
ORDER FORM
To:

The Business

Please send

me

Manager, SAFES Trust, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe
proforma invoice for supplying the following titles and quantities by airmail/surface mail.

1.
\

4.

Name:

_

Address:
i

Signatme:
Date:
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LONRHO

Ace

Engineering (Private) Limited

Construction Associates

(Private) Limited
Corsyn Consolidated Mines Limited

The associated
make Lonrho

companies of the Lonrho Group combine to
one

of Zimbabwe's most effective income

W Dahmer &

Company (Private) Limited

generators in the areas of mining, manufacturing and

agriculture.

Crittall-Hope Limited
David Whitehead Textiles Limited
Eastern Districts

Engineers

(Private) Limited
Engineering Research iind
Manufacturing Industries Limited
Gramma Records

Company

(Private) Limited
Homestake Mining and Technical
Services (Private) Limited

Independence Mining
(Private) Limited
Italian Coachbuilders

(Private) Limited
L C S Computer Software & Bureau Specialists
(Private) Limited

I,onrho Motor Industries Limited
Mobile Motors

(Private) Limited: Associate

National Blankets

(Private) Limited

Savannah Wildlife Division
Simms Electrical and Diesel
Services (Private) Limited
Teal Record

Company (C.A.) Limited

Turnpan Zimbabwe Limited

Unity Woodworking Division
The Wattle

Company Limited

Willoughbys Consolidated PLC
Zambesi Coachworks Limited

Zimoco Limited

Zimparts (Private) Limited

Part of the

strength of Zimbabwe
LINTAS: ZIMBABWE 10694

